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Abstract 
Depression is a complex psychiatric disorder with emotional dysregulation at its core. The first line of 

treatment includes cognitive behaviour therapy and pharmacological antidepressants. However, up to one 

third of patients with depression fail to respond to these treatment interventions. The past decades have 

seen an increasing use of repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) in clinical studies, as an 

alternative treatment for depression. Several large-scale, multicentre randomized controlled trials have led 

the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA), USA to approve two rTMS protocols for clinical application 

in the treatment of depression - 10 Hz rTMS and intermittent Theta Burst Stimulation (iTBS). However, 

only 30-50% of patients receiving rTMS respond to the treatment. The large variability in response to rTMS 

likely stems from multiple reasons, one being the targeting method currently employed for delivering rTMS 

at the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Previous functional connectivity studies have shown 

that stimulation at left DLPFC targets with larger negative correlation to the subgenual anterior cingulate 

cortex (sgACC) may result in greater therapeutic response than those with lower negative correlation. 

However, current use of rTMS ignores functional connectivity in choosing the left DLPFC target, thus 

largely discarding functional architectural differences of the brain across subjects. Furthermore, despite 

widespread clinical use of rTMS, the basic network mechanisms behind these rTMS protocols remain 

elusive. This work presents a novel personalization method of left DLPFC target selection based on their 

negative functional connectivity to the sgACC. The default mode network (DMN) is a large-scale brain 

network commonly involved in self-referential thought processing and plays an essential role in the 

pathophysiology of depression. I use the novel personalization method and identical study designs to 

delineate DMN mechanisms from a single session of 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS in healthy subjects. Arguably, 

an understanding of basic mechanisms of clinically relevant rTMS protocols in healthy subjects will help 

improve the current therapeutic effect of rTMS, and possibly expand the therapeutic role of rTMS. My 

work shows, for the first time, strong but different modulations of DMN connectivity by single 

personalized sessions of 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS. Such modulations can be predicted using the personality 

trait harm avoidance (HA). Given that initial results show that the method is robust and reproducible, its 

adaptation to patient cohorts is likely to result in improved therapeutic benefits. Therefore, the novel 

method of personalization is translated to clinical setting by using accelerated iTBS (aiTBS) in patients with 

depression. Additionally, a comparison is made between effects resulting from personalized and non-

personalized (10-20 EEG system F3 position) aiTBS in patients with depression. By evaluating the DMN, 

and heart rate variability, I show precise modulatory effects of personalized aiTBS, which is not seen in the 

standard aiTBS group. The work presented here introduces an important method to reduce variability and 

increase precision in rTMS modulation by personalizing the left DLPFC target selection. Even though 

DMN and cardiac effects already point towards the advantage of personalization, the still preliminary 

analysis fails to show significant differences in treatment response. Lack of greater therapeutic benefits 
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from personalized aiTBS in this ongoing study probably stems from a still limited sample size. In case 

personalization proves clinically advantageous to standard iTBS by the final sample size, this work can 

sediment the first step towards systems medicine in the field of psychiatry. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation? 
Prior to the 1980s, brain stimulation methods involving transcranial electrical stimulation were a rather 

painful experience [1]. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) introduced a relatively pain-free modality, 

enabling application of higher intensities of electrical energy across the scalp, traversing the skull and into 

cortical brain regions [2, 3]. Devoid of any electrically conducting units in contact with the scalp, TMS 

involves passing a large electric current through a coil of wire for a brief duration. As per Faraday’s law, 

this briefly changing electric current produces a magnetic flux perpendicular to the plane of the coil. The 

magnetic flux penetrates across the biological tissue and induces electric current in the underlying 

population of neurons [4].  

In their pioneering study, Barker et al. [2] used a circular coil for stimulation of the motor cortex in which 

the intensity of the magnetic flux and the induced current is highest at the centre of the coil. Since then, 

further TMS coil designs have allowed for either focal stimulation of cortical targets or stimulation of deeper 

regions of the brain. One of the most commonly used TMS coils, referred to as the “figure-of-eight” coil, 

facilitates highly focal stimulation of only superficially accessible cortical brain regions [5, 6]. It consists of 

two circular wire coils placed adjacent to each other; current passing through it generates a strong focal 

magnetic flux at the mid-point between the centres of the two coils [7]. An alternative design is the double 

cone coil, where the two wire coils are tilted towards each other at an obtuse angle, reaching greater depth 

but at the expense of reduced focality [7, 8]. A modelling study of these two coils showed that the double 

cone coil magnetic flux reaches a depth of ~2 cm spanning approximately 30 cm2, whereas the figure-of-

eight coil reaches a depth of ~1.4 cm, spanning only ~11 cm2 [5]. Another novel coil for rTMS is the H-

coil, which allows stimulation of deeper brain regions without inducing significant activation of cortical 

regions, often referred to as Deep TMS [9]. The deeper penetration of the electric flux is achieved by less 

focal stimulation [9]. 

The ease and painless application of single pulses combined with simple and straightforward interpretation 

of results make single pulse TMS an attractive tool for neurologists, playing a valuable role in the diagnosis 

of certain neurological disorders. By applying single pulses at the motor cortex to activate target muscles, 

clinicians can determine the conduction time for the signal to travel from the motor cortex to these muscles, 

referred to as the central motor conduction time (CMCT). CMCT is known to be altered in diseases 

involving structural lesions in conduction pathways or demyelination [10]. Measuring the alterations in 

CMCT using single pulse TMS has clinical prognostic value for diseases such as multiple sclerosis, 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, atrophy or palsy [11]. With the increasing promise of TMS for research and 

clinical/prognostic purposes, the stimulation devices became more sophisticated to deliver TMS pulses in 

a repetitive manner. This ushered in the era of repetitive TMS (rTMS). The merits of rTMS lay in its effects 
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lasting beyond the duration of stimulation [7]. The mechanisms behind longer lasting effects of rTMS is 

likely analogous to mechanisms underlying long-term synaptic plasticity, broadly categorized into long-term 

potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) [12]. LTP is the phenomenon where repeated high 

frequency stimulation of a pre-synaptic neuron leads to an enhanced excitatory post-synaptic potential 

(EPSPs) whereas LTD is the opposite phenomena of LTP. Whilst LTP strengthens synaptic connections, 

LTD acts to weaken synaptic connections. The understanding of LTP and LTD processes in mammalians 

is largely derived from studies of hippocampal slices from animals. Hill (1978) showed that rat hippocampal 

neurons, when put in a new environment, fire at about 5-7 Hz [13]. When these hippocampal neuron slices 

are electrically stimulated with 5, 10 or 20 bursts at an interval of 200 milliseconds [each burst consisting 4 

pulses delivered at 100 Hz], LTP is consistently induced in the stimulated population of neurons [14, 15]. 

Notably, a 10 bursts stimulation caused LTP in 100% of neurons [14]. LTP results in strengthened synaptic 

connections between the pre-synaptic neuron and post-synaptic neuron. This implies that a single stimulus 

to the pre-synaptic neuron would now elicit a much higher response from the post-synaptic neuron than 

before. Furthermore, while LTP is caused by high frequency stimulus to the pre-synaptic neuron over a 

short time period, LTD is a result of slow, low frequency stimulation over a longer period. To mimic such 

LTP like effects over the human cortex, researchers translated the parameters from the stimulation of 

hippocampal neuron slices for human rTMS. A study with electroencephalogram (EEG) in humans showed 

that subjects engaged in a word memory task exhibited increased theta power (4-7 Hz) during encoding of 

words that were later successfully recalled [16]. Keeping in mind the technological limitations of the TMS 

stimulators at the time e.g. overheating, the parameters were re-adjusted to deliver 3 (instead of 4) pulses at 

50 Hz (instead of 100 Hz), with each burst repeated every 200 milliseconds [17]. This gave rise to a form 

of rTMS called theta burst stimulation (TBS).  

Measurements of motor evoked potential (MEP) have led to an understanding of the excitatory/inhibitory 

nature of rTMS. The MEP acts as an immediate readout of underlying cortical excitability. It results from 

action potentials (AP) generated in the interneurons which stimulate pyramidal neurons, further activating 

the corticospinal tract. This activates the spinal motor neurons that relay the signal to the muscle [18]. 

Electromyography (EMG) measures and quantifies the amplitude of a muscle twitch as a MEP [19]. This 

form of signal transduction resulting in muscle activation is usually referred to as the indirect volley (I-

waves), as the pyramidal neurons are not directly stimulated [20]. However, higher intensity TMS pulses 

can result in direct simulation of the pyramidal neurons which results in direct volley of signal transduction 

(D-waves) [20]. The direction of the induced current and the intensity of the TMS pulses influence the 

amplitude of the MEP. MEPs can be utilized as a measure of motor output control, the excitability of the 

motor cortex or changes outside of the motor cortex that cause alterations within the motor cortex [21]. 

Huang et al. [22] delivered TBS continuously for 40 seconds (continuous TBS – cTBS) over the motor 

cortex and reported a reduction in MEP. This suggests a decrease in cortical excitability – an LTD-like 

phenomenon. Inversely, delivering TBS in an intermittent fashion, i.e. when 10 bursts of TBS are succeeded 
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by a 8-second period of rest (intermittent TBS – iTBS), led to an increase in MEP, suggesting an increase 

in cortical excitability (LTP-like phenomena)[22]. These two forms of TBS are commonly used today to 

induce inhibitory (cTBS) and excitatory (iTBS) aftereffects over cortical areas [22, 23]. An important point 

to consider is that typical cTBS and iTBS protocols deliver the same amounts of pulses (600), however 

cTBS delivers this energy over a shorter span of time (40 seconds), while iTBS delivers this over a longer 

duration (200 seconds). Thus, the advent of TBS has allowed longer lasting effects beyond the stimulation 

with reduced stimulation duration and fewer number of pulses.  

Studies stimulating the motor cortex and measuring the MEPs, have established that lower frequency rTMS 

(≤ 1 Hz) results in a decrease in MEP amplitude [24] while high frequency (≥ 5 Hz) causes an increase in 

MEP amplitude [7, 25]. This simple rule of thumb helps inform rTMS parameter selection for both research 

and clinical application. For example, when attempting to inhibit the activity of a cortical area, low frequency 

rTMS would be used but when facilitation of the underlying cortical area is desired, high frequency 

stimulation will be employed. However, there are exceptions to this rule. RTMS exerts its effects via 

excitation and inhibition of populations of neurons. It affects cellular signalling cascades and 

neurotransmission. The large-scale effects of rTMS is thus, a culmination of complex patterns of excitation 

and inhibition of individual neurons. Depending on the cortical area stimulated and the underlying brain 

state, the observed effects of rTMS might differ from that expected [6], as small changes in rTMS 

parameters can result in variable cumulative changes at the brain organ level, resulting in observations 

contrary to expectations. Be that as it may, the advancement of rTMS has offered researchers an 

opportunity to probe brain functions by non-invasively activating/inhibiting brain regions. 

1.2 Cellular mechanisms of (r)TMS 
Before detailing the mechanism of rTMS, we begin with the effect of single pulse TMS at the cellular level 

AP. Neurons at rest (i.e. no activity) maintain an electric potential difference across the neuronal membrane, 

with the help of trans-membrane protein transporters. These transporters exchange sodium ions for 

potassium ions at the expense of energy. This maintains a higher potassium concentration inside of the 

neuron and a higher sodium concentration outside of the neuron. Thus, the neuronal membrane maintains 

an electric potential (called as the resting membrane potential) of approximately -70 mV at equilibrium [26]. 

A depolarizing current stimulus above a certain threshold results in the opening of voltage gated sodium 

channels (VGNaCs). This opening of VGNaCs produces further influx of sodium ions, which in turn 

prompts further depolarization resulting in more VGNaCs to open. This causes a rapid depolarization until 

the membrane potential is equal to the equilibrium potential of sodium ions. The depolarizing current 

stimulus also causes slower acting voltage gated potassium ion channels (VGKCs) to open up, resulting in 

an efflux of potassium ions [26].  

The VGNaCs close quicker than VGKCs, due to the slow dynamics of VGKCs. This delay results in a 

significant efflux of potassium ions from the neuron, causing repolarization of the neuronal membrane 
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beyond the resting membrane potential. As the VGKCs close the membrane potential returns to its baseline 

at the expense of the Na+/K+-ATPase pump. This entire cycle of depolarization and repolarization 

constitutes an AP. The AP travels along each neuron via the voltage gated channels across the axon and 

terminates at the synapse. A simple synapse consists of two neurons, the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic 

neuron. The APs in the pre-synaptic neuron result in a chemical signal cascade across the synapse to 

generate APs in the post-synaptic neuron. As the AP reaches the pre-synaptic terminal, it causes voltage 

gated Calcium channels (VGCaCs) at the pre-synaptic terminal to open. Calcium influx results in the release 

of neurotransmitters in the space between two neurons called a synaptic cleft. The neurotransmitters bind 

to ionotropic or metabotropic receptors at the post-synaptic neuron. The binding of neurotransmitters to 

ionotropic receptors results in opening of ion channels, giving way to either an inhibitory (further 

polarization) or excitatory (depolarization) response in post-synaptic neuron [26]. Metabotropic receptors, 

on the other hand, do not directly result in opening or closing of ion channels. Instead, the binding of 

neurotransmitters to metabotropic receptors leads to activation of other downstream proteins (e.g. G-

proteins) that result in opening of ion channels away from the synaptic membrane. The description of AP 

presented is a simplistic one as the mammalian neuron AP is known to be more dynamic and complex. It 

is generated by a larger number of voltage-gated channels responsible for different ions. However, the 

outcome of a single TMS pulse delivered over a population of neurons can be understood as an electric 

current delivered to neurons that results in APs [26, 27]. 

The immediate outcome of single pulse TMS is often quantified using MEPs and motor threshold (MT). 

MT is commonly defined as the minimum stimulator strength required to elicit a MEP response of greater 

than 50 mV in the target muscles at least five out of ten times. The MT measured using single pulse TMS 

is dependent on sodium channel activation in cortical-cortical neurons and their synaptic connections to 

cortico-spinal neurons [28]. Thus, substances blocking sodium channel activation or non-NMDA glutamate 

receptors (responsible for quick excitatory synaptic transmission) influence the MT measures [29]. MEP, 

like MT, is also dependent upon sodium channel activation [30]. It is hypothesized that a reduction in 

MEPs, suggesting reduced cortical excitability, stems from sodium channel inactivation resulting in reduced 

I-waves [31]. In addition, substances that modulate the inhibitory and excitatory properties of neural circuits 

also influence the MEP measurement [28]. It is also important to note that resulting electric current induced 

by single pulse TMS depends on other factors like the excitability of the neuronal elements, the orientation 

of excitable neurons with respect to the TMS coil, skull thickness, skin impedance, distance between skull 

and cortex (cerebrospinal fluid), and the parameters of TMS itself such as the intensity, frequency, duration, 

pulse shape and form [29] etc. This was demonstrated in a study evaluating the MEPs influences of iTBS 

stimulation of the motor cortex [32]. The study reported dose dependence of the response to iTBS, whereby 

larger doses of iTBS (more pulses, longer duration) resulted in greater excitatory effects on the motor 

cortex. However, this was only true for stimulation up to certain intensities. For example, when stimulated 

at intensities greater than 120% of resting MT (RMT: MT when the hand muscles are relaxed), all doses of 
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iTBS (600 versus 1200 versus 1800) failed to facilitate MEPs. However, when stimulated at 90% of the 

RMT, the dose dependency was most clearly visible. Similarly, another study showed maximal inhibitory 

effects from cTBS when delivered at greater than 150% RMT. While, excitatory effects from iTBS were 

greatest when stimulated at 110% RMT [33]. 

Besides single pulse TMS, longer-term effects of rTMS on cortical excitability are mediated by mechanisms 

similar to LTP and LTD [34]. LTP is induced by high frequency stimulation of the pre-synaptic neuron and 

is mediated by the NMDA and AMPA receptors. During normal resting potential, the NMDA receptors 

are blocked by magnesium ions. The NMDA receptors open when a) glutamate is bound to the receptor 

and b) the post-synaptic neuron is depolarized. At low frequency stimulation of pre-synaptic neuron, the 

stimulus is not large enough to unblock NMDA receptors. EPSP is mediated only via AMPA receptors 

[35]. When the pre-synaptic neuron receives a high frequency stimulus, it results in a larger EPSP. The 

larger EPSP depolarizes the post-synaptic neuron thus unblocking the NMDA receptors. This leads to 

calcium ion influx in the post-synaptic neuron. The influx of calcium ions results in recruitment of 

additional AMPA receptors to the post-synaptic terminal. The calcium ions also activate post-synaptic 

signalling pathways that result in further recruitment of AMPA receptors to the post-synapse. This results 

in additional sensitivity to glutamate post LTP, leading to stronger post-synaptic response towards a normal 

pre-synaptic input [35]. These processes happen over a time frame of 1 to 2 hours. However, a slower 

process, called as the late phase, occurs over a longer duration due to changes in gene expression and 

protein synthesis. The late phase is mediated via protein kinases that cause phosphorylation of other 

proteins and ultimately influence transcriptional factors and gene expression possibly leading to newer 

synapse formation [35]. LTD on the other hand is opposite of LTP. Low frequency stimulus to pre-synaptic 

neuron usually leads to LTD. LTP and LTD processes nullify each other’s effects when they succeed one 

another. The main difference then appears to be the rate at which calcium ions concentration changes in 

response to high frequency versus low frequency stimulus. While high frequency stimulus results in a rapid 

rise in calcium ion concentration on the post-synaptic terminal, low frequency stimulus leads to a slow and 

rather small rise in calcium ion concentration. This slow rise of calcium ions leads to activation of 

phosphatases – proteins that dephosphorylate other proteins. The dephosphorylation prompts a signalling 

cascade that ultimately results in internalization of AMPA receptors from the post-synaptic terminal. Thus, 

LTD results in a decrease of AMPA receptors at the post-synaptic membrane. This highlights the opposite 

nature of the two phenomena, and the selective role they play in retaining new information or 

strengthening/discarding old ones [35]. 

Another process that underlies the brain’s response to newer information is called metaplasticity. 

Metaplasticity refers to the property by which the history of synaptic activity impacts the synapse’s response 

to subsequent stimulation [34, 36, 37]. Such processes indicate that the response of neuronal populations 

to rTMS is likely more complex than LTP and LTD mechanisms gleaned from studies of hippocampal 

neurons. Many studies have employed magnetic stimulation in animal models as well as in humans as an 
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attempt to further understand the phenomenon of synaptic plasticity underlying rTMS. Ma et al. [38] 

showed that low frequency magnetic stimulation of hippocampal neuron cultures led to changes in synapse 

density and synapse structure integrity. They showed that low intensity 1 Hz stimulation can lead to increase 

in synapse density and axonal arborization, while high intensity 1 Hz stimulation can lead to a detrimental 

effect on synapse morphology. Effects on the post-synaptic terminal in the form of increased AMPA 

receptors were seen in response to 10 Hz repetitive magnetic stimulation in mouse hippocampal neurons 

[39]. Differential effects of high and low frequency rTMS have also been reported through animal studies. 

Gersner et al. [40] applied multiple sessions of 20 Hz rTMS to one group of rats and 1 Hz rTMS to a second 

group of rats. Their results indicate that high frequency rTMS, but not low frequency rTMS may lead to 

changes in glutamate receptor subunit of AMPA receptors. Additionally, they compared the effects of high 

frequency rTMS (HF-rTMS) in awake and anesthetized animals and found that 20 Hz rTMS only increased 

the markers of neuroplasticity in awake animals, hinting towards the importance of underlying neuronal 

activity during rTMS. Another study showed that iTBS resulted in both immediate and prolonged reduction 

in numbers of cortical cells expressing parvalbumin but cTBS only caused such changes transiently [41]. 

Their results suggest different molecular mechanisms of long- and short-term plasticity for different rTMS 

protocols [34]. Another study [42] showed that 5Hz rTMS of human cells led to phosphorylation of CREB 

proteins (cAMP response element binding proteins that are transcriptional factors initiated by cAMP). 

CREB further modifies gene expression allowing more AMPA receptors at the post-synaptic neurons. Their 

study postulates that rTMS likely interacts and influences gene expression via CREB. Some well described 

and studied genes whose expressions are modified in response to changing calcium ion concentration have 

also been shown to have increased expression in response to 1 Hz, 10 Hz and iTBS protocols in rats [34]. 

For example, expression of genes like c-Fos and zinc finger protein 268 in certain regions of the animal 

brain is differentially influenced by rTMS protocols [43]. These results highlight the complexity with which 

the rTMS protocols may interact with large scale neuronal organization.  

In addition to molecular and gene expression effects, rTMS also causes changes in neurotransmission per 

se [34]. Of relevance are studies with human subjects combining rTMS and single photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT). One such study investigating patients with clinical depression found that 

10 Hz rTMS modulated serotonin receptor binding sites – resulting in receptor increase in the dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) but receptor decrease in the hippocampus [44]. Further studies with human 

subjects show increases in dopamine in striatum in healthy subjects as well as patients with depression [45, 

46]. The GABAergic and glutamatergic transmissions are also influenced by magnetic stimulation in rat 

brains [47]. This in turn can lead to changes in protein expression of cortical inhibitory interneurons, which 

then modulate the plasticity of a cortical area. While rTMS affects diverse molecular processes, Romero et 

al. [48] have shown that the area covered by the rTMS magnetic field, even when as small as 2 mm in 

diameter affects the activity of a large number of neighbouring cells. They reported varied combinations of 

excitation and inhibition of the neighbouring cells in vivo in rhesus monkeys. Thus, the overall effect of 
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rTMS would be a culmination of such single cell effects. The choice of rTMS parameters would allow either 

excitatory or inhibitory processes to win over; resulting in a macro-effect that is usually reported in human 

rTMS studies. To produce the desired macro-effects, the parameter space for designing adequate rTMS 

protocols is large and diverse. The specifications that can be adjusted include total number of pulses 

delivered per session (e.g. 600 and 1800 for iTBS or 3000 for 10 Hz), frequency of pulse delivery (e.g. 10 

Hz, 20 Hz etc.), length of the pulse train (e.g. 2 seconds, 4 seconds etc.), interval between the trains of 

pulses (Inter-train interval, e.g. 8 seconds, 26 seconds, 25 seconds etc.), number of sessions per day (e.g. 1-

5 sessions/day), total number of sessions (20-30 total sessions), and the titrated strength of the RMT at 

which the stimulation is delivered (e.g. 80%, 110% or 120% of the RMT). Such a wide array of choices has 

led to research studies using different combinations of parameters, thus making universal claims about 

rTMS effects difficult. However, available published guidelines [8, 49, 50] and acceptance and initiative by 

the FDA have to large extent helped standardize rTMS parameters for clinical use. Regardless, rTMS with 

varied parameters have been crucial to study basic cognitive faculties of the human brain, leading to insights 

regarding the roles of different brain regions in cognitive processes. 

1.3 TMS in cognitive and behaviour studies 
The study of the underlying brain function with application of rTMS involves two significant methods. The 

first method concerns disrupting the functioning of certain brain regions by using particular parameters of 

rTMS. It assesses the causal effects of rTMS on cognitive abilities, thus highlighting the brain region’s role 

in cognitive processes [51]. Such an approach is referred to as the virtual lesion approach [52]. Using such 

approaches, it is also possible to study the temporal dynamics of cognition i.e. the timeline by which 

cognitive stimuli are processed [53–55]. For example, 5 Hz rTMS at the DLPFC results in more frequent 

errors by subjects in a delayed match to sample task [56] and 5 Hz rTMS at parietal cortex resulted in 

reduced reaction times even though it did not influence the error frequency [57]. Some studies have also 

reported enhancement of task performance from rTMS applied before the execution of the task [58–61]. 

For example, Tegenthoff et al. [59] showed increased sensitivity of tactile cues up to 2 hours after 5 Hz 

rTMS to right index finger representation on the cortex, and Boyd and Lindell [60] showed 5 Hz rTMS to 

premotor cortex facilitated motor memory consolidation beyond the end of the stimulation. Several other 

studies have investigated brain regions using single session rTMS to understand visual attention, mental 

rotation, working memory, motion detection, discrimination etc. [61]. Such single session rTMS can have 

acute aftereffects on the brain functioning, likely through mechanisms analogous to LTP or LTD [62]. In 

addition, cognitive processing has also been shown to be affected by single pulse TMS. Abrahamyan et al. 

[63] showed a dependency of visual threshold on the intensity of pulses, wherein low intensity pulses cause 

an increase in visual thresholds, while high intensity pulses cause a decrease. Their results underscore the 

complexity of TMS techniques, showing how not only the frequency of stimulation (low versus high 

frequency) or the pattern of stimulation (iTBS versus cTBS), but even the intensity of stimulation can result 

in contradictory effects. Aside from the lesion approach, the second method is a novel technique to study 
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brain functioning involving entrainment of underlying neuronal oscillations using rTMS [64]. Studies 

involving EEG in conjunction with rTMS have shown that the aftereffects of the stimulation are not only 

dependent upon the parameters of the rTMS (frequency, duration etc.) but also on the activation level of 

the brain region receiving the stimulation [65]. For example, Romei et al. [66, 67] have shown that the 

response of TMS in eliciting phosphenes was dependent upon the alpha band oscillatory activity of the 

visual cortex. Bestmann et al. [68] also reported that the activity of contralateral brain regions is influenced 

by the stimulation of ipsilateral brain regions in a state dependent manner. These reports on the relationship 

between the pre-stimulation brain state and the outcome of stimulation have led to the development of 

brain-state dependent brain stimulation (BSDBS). Bergmann presents a conceptual framework of open and 

closed looped BSDBS [69]. An open loop BSDBS system identifies the underlying brain state and 

accordingly adjusts the timing of the rTMS delivery to stimulate during the most optimal time frame (high 

alpha oscillation or synchronized with alpha waves etc.). Closed loop BSDBS, on the other hand works on 

similar principle as the open loop BSDBS, but it additionally aims to modulate the underlying brain activity 

thus allowing it to either maintain or disrupt the function of brain regions. Thus, entrainment exploits the 

synchronous firing of neuronal populations [70]. By phase locking the rTMS frequency with the intrinsic 

activity of the brain region under investigation, it is possible to modulate the brain region’s functionality by 

either enhancing the neuronal oscillations or counteracting the ongoing oscillations [64]. This novel 

technique holds promise for application in psychiatric disorders e.g. depression. Depression is often 

characterized by significant cognitive deficits across memory, attention, and learning [71–73]. A recent 

meta-analysis of the cognitive effects of rTMS in patients with depression found only modest enhancements 

resulting from multiple sessions of rTMS [62]. Thus, use of personalized rTMS approaches depending on 

underlying brain states such as entrainment may improve the enhancing effect of rTMS on cognitive 

faculties. The important takeaway though is that an extensive body of research substantiates the ability of 

rTMS to influence brain circuits, resulting in either improvement or deterioration of cognitive performance 

and behavioural output. The application of rTMS to regulate increased or decreased activity/connectivity 

of certain brain regions in psychiatric disorders is an extension of this premise. 

1.4 RTMS as treatment modality of major depressive disorder 

1.4.1 The need for rTMS in the treatment of major depressive disorder 

The World Health Organization (WHO) ranks depression as one of the leading causes of disability, with 

its lifetime prevalence ranging between 10% - 20% of the general population [74, 75]. Depression is 

frequently associated with poor health, smoking habits and cardiac problems [76]. Aside from the economic 

costs, it also weighs adversely on interpersonal relationships. Depression is a recurring disorder 

characterized by emotional dysregulation [77]. It often results in a negative bias emerging as an inability to 

disengage from processing of negative information from the surrounding as well as from the memory [78], 

frequently precipitating a negativistic perception of the world, one’s own self and the future. Depression is 

clinically characterized by an accumulation of symptoms across multiple domains: emotional, psychomotor, 
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neurovegetative, and cognitive. These symptoms can include depressed mood, anhedonia, psychomotor 

agitation, fatigue, weight/appetite loss or gain, insomnia/hypersomnia, suicide ideation, poor 

concentration, and feelings of worthlessness and guilt [78, 79]. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders - 5 (DSM5)[80] requires five or more of these symptoms for a diagnosis, with depressed 

mood or loss of interest/pleasure as one of the primary symptoms. Further, these symptoms must have 

persisted for two weeks or longer and significantly affected day to day life in order to make a diagnosis of 

depression [74]. The International Classification of Disease, 10th edition (ICD-10)[81] has a comparable 

diagnosis for depression. Differently from DSM5, ICD-10 requires only four or more symptoms to be 

present for more than 2 weeks with significant effect on daily life, with at least two core symptoms amongst 

depressed mood, anhedonia, and fatigue.  

The first line of treatment against depression includes cognitive behaviour therapy or/and pharmacological 

intervention [82]. One of the main difficulties in treating depression is the interindividual variability and its 

varying symptom profile. Two separate patients given the diagnosis of depression might not have 

comparable symptoms [83]. The large number of combinations of symptoms that can be diagnosed as a 

depressive episode are indicative of the significant underlying variability of depression pathophysiology 

[84]. Considering the complexity of the disease, approximately a third of patients with depression do not 

respond to multiple rounds of pharmacotherapy and exhibit treatment resistant depression (TRD)[85]. Due 

to its accessibility for rTMS and its connection to deeper brain structures involved in emotional processing, 

DLPFC rTMS proved itself as a promising alternative for TRD treatment owing to its ease of application 

(no secondary medication needed e.g. muscle relaxants or sedation in case of electro-convulsive therapy 

(ECT)) and non-invasive nature (no surgical procedure required like in deep brain stimulation (DBS))[86–

88]. In addition, applying rTMS at the DLPFC was also instigated because depression was associated with 

significant left-right prefrontal asymmetry in glucose metabolism which resolved with successful treatment 

[89]. 18F-fludeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) studies showed depression to be 

associated with hypometabolism of left prefrontal regions [90] and hypermetabolism of the contralateral 

regions [91]. Hence, it was hypothesized that this hypoactivity and hyperactivity in the prefrontal regions 

could be “corrected” using HF-rTMS over the left prefrontal region and low frequency rTMS (LF-rTMS) 

over the right side, respectively. Thus, apart from cortical accessibility and connections to deeper regions 

involved in emotional processing, the hypo-activity in frontal regions observed in depression patients also 

influenced the choice of DLPFC as a target for rTMS stimulation [89, 90]. 

1.4.2 Evidence for antidepressant effects of rTMS 

A string of randomized control trials (RCT) over the last three decades have confirmed the efficacy of 

DLPFC rTMS for the treatment of depression. O’Reardon et al. [86] and George et al. [87] have shown 

that 10 Hz rTMS over the left DLPFC is an efficient treatment modality for depression. Studies 

demonstrating the benefits of HF-rTMS eventually led to Foods and Drug Administration (FDA) approval 

of the clinical use of 10 Hz rTMS for depression treatment. Recent consensus studies [8, 49] have revealed 
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that HF-rTMS over the left DLPFC has a level A recommendation implying a definite effect of left DLPFC 

HF-rTMS for treating depressive symptoms. LF-rTMS over the right DLPFC is also effective in the 

treatment of depression [92, 93], albeit with smaller effect sizes compared to HF-rTMS. The guidelines 

from the TMS community recommend right DLPFC LF-rTMS as a level B treatment implying there is a 

probable antidepressant effect of such treatment regimen but more randomized controlled studies with 

larger sample sizes are needed for further establishing the claim [8, 49].  

Even though the clinical efficacy in the treatment of depression is consistently reported in the literature, 

the 10 Hz protocol has helped only 30-50% of the cases [94]. Moreover, a single session of 10 Hz rTMS 

delivering a total of 3000 pulses involves 75 trains (each train is 4 seconds long followed by 26 seconds 

break) spanning 37.5 minutes. Consequently, this prompted the move toward optimization of rTMS 

protocols to enhance the response rates in patients with depression. ITBS protocol came as an alternative 

to HF rTMS. One crucial benefit of TBS is the short duration within which excitatory effects similar to 

traditional rTMS protocols can be induced in the brain [8]. In fact, TBS has shown similar antidepressant 

effects after stimulation with greatly reduced session duration and number of pulses delivered [88]. From 

an economic perspective, shorter duration rTMS protocols with similar efficacy would be more 

advantageous for clinics, both in terms of reduced working hours for treatment delivery, more patients 

treated in a day and reduced wear and tear of stimulation devices [95]. 

Compared to 37.5 minutes of 10 Hz rTMS, several studies have reported significant antidepressant effects 

from much shorter TBS protocols [96–99]. However, conclusive evidence for the efficacy of iTBS came 

from the work of Blumberger et al. [88]. With a large sample size, the study showed that patients receiving 

daily iTBS of 3 minutes over the left DLPFC for four weeks, showed similar reduction in depressive 

symptoms as those receiving 37.5-minute 10 Hz rTMS. Since then the FDA has also approved iTBS for 

the clinical treatment of depression. Aside from the DLPFC as a target, a chart review by Bakker et al. [100] 

found no differences in safety, tolerability, or effectiveness of 6-minute iTBS versus 30-minute 10 Hz rTMS 

over the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC). While more randomized controlled studies are needed 

to establish the efficacy of iTBS over the DMPFC, it nevertheless establishes similar antidepressant effects 

from stimulation at a target other than the DLPFC. Apart from iTBS, 18 Hz Deep rTMS at the left DLPFC 

with the H-coil has also been tested as alternative treatment in two studies [101, 102]. Both studies reported 

positive effects from stimulation spanning twenty sessions. However after 20 sessions of Deep rTMS, one 

study reported a higher remission rate only in real condition but comparable symptom reduction across 

both real and sham conditions [102]. Although Deep rTMS is still not an FDA approved treatment, but the 

response and remission rates reported in both studies mentioned above are comparable to those from 10 

Hz rTMS and iTBS. 

While iTBS delivery is clearly shorter in duration with similar antidepressant effects, daily application over 

a span of four weeks still requires patients to visit the stimulation clinic for the entire duration. To further 
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expedite the antidepressant effect and reduce the time encumberment of patients as well as the clinical staff, 

accelerated protocols have been explored [103]. A meta-analysis of both open label and randomized control 

trials, revealed good effect sizes from accelerated rTMS protocols [104]. Although different studies have 

applied a varied number of stimulation sessions per day. Some studies have delivered up to 7 sessions of 

rTMS a day [105], others have delivered twice daily sessions [106–109], thrice daily sessions [110], while 

most have delivered 5 sessions per day [111–113] with the inter-session interval varying between 15-60 

minutes. The importance of applying accelerated rTMS using multiple sessions rather than a single but 

much longer rTMS session was highlighted by the following two studies. The first study reported on reverse 

effects of prolonged iTBS and cTBS, which were twice as long as the traditional 3-minute iTBS and 40-

second cTBS protocols [114]. They reported that when iTBS/cTBS was delivered in twice the normal dose, 

the effects on MEPs were opposite i.e. longer iTBS caused inhibitory effects while the longer cTBS resulted 

in excitatory effects on the MEP. Furthermore, a retrospective chart study analysed the differences in rTMS 

antidepressant action in two groups of patients [115]. One group received a single session of 10 Hz rTMS 

in both the hemispheres (3000 pulses in each of the two hemispheres: 6000 total pulses). The other group 

received 20 Hz rTMS (1500 pulses in each of the two hemispheres) but in two sessions spaced by 80 

minutes (also totalling 6000 pulses). They showed that while both groups received 6000 pulses per day, the 

group receiving two sessions responded faster than the ones receiving only a single session. They claim that 

additional pulses in accelerated rTMS protocols likely render greater benefits when delivered with optimal 

intervals of approximately 80 minutes between sessions. Together these studies suggest that simple 

prolongation of rTMS protocols are likely to be less effective than applying rTMS in multiple sessions 

separated adequately in time.  

However, it must be noted that a recent trajectory analysis of treatment response in two groups receiving 

either accelerated or non-accelerated rTMS, did not find evidence of either faster or larger antidepressant 

action [116]. However, Kaster et al. used an accelerated rTMS protocol that was still spread over 4 weeks, 

as the accelerated protocol only reduced the number of days per week on which stimulation was delivered. 

This may have resulted in no significant differences in response trajectories of accelerated and non-

accelerated rTMS. In addition, variations in inter-session intervals suggests a lack of consensus for an 

optimal inter-session interval for accelerated rTMS protocols. Hence, a sub-optimal inter-session interval 

may also have resulted in lack of greater clinical benefits from accelerated rTMS as compared to standard 

rTMS. Thus, future works comparing accelerated rTMS protocols delivered within a week to the standard 

rTMS protocol will help further delineate its clinical benefits and optimize the inter-session interval. 

Nevertheless, the current evidence indicates that while accelerated rTMS protocols are feasible, they may 

not significantly influence the antidepressant efficacy, but only reduce the burden of treatment on patients.  

1.4.3 Resting state fMRI - a newer neuroimaging tool 

While RCTs established the efficacy of rTMS in the treatment of depression, the advancements in non-

invasive neuroimaging have furthered the understanding of the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders. 
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This has led to modelling of these disorders as dysfunctions of large-scale brain networks. Functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been a critical aid in visualizing the functioning of a brain in vivo 

with high spatial resolution. It primarily quantifies blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal 

changes, which are tightly coupled to hemodynamic response of areas of activation in response to cognitive 

events and stimuli [117]. With time, a paradigm shift has allowed further comprehension of the 

organizational architecture of psychiatric disorders with resting state fMRI (rsfMRI). RsfMRI focuses on 

naturally occurring slow fluctuations in BOLD signals with frequencies lower than 0.1 Hz to evaluate brain 

regions that preferentially work together along time (in coherence) [118]. It was first demonstrated by Biswal 

et al. [119] where synchronous fluctuations of the left somatosensory cortex identified its counterparts on 

the contralateral side. Further work established the existence of multiple large-scale brain networks defined 

by coherent BOLD activity in distant brain regions. The coherent BOLD fluctuations between distant brain 

regions define the magnitude of functional connectivity of those regions. Higher synchrony imply higher 

functional connectivity, a complete lack of synchrony implies a negative functional connectivity i.e. 

anticorrelation [120]. The latter means that a stronger activation in one region is accompanied by weaker 

activation in another in contrast to the general average, i.e. the BOLD fluctuations are interlocked with 

each other out of phase. 

The analysis of rsfMRI data involves state-of-the-art preprocessing steps involving slice time correction, 

head motion correction, regression of motion parameters, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid signal [121]. 

When possible, signals corresponding to the cardiac rhythm and the respiratory cycle are handled as 

nuisance factors and regressed out of the fMRI data [122, 123]. To further boost the signal-to-noise ratio, 

these steps are followed by spatial smoothing and filtering of the signal to retain only slow neural 

fluctuations relevant for resting state inside the frequency band of 0.01 – 0.1 Hz [124, 125]. The data can 

also be transformed into MNI standard space to allow group-based averaging and statistical analysis [117, 

126]. The rsfMRI data in standard space can be further analysed using two common methods: seed based 

and independent component analysis (ICA). By using either of the approaches, one can identify various 

networks that constitute the functioning of the brain. For the seed-based method, one selects an a priori 

region of interest (ROI) and maps voxels whose time courses have a high positive or negative synchrony 

(i.e. functional connectivity) to the time course of the ROI [118, 127]. For the ICA, one does not require 

any a priori selection of ROI as the whole-brain information is computed. The ICA algorithm attempts to 

segregate the rsfMRI signal into mutually exclusive and functionally independent spatial components called 

large-scale networks [126, 128, 129].  

One such prominent rsfMRI network is called the default mode network (DMN), first reported in 2001 by 

Raichle et al. [130]. This network comprises the medial and lateral temporal lobes, medial prefrontal cortex 

and medial and lateral parietal cortex [131]. Its main function, while still not completely known, spans the 

domain of emotional processing, self-referential thoughts and memory recollection [132]. Greicius et al. 

[133] were first to identify the DMN using rsfMRI data, further confirmed by others [128, 134–136]. As 
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multiple works established the veracity of such large-scale networks, it led to development of network-

based models of brain functioning. It states that the brain is comprised of spatially independent networks 

– composed of distant brain regions whose BOLD fluctuations are more synchronous to each other than 

to other brain regions. Apart from the DMN, the central executive network (CEN) and the salience network 

(SN) are other robust and crucial brain networks. The networks activated in response to external stimuli 

are termed as the task-positive networks due to their association with cognitive tasks performed by the 

subjects. The DMN, referred to as the task-negative network, shows deactivation in task related manners 

and is involved in self-directed cognitive processing [137–139]. Together these three networks constitute 

the triple network model of brain functioning [140, 141]. The CEN is associated with performance of 

cognitive tasks processing external stimuli [142, 143]. The DMN is involved in more inward, self-referential 

thought processing and its activation is associated with downplay of the CEN. These networks activate in 

response to the external or internal stimuli leading to two opposing systems [117]. The third major network, 

the SN plays the role of functional switching between the CEN and the DMN depending on the task at 

hand and thus acts as a circuit breaker to commence relevant processing of stimuli as appropriate [140].  

1.4.4 Understanding depression – A perspective from large-scale networks  

The use of rsfMRI in patients with depression has shown that functional connectivity aberrations in large-

scale brain networks underlie depression pathophysiology. The DMN plays an important role in self-

directed processes and several rsfMRI studies have reported DMN connectivity aberrations in patients with 

depression. Greicius et al. [144] acquired rsfMRI from twenty-eight patients with depression and twenty 

healthy individuals. They found that the functional connectivity of the DMN to the sgACC, thalamus, 

orbitofrontal cortex, and precuneus is higher in depressed individuals compared to healthy controls. A 

similarly increased connectivity of the sgACC to the DMN in depressed cohort was also reported by 

Hamilton et al. [145] by means of Granger Causality analysis (GCA). They reported increased excitatory 

interactions between the sgACC and medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). In addition to an inhibitory 

influence between the hippocampus and DLPFC, they also found a negative influence of sgACC over the 

posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), DMPFC, and ventral striatum. These findings were further supported by 

Liston et al. [146] who found an increased functional connectivity within the DMN as well as an increased 

connectivity of the DMN to the sgACC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), pregenual anterior 

cingulate cortex (pgACC), thalamus, and precuneus. Such findings postulate that aberrations seen in 

interactions of several brain regions influence the symptomatology of depression, rather than separate 

deficits in brain regions. For example, in a task-based study Sheline et al. [147] found that patients with 

depression have significantly larger DMN responses to negative pictures, which depicts a failure to regulate 

DMN activity. A relationship between aberrant functional connectivity and behaviour was also highlighted 

by Berman et al. [148] who found a significant association between rumination and the functional 

connectivity of the sgACC and PCC (both are nodes of the DMN). These associations between behaviour 

and inherent functional connectivity were further strengthened by Zhu et al. [149]. They reported a positive 
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association of rumination with functional connectivity between the DMPFC and temporal pole as well as 

with the functional connectivity of the lateral temporal cortex and parahippocampal cortex. The differences 

in the regions between the two studies may stem from differences in how rumination was scored, patient 

characteristics, study design, and analysis methods. It nevertheless points out that depressive symptoms are 

mediated not by the abnormality of a single region. Instead, depressive disorders are resultant of aberrations 

in the interactions of several regions, which function rather coherently as a large-scale network in the 

absence of pathophysiology. 

The CEN is the task positive network with the DLPFC as an important network node. The CEN plays an 

important role in exercising cognitive control via DLPFC function. Hamilton et al. [77] found that the 

DLPFC is significantly less reactive to negative stimuli and less active at rest in depressive disorder. They 

investigated if the two kinds of dysfunction within the DLPFC overlap with each other, i.e. if both 

dysfunctions arise from the same region of the DLPFC. They projected the coordinates that show reduced 

activity at rest and those that show under-reactiveness to negative information to a common template. 

While the reduced activity during rest is localized to the left DLPFC, the under-responsiveness to negative 

stimuli is attributed to the right DLPFC. Note, that both the regions are still a part of the CEN as defined 

by Seeley et al. [150], however the differential role attributed to the contralateral DLPFC in Hamilton et al. 

[77] suggests that left and right DLPFC regions may differentially affect the depression pathophysiology. 

Additionally, Liston et al. [146] also reported a reduced functional connectivity within the CEN compared 

to healthy controls. Specifically, they reported reduced functional connectivity of the left DLPFC and 

several brain regions like the premotor cortex, posterior parietal cortex, and parts of the prefrontal cortex. 

These findings depict depression pathophysiology as marked by abnormal connectivity between brain 

regions that together constitute the CEN. 

The third important network is the SN comprising of the dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (dACC), anterior 

insula (AI), and the amygdala [77]. It plays a crucial role in directing attention to relevant environmental 

stimuli. Past research has shown that these nodes are overactive in response to relevant stimuli (e.g. dACC 

to sad faces [151], insula to monetary loss [152], and amygdala to anticipation of aversive visual cues [153]). 

At rest in non-task conditions, Liu et al. [154] analysed the regional homogeneity of the insular region, 

measuring its local connectedness, in patients with depression. They found the right insula had a lower 

regional homogeneity compared to healthy subjects indicating a lower level of connectedness in depression 

pathophysiology. Further supporting this finding, Manoliu et al. [142] reported a decreased functional 

connectivity between the bilateral AI and the SN indicative of poor within SN connectivity. This reduced 

right AI-SN connectivity was associated with increased depression severity, further consolidating the link 

between large-scale network connectivity and depression symptomatology. For the dACC region, one study 

found a reduced functional connectivity of the dACC and the left angular gyrus, bilateral middle frontal 

gyrus, and precentral gyrus [155]. Together, the findings from the DMN, CEN, and SN suggest that within 

large-scale network functional connectivity aberrations underlie and describe depression pathology. 
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Apart from within network aberrations of functional connectivity, the abnormal interactions between 

networks also underlay depression pathology. Manoliu et al. [142] reported a decreased connectivity 

between the subsystems of DMN and the CEN. The connectivity of these DMN and CEN subsystems 

also correlated positively with the reduced connectivity between right AI-SN. Their results indicate that 

within network connectivity alterations may be related to (if not causing) between network connectivity 

aberrations. Such altered network interaction is further reinforced by Goya-Maldonado et al. [156] who 

reported reduced functional connectivity between the SN and DMN. A meta-analysis also reported similar 

hypoconnectivity between subsystems of the SN and DMN [157]. They analysed the affective network 

(AN) and ventral attention network (VAN), referred together as the SN. They found that nodes of AN 

(parts of the ACC, amygdala, and nucleus accumbens) showed reduced connectivity with MPFC regions, 

belonging to the DMN. They also found reduced connectivity between nodes of the VAN (parts of ACC, 

insula etc.) and precuneus and PCC (both nodes of DMN). Considering the role of the SN in switching 

between DMN and CEN [141], these studies suggest a network dysfunction of depression where reduced 

functional connectivity within the SN invokes failure to mediate switching between the DMN and CEN. 

This likely results in an overactive DMN yielding a continued ruminative state, which often characterizes 

depression [77, 156]. However, Mulders et al. [158] have reported contradictory findings of an increased 

functional connectivity between the anterior DMN and the SN. This may be a consequence of 

methodological differences between studies in terms of network definition (analysing subsystems of large-

scale networks), and different methods of analysis (ICA versus seed-based network formulation). 

Methodological differences aside, these reports demonstrate that depression pathology can be mapped and 

studied as aberrations of complex network interactions between several brain regions. Most notable of such 

aberrations are observed within and between the DMN, CEN, and SN. 

1.4.5 Understanding brain network effects of therapeutic rTMS in depression 

RsfMRI has shed light on both between and within large-scale network abnormalities associated with 

depression pathology. Acquiring rsfMRI before and after rTMS has further facilitated an understanding of 

large-scale network mechanisms associated with its antidepressant effects. In one such study, Liston et al. 

[146] combined 10 Hz rTMS with pre- and post-treatment rsfMRI and reported on network mechanisms 

of antidepressant action of HF-rTMS. After 10 Hz rTMS over the left DLPFC they found the sgACC 

hyperconnectivity to DMN was reduced post treatment. They also reported that higher functional 

connectivity of sgACC to DLPFC and bilateral parietal cortex related to higher treatment response, 

indicating antidepressant effects from rTMS may be mediated by the functional connectivity of these 

regions. No significant changes in the CEN connectivity were reported after 10 Hz rTMS. This led them 

to theorize that the mechanism of 10 Hz rTMS in depression treatment likely involves normalizing the 

DMN connectivity, especially that between sgACC and DMN. Their results are in line with previous works 

that show reduced metabolic activity and blood flow in sgACC in response to pharmacotherapy (selective 

serotonin reuptake inhibitor [SSRI] and serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor [SNRI]) and ECT, 
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respectively [159]). However, cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) increases the metabolic activity of sgACC 

[159]. The opposite results may likely be a result of different mechanisms corresponding to each 

intervention, but what is important to note is that antidepressant mechanisms likely involve changes in the 

sgACC regions. This role of sgACC in antidepressant response is further supported by another study using 

accelerated 20 Hz rTMS protocol. Baeken et al. [160] acquired rsfMRI before and after a complete study 

protocol (including real and sham rTMS) in patients with depression. They reported that responders were 

characterized by a greater functional connectivity between sgACC and parts of the DMN (left superior 

frontal gyrus). They also found an increased functional connectivity of the sgACC and the perigenual 

prefrontal cortex (pgPFC), a region involved in emotional regulation. Considering the role of pgPFC in 

emotional regulation, Baeken et al. [160] conjecture that the increased connectivity between sgACC and 

pgPFC may result in better regulation of affect and might be important for depression symptom alleviation. 

Their results indicate a different mechanism of sgACC regulation in response to rTMS. This however may 

be a result of different rTMS protocols used by respective studies. Liston et al. used a 10 Hz rTMS protocol 

applied over 4 weeks. On the other hand, Baeken et al. used an accelerated 20 Hz rTMS protocol applied 

within a week. The differences in how the sgACC responds to these protocols likely stems from differences 

in the rTMS protocols. Furthermore, differences in study design and seed region definition might also have 

resulted in variable effects reported on sgACC connectivity.  

Aside from HF-rTMS, the functional connectivity of sgACC region has also been implicated in 

antidepressant response to iTBS. In a study using accelerated iTBS (aiTBS), Baeken et al. [161] found an 

increased sgACC connectivity to the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) in iTBS responders. They also 

found the increase in sgACC-mOFC connectivity to correlate with the decrease in feelings of hopelessness. 

This further suggests that changes in functional connectivity of the sgACC possibly mediate symptomatic 

alleviation in depression treatment. As reported for other antidepressant treatments [159], the involvement 

of the sgACC and regions of the DMN is consistently reported in antidepressant response from rTMS 

modality. This is apt, considering the extent of DMN connectivity aberrations that underlay depression 

pathophysiology. 

Combining rsfMRI and rTMS to delineate the underlying DMN mechanisms is an important step to further 

understand the network level effects of these treatments and how such effects may translate to symptomatic 

improvement at the behavioural level. The precise understanding of effects resulting from rTMS will 

potentially encourage exploration of factors that can predict such effects. A lucid understanding of 

association between factors that predict rTMS induced network effects and their relationship to symptom 

improvement will promote pre-emptively choosing a relevant rTMS treatment modality for individual 

patients. This will support data driven decision making to assess individual determinants (e.g. genetic, 

physiological, behavioural, neuroimaging etc.) when choosing the most promising treatment modality, in 

lieu of a one-solution fits all approach to prescribing medical treatment. Hopefully, such an approach will 

quicken the therapeutic response times and possibly garner larger therapeutic benefits. The establishment 
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of such predictors will be an important step towards a personalized medicine approach [162]. In this 

context, the rsfMRI – rTMS combination has also shed light on functional connectivity predictors of rTMS 

antidepressant response, advancing the field of personalized rTMS approaches.  

1.4.6 Functional connectivity predictors of therapeutic rTMS in depression 

Several studies have reported multiple brain regions and networks whose functional connectivity is 

associated with a therapeutic response from rTMS treatment of depression. The functional connectivity of 

the left DLPFC (the frequently employed target for rTMS) and sgACC (consistently reported in rTMS 

antidepressant mechanism) have received notable attention in this regard. In retrospective and prospective 

analyses, studies have reported that left DLPFC sites with higher anti-correlation to the sgACC are 

associated with greater benefits from rTMS treatment [161, 163–166]. This body of work indicates that left 

DLPFC targets for rTMS can be chosen based on its anti-correlation to sgACC in an effort to improve the 

therapeutic response in patients. Connectivity of other brain regions, aside from the sgACC and DLPFC 

connectivity, also have associations with behavioural improvements in response to rTMS treatment e.g. 

larger functional connectivity of sgACC with DMN [146], stronger negative connectivity of sgACC and 

DMPFC [160], reduced functional connectivity to insula, amygdala, parahippocampus, and putamen [166], 

and sgACC-mOFC connectivity. The reduced DLPFC-caudate [167] connectivity, and increased DLPFC-

striatum [168] connectivity can also predict antidepressant response of rTMS. Additionally, functional 

connectivity of regions other than DLPFC or sgACC have also been reported for their predictive value. 

For example, higher amygdala-MPFC connectivity, and higher PCC – insula connectivity has been found 

to predict response [169] and non-response [170] to rTMS, respectively. The connectivity of networks has 

also been found to predict therapeutic improvement in response to rTMS. For example, the aberrant 

connectivity of hub nodes of DMN and SN could successfully distinguish treatment responders and non-

responders [171]. Similarly, the SN connectivity has been noted to predict clinical response to iTBS at 1 

month post treatment [172]. These results convey that there are ample functional connectivity predictors 

of rTMS response. However, it must be mentioned that these predictors have been reported from studies 

using different rTMS protocols (5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz, iTBS), applied in either standard or accelerated 

manner. The methods of analysis to evaluate functional connectivity are also variable between studies, with 

some using ICA while others using seed-based analysis. This hinders conclusions on universality of the 

predictors. Further, while such a varied list of predictors can help clinicians choose between different rTMS 

protocols, it must be noted that a factor predicting response to a certain rTMS protocol does not necessarily 

imply non-response to alternative rTMS protocols. Hence, multivariate models parsing together multiple 

functional connectivity predictors will help evaluate and determine the most probable rTMS protocol for 

maximum therapeutic outcome.  

Such multivariate modelling of predictors could also include factors other than those derived from 

functional connectivity analysis e.g. from the domain of genetics, behaviour, neurophysiology etc. 

Silverstein et al. [173] and Noda et al. [174] have summarized various factors in domains other than 
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functional connectivity, that are reportedly associated with rTMS treatment response. These factors include 

the genetic polymorphism of BDNF and serotonin transporter (5-HTT) related genes; measures of 

intracortical facilitation (ICF), cortical silent period (CSP), short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) that 

correlate with symptomatic improvement post rTMS; and EEG markers showing relationship between 

alpha, beta, gamma, and delta band characteristics and rTMS response. Furthermore, perfusion, blood flow 

patterns as well as glucose metabolism of diverse brain regions (sgACC, DLPFC, OFC, etc.) also carry 

predictive value for response to rTMS. Multivariate modelling of all such factors will help delineate which 

factors or their combinations, contribute to improved likelihood of rTMS response. A detailed 

understanding of how factors from such different domains together influence response to rTMS will allow 

tailoring treatment to each patient, presumably reducing response duration and increasing the therapeutic 

effects. Additionally, it will expand our understanding of the disease itself, precipitating a more accurate 

diagnosis and more novel therapeutic approaches. However, the utility of such multivariate modelling in 

clinical practice to prospectively allocate patients to certain treatment conditions remains to be tested. This 

is likely since acquisition of such predictors often require access to either an MRI facility, genotyping 

laboratory, EEG equipment, TMS devices etc. Future studies utilizing each of the predictor modalities in 

prospective clinical trials will help advocate the adaptation of such a precision medicine approach in clinical 

practice. An alternative is provided with phenotypic traits, which are typically cheaper to acquire and 

analyse. Personality traits, for example, can be administered and analysed using only a computer and their 

impact on depression treatment outcome has also been reported in previous works [175, 176]. 

1.4.7 Personality predictors of therapeutic rTMS in depression 

Personality is a complex human trait arising from a confluence of biology, psychology, genetics, and 

physiology [177]. According to Cloninger’s theory, personality is a composition of two sub-parts: the 

temperament and the character. Temperament is hereditary differences based on skills and habits [177] 

likely an outcome of regulation from striatum, amygdala, and other parts of the limbic system [178]. The 

character is shaped by the social upbringing of the individual and is likely influenced more by the encodings 

of the hippocampal region along with those of the cortex [178]. These two sub-parts are in turn outlined 

by various dimensions as discussed further. 

As per Cloninger’s model of personality, the character is described by three dimensions: self-directedness 

(SD, self-esteem and responsibility), cooperativeness (tendency to cooperate and view others as part of 

oneself), and self-transcendence (ST, fulfilment and spirituality)[177]. The temperament is described by 

four dimensions: harm avoidance (HA), reward dependence (RD), novelty seeking (NS), and persistence 

(P)[179]. The behavioural propensities of individuals on each of these dimensions is likely influenced by 

neurotransmitter levels. HA, which refers to an individual’s tendency towards behavioural inhibition is 

mediated by GABA and serotonin. RD mediated by noradrenaline and serotonin, refers to individual 

tendency for continuance of ongoing behaviour dependent on positive outcomes. NS describes an 

individual’s predisposition to seek greater exhilaration from novel stimuli and is mediated by dopamine. 
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The dimension P, that refers to tenacity and determination of an individual, is manifested by glutamate and 

serotonin levels [177]. Note that the evidence for such relationships between neurotransmitters and 

personality dimensions is mixed, and one-to-one relationships between personality traits and 

neurotransmitters is rather unlikely. Hence, the manifestation of personality can be described as a complex 

interaction between not just levels of different neurotransmitters but also functional interactions of distinct 

brain regions. This is evident from studies showing combinations of personality traits (high HA and low 

NS) are correlated to distinct connectivity patterns in the brain [180] and the HA scores were correlated 

with the connectivity of AI and rostral ACC (rACC) [181]. Similar findings are also reported when 

personality is quantified based on a different theory like the five-factor solution of personality, also called 

“the Big Five”. “The Big Five” was originally based on the assumption that relevant aspects of personality 

could be gleaned from language. The five factors which measure personality include the openness to 

experience, extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, and conscientiousness [182]. By using “the Big Five” 

data from the Human Connectome Project, Dubois et al. [182] reported that openness to experience and 

extraversion could be reliably predicted using multivariate modelling of brain functional connectivity. These 

results establish a relationship between personality and large-scale brain functional connectivity, and caution 

must hence be taken when translating molecular findings to complex behaviours such as personality or vice 

versa [183].  

Despite the complex manifestation of personality, extant literature suggest links between personality types 

and propensity to suffer from depression as well as the likelihood of antidepressant response. Previous 

works have reported links between high HA and depression and anxiety [184], and between low SD and 

depression [185]. Additionally, Abrams et al. [184] reported HA to be higher in depression cohorts which 

reduced significantly after 12 weeks of antidepressant treatment. This finding was reproduced by Hruby et 

al. [177] who found a significant decrease in HA along with ST scores after treatment and an increase in 

persistence. A similar reduction in HA scores was also reported by Quilty et al. [186] who additionally 

reported an association between the reduction in HA and symptom reduction. Aside from reports of 

antidepressants influencing personality measures, studies have also reported on predictive value of 

personality for the antidepressant response itself. Kampman et al. [175] showed that high HA scores are 

correlated to poor antidepressant treatment response. This was further confirmed by Balestri et al. [176] 

who also found higher HA scores associated with non-response and non-remission in depression. In 

addition, they also found lower SD was similarly associated with non-response and non-remission [176]. 

Considering this relationship between depression, pharmacological antidepressant response and 

personality, presumably personality would also be predictive of the rTMS antidepressant response. 

However, literature on the relationship between rTMS antidepressant response and personality traits is 

scant relative to reports on relationship between pharmacological treatment and personality. One such 

study by Baeken et al. [187] delivered 10 Hz rTMS in thirty six depression patients and found that only SD 

could predict the outcome of the stimulation. Differently from them, Siddiqi et al. [188] applied up to thirty 
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sessions of 10 Hz rTMS over left DLPFC in 19 patients (some also received LF-rTMS at right DLPFC) 

and reported a correlation between symptom improvement and persistence. The differences in sample size, 

treatment protocol, and patient selection might have contributed to divergent results between the two 

studies. Other than this, Kopala-Sibley et al. [189] delivered rTMS over the DLPFC in patients with 

depression and quantified personality using “the Big Five” inventory. They found that neuroticism, which 

is closely associated with the HA measure [190], significantly decreased after stimulation, but was not 

predictive of symptom improvement.  

Given the complex interaction between personality traits and antidepressant treatment response, it would 

be crucial to understand the relationship between personality and basic rTMS effects. To understand how 

personality traits might influence left DLPFC iTBS response to stress induced from the Trier Social Stress 

Test (TSST), Pulopulos et al. delivered two sessions of iTBS in healthy individuals [191]. They reported that 

while just two sessions of iTBS did not influence mood or cortisol secretion, cooperativeness (measured 

using TCI) was related to decreased cortisol output. Such delineation of relationship between personality 

and iTBS effects in healthy individuals is important for understanding how individuals differ in their 

response to neuro-modulatory techniques in relation to personality. This will likely advance a personalized 

medicine approach as it would help inform the choice of rTMS based on personality measures and the 

intended neuro-modulatory effects. The study of the relationship between personality traits and rTMS 

response in patient cohorts will help inform the role of personality in predicting therapeutic response to 

neuromodulation. In future, this may help clinicians make decisions regarding the course of treatment while 

considering individual phenotypic information.  

1.5 Heart rate variability and depression 
Several regions implicated within the pathology of depression are also involved in autonomic regulation 

[192–194], which likely explains the association between cardiovascular diseases and depression [195, 196]. 

The heart rate variability (HRV) is an easy to obtain index for gauging the variation in heart beat and the 

autonomic control of its functioning [197]. HRV measures are broadly categorized into three classes: time 

domain, frequency domain, and non-linear measures. The frequently reported time domain measures 

include the RR interval mean (RR interval refers to the time between two R-peaks), standard deviation of 

normal to normal RR interval (SDNN), and root mean square of successive heartbeat interval differences 

(RMSSD) [195]. The mean RR interval is simply the mean of the time differences between two consecutive 

R-peaks (of the QRS curve). The SDNN measures the standard deviation of normal to normal beats. The 

beats are referred to as normal after ectopic beats and abnormal beats are cleaned out during preprocessing. 

The RMSSD is obtained by calculating first the successive time differences between heartbeats. The 

differences are squared and then the square root of the average finally yields the RMSSD. This measure is 

often cited as an index of the parasympathetic output of the autonomic system, where higher RMSSD 

indicates higher parasympathetic activity [198]. Calculating the frequency domain measure involves Fourier 
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transformation of the RR interval time series. The power spectrum thus obtained has three commonly 

reported frequency domain measures: the very low frequency band (0.0033-0.04 Hz; VLF), the low 

frequency band (0.04-0.15 Hz, LF) and the high frequency band (0.15-0.40 Hz, HF). The sympathetic 

functioning largely contributes to VLF band rhythm. The sympathetic and parasympathetic system together 

induce rhythms that contribute to the LF band. The HF band is largely contributed by the parasympathetic 

system and pertains to heart rate variations in relation to respiration [198]. The LF/HF ratio is thus 

indicative of the balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. Nonlinear measures of 

HRV such as the Poincare plot, entropy, and fluctuation analysis are less often reported. A more detailed 

review of these nonlinear domain measures can be found in Schaffer and Ginsberg [198].  

The parasympathetic and the sympathetic system [196], which comprise the autonomic nervous system 

(ANS), mediate the fluctuation in heart’s functioning. These changes are mediated in response to stressors 

and cues from the environment, and a successful adaptation to environmental factors would be the ability 

of the ANS to modulate physiological response [199]. Thus, large HRV is associated with successful 

regulation of emotion [199]. The neural regions that together control the physiological response are referred 

as the central autonomic network (CAN). This network comprises the anterior cingulate, insula, amygdala, 

and hypothalamus in addition to other regions [197]. CAN together with the parasympathetic and 

sympathetic nerves innervating the heart is also referred to as the frontal vagal pathway [200]. The CAN 

mediates its influence on the heart via preganglionic sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons. The signal 

travels through these neurons from the CAN nodes to the sino-atrial node in the heart. The vagus nerve 

and the stellate ganglia carry these signals innervating the heart. The complex interplay of these inputs from 

vagus nerve and the stellate ganglia dynamically adjusts the heart rate [197]. 

The brain regions constituting the CAN largely overlap to those reported in the pathophysiology of 

depression [142, 146, 201]. The association between cardiovascular diseases and depression [195, 196] raised 

the question if HRV aberrations are inherent to depression or merely a consequence of cardiovascular 

diseases. Evidence indicates that HRV aberrations are inherent to depressive disorder, independent of 

cardiovascular complaints [196, 202–205]. Furthermore, while there is evidence that even medication free 

patients with depression have reduced HRV [206], it has also been reported that reduced HRV is observed 

only in medicated but not in non-medicated patients with depression [207]. This indicates a plausible role 

of pharmacological treatment in further deteriorating HRV. The effects of pharmacological antidepressant 

treatment on the HRV are mixed. A review by van Zyl et al. [208] found a decline in measures of HRV in 

response to tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), but SSRI use was associated with an increase in HRV and a 

decrease in heart rate (HR) [208]. The effects of TCAs on HRV were further confirmed through a meta-

analysis [196]. However, unlike van Zyl et al., the meta-analysis did not find any significant effects of any 

other classes of medication on HRV, including the SSRIs [196]. Apart from pharmacological 

antidepressants, other interventions have also been reported to influence the HRV and HR. The effects of 

CBT on HRV and HR was studied in 30 patients with coronary heart disease (CHD), both with and without 
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(control group) comorbid depression [209]. The study reported a reduced HR and an increased HRV after 

up to 16 sessions of CBT, but only in patients who had severe depression. Both non-depressed patients 

who did not receive CBT and mildly depressed patients receiving CBT, did not show any changes in HRV 

or HR. However, the generalization of their results is limited, since the sample consisted of patients with 

CHD. Further studies exploring HRV and HR in patients with depression without comorbid heart diseases 

will help clarify the effects of CBT on autonomic function. Similar effects have been reported for ECT 

[210], HRV biofeedback (controlled breathing exercises in response to HR changes)[211], and vagus nerve 

stimulation [212] (stimulation of left vagus nerve for antidepressant effects [213]). However, the 

generalizability of effectiveness of such interventions for HRV improvement in patients with depression is 

limited owing to the small sample size and lack of effective control groups in these studies. 

Another significant intervention for treatment of depression, non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS), has 

been reported to reduce blood pressure, the HR and increase the HRV in healthy adults [214–216]. The 

evidence for HRV modulation by NIBS in patients with depression is however mixed. Transcranial Direct 

Current Stimulation (tDCS) of the left DLPFC showed no influence on HRV or HR in a study of 120 

depressed patients receiving either placebo, sertraline, tDCS, or a combination of both the treatments [217]. 

However, 15 Hz rTMS of the left DLPFC increased the HRV and decreased the HR [218, 219]. Similarly, 

a 3-minute iTBS at the left DLPFC in patients with depression also resulted in decrease of blood pressure 

and HR and an increase of HRV in the real condition but not in the sham condition [220]. The variable 

effects of rTMS and tDCS on HRV may be indicative of differences in underlying mechanisms of the two 

NIBS approaches or merely be reflective of differences in study methodology, patient characteristics, and 

electrocardiogram (ECG) data analysis. Nonetheless, the existing evidence does suggest modulation of 

HRV and HR by rTMS applied over the left DLPFC. Considering the role of the sgACC region in rTMS 

antidepressant response [146, 160, 161], and in autonomic functioning [192, 221, 222], studies have 

proposed changes in HR as a marker for effective stimulation of the left DLPFC. As the most effective 

target of stimulation in the left DLPFC are those with greater anticorrelation to sgACC [163–165, 223], 

such targets will presumably also induce greater HR changes than other nodes of the left DLPFC. Thus, 

akin to the use of MEP for evaluating the outcome of stimulating motor cortex, HR changes can be used 

as a prompt estimate for efficient stimulation of the left DLPFC. Such HR changes based rTMS targeting 

is referred to as neurocardiac guided rTMS (NCG-TMS)[215]. NCG-TMS offers a novel method for 

precisely delivering rTMS at the left DLPFC, possibly circumventing the need for rsfMRI. However, there 

is a lack of studies prospectively using NCG-TMS in patients with depression where stimulation is directed 

at sites based solely on the HR changes it induces. Future studies will further clarify the clinical potential of 

NCG-TMS by comparing it to personalized rTMS based on other methods such as MRI, EEG, or 

behaviour. and will delineate the benefits and limitations of this approach to others.  
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1.6 Understanding brain network effects of rTMS in healthy population 
Changes in response to rTMS seem varied and diverse, both in terms of brain connectivity and heart 

functioning. Despite widespread clinical use, there is a dearth of knowledge on how clinically relevant 

protocols interact with brain networks in the absence of depression pathophysiology, although some studies 

in the past have probed the influence of rTMS over brain networks in healthy control populations. Rahnev 

et al. [224] reported a reduction in resting state functional connectivity between the visual areas of the brain 

after applying cTBS to the occipital cortex of healthy adults. Another study applied 1 Hz rTMS to one 

group and cTBS to another group, over the supplementary motor area (SMA) of healthy subjects [225]. 

Using pre-rTMS and post-rTMS rsfMRI scans, the study found an increase in functional connectivity within 

the SMA network after 1 Hz rTMS and a decrease after cTBS. In another study, healthy subjects were 

stimulated with a single twenty-minute session of 20 Hz rTMS at left parietal cortex sites selected based on 

its functional connectivity to the hippocampus [226]. The study reported associations between hippocampal 

functional connectivity changes and improvements in associative memory. However, neither of these 

studies employed clinically used, FDA approved rTMS protocols. Using the FDA approved 3-minute iTBS, 

Halko et al. [227] stimulated cerebellum sites selected using rsfMRI. They reported that the functional 

connectivity of the cerebral-DMN network increased after iTBS, and when iTBS was directed at more 

midline cerebellar targets, then the dorsal attention network (DAN) was affected instead of the DMN. 

Although using an FDA approved rTMS protocol, this study did not apply the stimulation at left DLPFC, 

as is standard in clinical practice.  

Thus, there is a dearth of studies in healthy subjects exploring the mechanisms and effects of clinically 

relevant rTMS protocols in the absence of depression pathophysiology. Only one study has attempted to 

delineate such mechanisms in healthy subjects. They applied 10 Hz rTMS over the left DLPFC to 

understand its influence on brain networks of healthy participants [228]. They also explored the temporal 

evolution of these effects. While their results revealed interesting insights into the functioning of 10 Hz 

rTMS, they did not apply the clinically typical dose (3000 pulses) of the HF-rTMS protocol. Therefore, their 

findings cannot be taken as a representative of results from a full dose of 10 Hz rTMS in a healthy brain 

considering dose-dependent effects of rTMS on functional connectivity [32]. A similar study of healthy 

adults applied a single session of iTBS at a personalized DLPFC site (based on its connectivity to right AI 

[rAI]) [229]. They found the connectivity of rAI was reduced after the single session stimulation, and the 

reduction was proportional to the changes in connectivity of the rAI and the DLPFC. They, however, 

neither evaluated iTBS effect on the DMN nor explored the time lapse of their results. Thus, the temporal 

dynamics of iTBS induced changes and its effects on DMN remain elusive. Apart from rTMS, several 

studies have explored the neural underpinnings of pharmacological treatment in healthy adults. For 

example, effects from both citalopram and mirtazapine have been explored in healthy volunteers. 

Citalopram results in increased amygdala activation to fearful faces [230], increased recognition of fearful 

[231] as well as happy faces [232], and an increased attention bias to positive words [231]. Mirtazapine 
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results in the down-regulation of self-referential processing, decreased fronto-insular cortex response to 

unpleasant events [233, 234], and an increased bias towards positive emotional memory along with a 

reduced fear processing [235, 236]. Such studies have not only furthered the understanding of neural 

mechanisms of pharmacotherapy, but also expanded the clinical role of antidepressants for alleviating 

constructs such as fear of rejection or the inability to experience pleasure in individuals who do not 

necessarily qualify a diagnosis of depression [237]. The studies of pharmacological treatment in healthy 

subjects have thus helped in expanding the therapeutic role of such intervention beyond depression. 

A nuanced understanding of basic mechanisms of how normally functioning brain networks are engaged 

by rTMS will promote individualized rTMS treatment by facilitating selection of an rTMS protocol based 

on its reported effects on large-scale networks [238]. By doing so, it would be more feasible to “design, control 

and repair” [238] a dynamical system, such as the brain, using rTMS. Like pharmacological treatment, such 

explorations of rTMS in healthy subjects could also motivate novel therapeutic use of rTMS. The time lapse 

of the effects from such clinical treatment protocols would be of interest too. Understanding how the 

effects of the stimulation evolve with time can outline how effects from rTMS advance through the large-

scale network. This can potentially shed light on causal interactions within and between networks for further 

evaluation and optimization of treatment protocols in patient cohorts. 

1.7 Understanding brain network and cardiac effects of personalized therapeutic 

rTMS in depression 
DLPFC is the preferred stimulation target for therapeutic benefits of rTMS. However, the heuristic 

methods used to place the TMS coil at the DLPFC have proven to be inadequate in benefiting all patients 

receiving rTMS. In earlier studies, rTMS was delivered to a point ~5 cm anterior to the motor hotspot (a 

scalp location which activates the abductor pollicis brevis), which was later reported as inadequate in 

localizing the DLPFC [239, 240]. Fitzgerald et al. [239] found that stimulating between the 10-20 EEG 

based markers: F3 and AF3 was a more accurate method of targeting the left DLPFC compared to 5 cm 

anterior to motor hotspot method. Furthermore, they also highlighted the benefits of neuronavigation by 

demonstrating higher response rate in patients with depression when rTMS was delivered at structurally 

localized left DLPFC using neuronavigation than when rTMS was delivered 5 cm anterior to the motor 

hotspot. The use of neuronavigation to target stimulation at the correct structural landmarks defining the 

DLPFC was an important step towards personalized rTMS. However, the DLPFC is a large and complex 

structure [241]. Its role encompasses a variety of tasks ranging from cognition, attention, working memory 

etc. [242]. Given this extensive role of DLPFC in a variety of brain processes, simply applying stimulation 

at structurally defined landmarks is likely to be ineffective in modulating more functionally relevant portions 

of the DLPFC. This is because a structural landmark based DLPFC rTMS undeniably overlooks the 

functional connectivity variations of the DLPFC [243]. This was further demonstrated by a single pulse 

TMS study, delivering pulses at left DLPFC in ten healthy participants in a concurrent TMS-fMRI design. 
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When the coil was placed at the left DLPFC by anatomical means only, the effects from TMS did not 

propagate to the sgACC in all subjects [244]. Their results suggest that failure to respond to rTMS as an 

antidepressant, observed in a portion of patients, may be an outcome of anatomical targeting of left 

DLPFC, which fails to ensure that the effect of TMS propagates to deeper brain regions.  

Thus, development, demonstration and deployment of methods that reckon with inter-individual variations 

in anatomical and functional connectivity architecture are needed for stepping closer to a personalized 

medicines approach. One such method is to use individual rsfMRI measurements to estimate the target for 

stimulation. RsfMRI is easy to acquire and does not require the subjects to actively do any tasks. In task-

based fMRI the subjects are needed to perform a task from which the target could then be calculated. While 

it would be generally simple enough for healthy individuals, patients with psychiatric illness might be unable 

to perform such tasks satisfactorily due to the pathophysiology of the disease. In such cases, target 

localization dependent on task-based fMRI might fail to yield suitable stimulation points for such 

individuals. Hence, rsfMRI would presumably be a more appropriate choice for diseased populations. By 

adopting such a rsfMRI based personalization approach in clinical practice, a) one would ensure that 

stimulation is delivered only in cases where it is expected to benefit the recipient thus efficiently managing 

clinical resources, and b) the personalized approach will expectedly maximize the benefit to the patients. 

RsfMRI based personalized target selection for stimulation, thus offers a new avenue for research and 

application in clinical settings. However, little is known about the therapeutic mechanisms of such 

personalized rTMS approaches and how/if they might differ from rTMS applied using current non-

personalized clinical practices. As the clinical use of rTMS has become more mainstream, the need for 

personalized treatment addressing the sources of variability in rTMS response is mounting [238, 245, 246]. 

Studies exploring personalized neuromodulation in patients with depression remain scant. Siddiqi et al. 

[247] used an rsfMRI based personalized 10 Hz rTMS approach in patients with traumatic brain injury 

comorbid with depression and found the approach feasible and safe. Similarly, Cole et al. [248] applied 

rsfMRI based personalized iTBS in patients with depression and found the approach effective and feasible. 

These two studies are restricted in their scope of evaluating the feasibility, safety and efficacy of such 

personalized treatment approaches. However, no studies have yet explored the mechanisms of personalized 

rTMS. Thus, the question remains if the therapeutic effects from non-personalized rTMS approaches are 

the same as those resulting from a more focal and personalized approach.  

The work presented in the following chapters, aims to introduce a novel rsfMRI based method of 

personalization, establish its robustness and explore the mechanisms of such personalized rTMS in healthy 

subjects. The novel method of personalization is further translationally applied in patients with depression 

and the results are qualitatively compared against a non-personalized approach. Methods of personalization 

based on rsfMRI data will additionally increase the financial burden on the patients and clinics. Studying 

the efficacy of current standard approaches against personalized approaches is important to assess the 

benefits of such methods over the commonly employed heuristics approaches. Studies, such as the one 
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presented here, will help delineate the improvement in treatment outcome from addressing the underlying 

variability using personalized approaches or a lack thereof. This should further inform clinical practice and 

promote the additional use of rsfMRI. 
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2 Scope of the dissertation 
While the therapeutic effects of rTMS for psychiatric illness has been established beyond any qualms, the 

question that looms over the rTMS research community today is how to boost the efficiency of currently 

used rTMS protocols in clinical practice. This would extend the therapeutic benefits to patients who failed 

to respond either to pharmacotherapy, CBT or to non-invasive neuromodulation techniques and hence 

must rely on more demanding or invasive procedures such as ECT and DBS respectively. 

2.1 Personalizing rTMS 
The localization of stimulation over the brain is a relatively neglected field with few studies prospectively 

exploring methods of accurately identifying cortical targets. The underlying variability in the anatomical and 

functional architecture of individual brains makes accurate identification of cortical targets important for 

inching closer to personalized rTMS approaches. Past works have shown that the most promising path for 

personalization may be the selection of rTMS cortical targets that have a higher anti-correlation to sgACC, 

as this can lead to better symptomatic reduction in patients with depression [163–165]. We first begin by 

briefly summarizing the state of rTMS in depression treatment and highlight the need to personalize rTMS 

for better therapeutic response (chapter 3). In this context, we introduce a new method to personalize the 

left DLPFC target for rTMS using a network-based approach in chapter 4. We investigate the robustness 

and reproducibility of this novel method for further clinical application by calculating the test-retest 

reliability of the method.  

2.2 Default mode network mechanisms of personalized rTMS in healthy 

population 
Even though work has been done to explore the fundamental workings of rTMS by applying it in healthy 

individuals, a concrete understanding of how these clinically relevant rTMS protocols mediate their effects 

is still elusive. The principle aim of the first segment of the work is to understand the underlying large-scale 

network mechanisms of two of the most commonly used rTMS protocols, 10 Hz rTMS (chapter 4) and the 

iTBS (chapter 5). By means of a double blind (interviewer and subject), sham-controlled, crossover study 

design we follow the effects of rTMS protocols in healthy subjects over three time-windows spanning a 

total duration of approximately 50 minutes after stimulation [249]. The DMN is an important network in 

both the pathophysiology and treatment of depression. Thus, understanding how the DMN interacts with 

the two rTMS protocols in healthy brains is crucial for understanding the basic antidepressant mechanism 

of rTMS protocols. While both iTBS and 10 Hz rTMS alleviate depression symptoms, the brain regions 

and networks they mediate their effects through remains unknown. By using the same study design, we 

intend to compare the effects precipitated by either of the protocols. This would inform if both protocols 

differently affect large-scale brain networks even though the underlying therapeutic effect is similar at the 

behavioural level. If the mechanisms of iTBS protocol is different from 10 Hz rTMS, it could possibly assist 
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the selection of rTMS protocol for clinical benefits based on the pre-existing network abnormalities. If, 

however the effects are the same across both rTMS protocols, it would help explain non-inferiority of iTBS 

to 10 Hz rTMS [88]. We also aim to investigate the rTMS induced DMN effects over multiple time windows 

after stimulation to reveal the underlying temporal dynamics of such effects. Such an understanding will 

presumably delineate the propagation of rTMS effects through the brain which may help in optimization 

of the timing of multiple sessions of rTMS. Lastly, considering the benefits of developing phenotypic 

predictors for rTMS response, we explore how changes induced by rTMS might be related to personality 

measures. We expect that revealing underlying links between personality and rTMS induced changes will 

help formulate working hypotheses that could galvanize into future works with rTMS in patient cohorts. 

2.3 Default mode network and cardiac changes after personalized iTBS in 

patients with major depressive depression 
No study to date has explored the mechanisms of multiple sessions of personalized rTMS in patients with 

depression. While some investigations explore the mechanism of anatomically targeted rTMS [146, 161]; 

how differently (if at all) the functionally (rsfMRI) targeted rTMS affects brain networks is unknown. 

Importantly, no comparison has been made between such anatomically targeted rTMS and functionally 

targeted rTMS. It is unknown if the symptoms alleviation from one is greater than the other. To bridge this 

knowledge rift, in chapter 6, we investigate aiTBS effects over the F3 location (anatomical) and those from 

aiTBS over rsfMRI based targets using the method detailed in chapter 4. We aimed to compare our 

personalization approach against the current clinical practice. Since the use of individual T1 scans to target 

left DLPFC is not clinically common, comparison against F3 based rTMS would be more informative of 

benefits from our personalized approach over current clinical practice. Finally, we also aim to evaluate our 

personalization method in the context of using heart rate changes as a biomarker of effective left DLPFC 

target engagement. We hence acquired ECG data concurrent with brain imaging as well as iTBS. We 

hypothesize that if heart rate fluctuations are an effective proxy for engaging DLPFC-sgACC connectivity, 

then using methods to directly target this connectivity (as done in our personalized approach) should 

produce greater heart rate changes compared to standard F3 stimulation.  
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3 Transcranial Magnetic and Direct Current Stimulation in the 

Treatment of Depression: Basic Mechanisms and Challenges 

of Two Commonly Used Brain Stimulation Methods in 

Interventional Psychiatry 
NIBS equip health care professionals and researchers with tools to treat and diagnose some neurological 

and psychiatric conditions as well as gain insights into brain functioning. As the volume of published 

research concerning NIBS has increased exponentially several methodological and scientific caveats have 

emerged in the field; these include less robust effects as well as contradictory clinical findings. This suggests 

that the relationship between the methodological aspects and clinical efficacy of rTMS is far from 

conclusive. The following chapter dwells into a short review of the two commonly used NIBS modalities, 

namely rTMS and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). We discuss the basics of the rTMS, the 

ontogeny of rTMS as a treatment for depression, functional connectivity predictors of rTMS antidepressant 

response, and possible reasons for the reported inconsistencies in NIBS results. We conclude with a 

tabulation of suggestions for reducing the variability in NIBS response by integrating neuroimaging data 

with NIBS procedures. We argue that future multi-centre trials will help establish the potency of such 

approaches and pave the way forward for comprehensive and personalized treatment routines. 

 

My contributions to the manuscripts pertain to the original drafting and revision of the sections concerning rTMS. The article 

was originally published at the website of S. Karger AG, Basel. 
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Abstract
Noninvasive neuromodulation, including repetitive trans-
cranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and direct current stim-
ulation (tDCS), provides researchers and health care profes-
sionals with the ability to gain unique insights into brain 
functions and treat several neurological and psychiatric con-
ditions. Undeniably, the number of published research and 
clinical papers on this topic is increasing exponentially. In 
parallel, several methodological and scientific caveats have 
emerged in the transcranial stimulation field; these include 
less robust and reliable effects as well as contradictory clini-
cal findings. These inconsistencies are maybe due to the fact 
that research exploring the relationship between the meth-
odological aspects and clinical efficacy of rTMS and tDCS is 
far from conclusive. Hence, additional work is needed to un-

derstand the mechanisms underlying the effects of magnet-
ic stimulation and low-intensity transcranial electrical stimu-
lation (TES) in order to optimize dosing, methodological de-
signs, and safety aspects. © 2019 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Transcranial neuromodulation driven by repetitive 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcra-
nial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been found to 
be a promising noninvasive treatment for a variety of 
neuropsychiatric conditions [1–8]. Therapeutic utility of 
these methods has been claimed for psychiatric condi-
tions such as depression, acute mania, bipolar disorder, 
panic, hallucinations, obsessions/compulsions, schizo-
phrenia, catatonia, posttraumatic stress disorder, and 
drug cravings; neurologic diseases such as Parkinson’s 
disease, dystonia, tics, stuttering, tinnitus, spasticity, epi-
lepsy; rehabilitation of aphasia or of hand function after 
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stroke; and pain syndromes such as neuropathic pain, vis-
ceral pain, or migraines [7–9]. 

TMS offers potential for higher efficacy and a lower 
number of adverse effects relative to pharmacotherapy or 
electroconvulsive therapy. As a result, the importance of 
this technique and the therapeutic possibilities are expo-
nentially increasing. The most successful example has 
been the treatment of major depressive disorder (MDD), 
which resulted in several countries approving its use in 
clinical settings. The most frequently applied evidence-
based treatment approach for MDD is high-frequency 
(10 Hz) rTMS over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(DLPFC). It has a level A recommendation in the guide-
lines for good clinical practice, especially for the acute 
phase of treatment-resistant depression [9].

Similarly, with regard to the application of tDCS for 
MDD, the current approach is to enhance neural activity 
in the left DLPFC with anodal stimulation and/or to re-
duce neural activity in the right DLPFC with cathodal 
stimulation [10, 11]. tDCS is recognized with a level B of 
evidence regarding the antidepressant efficacy of anodal 
tDCS of the left DLPFC in the guidelines for good clinical 
practice [8].

In spite of the therapeutic success in MDD, there are 
still several open questions with respect to the general 
clinical use of these methods in interventional psychiatry. 
Studies based on knowledge of rTMS effects, usually in 
the motor area, have led to further research and, conse-
quentially, guidelines for using rTMS protocols in thera-
peutic practice [9, 12]. However, many unanswered ques-
tions persist regarding how these differences in parame-
ters of rTMS protocol might impact treatment efficacy 
and what are the possible ways forward to reduce such 
variations for maximal rTMS stimulation benefits. Cur-
rently, rTMS and tDCS are usually applied either as a 
monotherapy or as augmentation to pharmacotherapy 
and/or psychotherapy. Although the response to these 
treatment options is better than sham results in random-
ized controlled trials (RCTs), a large proportion of pa-
tients do not respond. It is therefore imperative to seek 
optimization of the treatment protocol through person-
alization of brain stimulation. Furthermore, relating to 
clinical practice, there is good evidence for beneficial an-
tidepressant effects of transcranial stimulation, although 
to date the appropriate place of this technique in the ther-
apeutic decision tree is still not clearly defined. 

In this short review, we briefly outline the basic prin-
ciples of rTMS and tDCS. Additionally, we describe how 
rTMS influences functional connectivity (FC) in response 
to depression treatment and discuss the sources that in-

troduce disparity in the response to stimulation. Finally, 
we suggest ways to overcome some of these disparities. 
Applying these is crucial to boost the performance of 
rTMS in the treatment of depression.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

TMS was first proposed as a method of brain stimula-
tion in 1985 [13]. It facilitates not only relatively focal 
stimulation of cortical targets, but also more diffuse stim-
ulation of larger brain volumes, thus penetrating deeper 
brain regions than tDCS can [14]. The basic principle be-
hind TMS remains the same across protocols and works 
on Faraday’s principle, i.e., a changing electric field in-
duces a changing magnetic field of a few tesla, which in 
turn induces a perpendicular electric current in conduc-
tors in the near vicinity, i.e., a population of neurons [15]. 
There are several adjustable parameters when designing 
TMS protocols, such as the number of pulses, frequency, 
train length, and intertrain interval (ITI) [16]. The re-
search has explored TMS protocols with variations of 
these parameters mostly on motor-evoked potentials 
(MEPs) and resting motor threshold (RMT) [17].

While single pulses can evoke MEPs that result in mus-
cle responses when targeted at the primary motor cortex 
(M1), they are usually not enough to induce longer-lasting 
effects. Hence, the single pulses of TMS are applied in suc-
cession, in prescribed repetitive patterns that allow sus-
tained after effects from the stimulation [18], called rTMS. 
Therefore, the frequency at which the pulses are delivered 
and the duration for which they are applied [19] contrib-
ute to the variations seen in rTMS protocols that impact 
the after effects observed. Frequencies of rTMS delivery 
≤1 Hz are called low-frequency stimulation and induce 
inhibitory effects; high-frequency stimulation is ≥5 Hz, 
and induces excitatory effects in brain [17, 20]. Another 
important factor that can impact the effects of rTMS in-
cludes the intensity relative to the RMT at which the stim-
ulation is delivered. Previous work has shown that if high-
frequency rTMS is delivered at intensities lower than the 
RMT it decreases cortical excitability, while if delivered 
above the RMT it causes an increase in cortical excitabil-
ity [21]. A recent study also showed that having adequate 
ITI during high-frequency rTMS may be essential to its 
efficacy, as the appropriate ITI can prevent the conduc-
tion failure of neurons and thus allow rTMS effects to car-
ry through [22]. It has been proposed that the length of ITI 
may play a role in rTMS protocol efficacy and should be 
optimized for the disorder or a desired outcome. 
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Combining rTMS with brain imaging has increased 
the understanding of rTMS effects and created the poten-
tial to dissect anatomical and functional cross-talk be-
tween different brain regions [16]. This ability to modu-
late brain activity and FC using rTMS has led to its use in 
clinical settings for therapeutic benefits [23], where it is 
employed to compensate for processes that are disturbed 
in psychiatric illnesses. For example, in MDD, rTMS over 
the DLPFC is used to compensate for deficient cortical 
excitability and FC [24]. 

Past research using positron emission tomography 
(PET) has shown left prefrontal glucose hypometabolism 
in patients with depression [25]. The use of excitatory 
rTMS as a treatment stemmed from the expectation of 
correcting for this hypoactivity in the frontal regions, as 
several groups had shown that the use of rTMS resulted 
in an increased blood flow in the prefrontal regions [26, 
27] and increased activity under the TMS coil [27–29]. 
Studies have now gathered evidence for the clinical effi-
cacy of high-frequency (10 Hz) rTMS [30, 31] to the left 
DLPFC, low-frequency (1 Hz) [32] to the right DLPFC, 
and bilateral rTMS treatment to both the left and the right 
DLPFC [33]. More recently, a large study established the 
noninferiority of intermittent theta-burst stimulation 
(iTBS) [34] over rTMS protocol. It showed that iTBS 
stimulation did not differ from 10-Hz rTMS treatment in 
terms of dropout rates, expected side effects, safety, or 
tolerability as well as clinical benefits [35]. Thus, it has 
been established that rTMS (left high-frequency, right 
low-frequency, and bilateral) and iTBS are effective and 
reliable treatment options for depression, albeit with dif-
ferent degrees of response. 

While PET studies have made a case for rTMS in the 
treatment of depression, other neuroimaging studies us-
ing simple and noninvasive techniques, such as resting-
state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI), 
have contributed important knowledge about FC aberra-
tions and changes in depression cohorts compared to 
healthy populations. Studies have reported that depres-
sion patients consistently have dysfunctions associated 
with the default mode network (DMN), central executive 
network (CEN), and salience network (SN) [36–38]. Sev-
eral studies have shed light on the importance of the sub-
genual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC), an important 
node within the DMN, and its negative correlation to the 
stimulation site at the DLPFC for a better therapeutic re-
sponse to rTMS [39–41]. Such results from studies using 
rsfMRI in subjects with depression have allowed for 
building a FC-based model of the disease. Utilizing these 
FC-based models, it is possible to stimulate such net-

works to better understand the antidepressant mecha-
nism of rTMS. For example, Liston et al. [37] reported on 
the effects of 10-Hz rTMS on the functional networks in 
depressed subjects: higher sgACC-DMN connectivity in 
these subjects was decreased post-rTMS treatment, sug-
gesting that rTMS acts by influencing sgACC-to-DMN 
connectivity. This is in line with the general implication 
of sgACC in depression treatment, where normalizing 
sgACC hyperactivity is associated with an antidepressant 
response [42, 43]. Another study [44] using iTBS for an-
tidepressant treatment showed higher sgACC connectiv-
ity to the DLPFC and precuneus in individuals with de-
pression, which normalized in response to rTMS treat-
ment. 

Numerous FC features have been employed to predict 
the response to rTMS and/or iTBS in MDD. For example, 
Baeken et al. [44] reported that positive connectivity be-
tween the sgACC and medial orbitofrontal cortex at base-
line could differentiate responders from non-responders 
to accelerated iTBS. Another study reported that the 
higher FC within DMN and SN characterized responders 
for both iTBS and 10 Hz rTMS patient groups [45]. In the 
case of 5-Hz rTMS, there are reports of more negative 
pretreatment FC between sgACC and DMN predicting 
clinical response [46]. For 10-Hz rTMS, the connectivity 
of DLPFC to several brain regions, namely, reduced FC 
to the left caudate [47], higher FC to the striatum [48], 
and greater negative FC to the sgACC [39], has been 
shown to predict treatment response, highlighting the 
importance of not only DLPFC but also its FC to distant 
brain regions in the rTMS treatment mechanisms of 
MDD. 

As is clear from above, there seems to be a wide variety 
of markers predicting rTMS and iTBS responses and 
symptoms improvement. In future studies, it would thus 
be important to replicate the predictive values and inves-
tigate combinations of markers that increase specificity 
and sensitivity or even promote the use of either rTMS or 
iTBS. Such future development of predictive features, 
possibly with multivariate data analysis, would allow for 
greater efficiency of rTMS in clinical settings, thereby 
benefitting the health care system and providing patient 
satisfaction by preventing treatments being undertaken 
that are not expected to work. 

While rTMS has been established as an effective treat-
ment for MDD, the percentage of patients that respond 
to this treatment remains low, varying from 40 to 50% 
[49]. This likely stems from interindividual variability in 
the response to rTMS. Some of the factors that contribute 
to these differences include age, gender, variations in 
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 individual cortical excitability, neurophysiological traits, 
white-matter connectivity, anatomical and functional 
variability, and genetic polymorphisms [16].

Although age has an influence on the effect of single- 
or paired-pulse techniques [50], evidence of rTMS being 
influenced by age remains inconclusive [16]. MEP vari-
ability, however, has been shown to be higher in females 
than in males [51]. White-matter connectivity also influ-
ences how the local effects of rTMS spread across net-
works, so a variation in white-matter pathways would 
contribute to differences in rTMS effects [52–54]. Simi-
larly, as rTMS is known to cause its effects via tissue reor-
ganization and plasticity (inducing a long-term potentia-
tion/depression-like phenomenon), the genes involved in 
regulating such events can influence the outcome of 
rTMS [55, 56].

Other factors such as scalp-to-cortex distance can also 
influence the outcome, because the magnetic field in-
duced by rTMS decays as a function of distance [27]. 
Hence, variations in scalp-to-cortex distance between 
subjects result in nonequivalent amounts of current being 
induced in the same cortical region when the same thresh-
old, relative to RMT, is used for each individual. In this 
sense, simple corrective measures to calculate the re-

quired compensatory increase or decrease in rTMS inten-
sity based on scalp-to-cortex distance have been suggest-
ed [57]. 

Apart from the reasons mentioned above, the target 
site for stimulation is also important to note. In the case 
of rTMS for the treatment of depression, the common 
practice of delivering stimulation at 5 cm anterior to the 
motor cortex has been shown to be ineffective at reaching 
the desired DLPFC target [58]. Hence, it has been sug-
gested that EEG-based landmarks and structural or func-
tional MRI to guide the rTMS coil to the DLPFC using 
online neuronavigation systems be used. Figure 1 illus-
trates standard versus personalized sites for stimulation. 
However, an anatomically based landmark for targeting 
rTMS often fails to account for differences in the func-
tional architecture of the brain from individual to indi-
vidual [59–61]. Thus, using anatomical landmarks can 
provide a general location of various brain regions, but 
might still grossly miss the functionally important re-
gions in terms of either network connectivity or func-
tional activity. 

We therefore suggest directing rTMS at cortical targets 
using functional activity-related information. This can be 
task-based fMRI, which uses a task that engages the re-

MNI-based standard target
rsfMRI-based personalized targets (n = 50)Fig. 1. The standard MNI (anatomical) co-

ordinate-based left DLPFC (denoted with a 
filled star) versus targets selected when em-
ploying individual rsfMRI data (denoted 
with filled circles).
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gion of interest at which the stimulation is then aimed. 
The idea of engaging the aberrant targeted region arises 
from the knowledge that the effects of TMS or rTMS are 
very much dependent upon the activity occurring in the 
region being targeted [62, 63]. Previous studies [64] have 
shown that TMS pulses or bursts usually activate the sub-
populations of neurons, which are exhibiting the lowest 
levels of excitability. This is the state-dependency phe-
nomenon of neurostimulation, where the current state of 
a subject’s brain influences the outcome of the stimula-
tion. Therefore, by engaging particular regions of the 
brain, researchers can probably influence the anticipated 
impact of rTMS. 

Similarly, it can be based on rsfMRI, where network-
based FC is used to identify the important nodes of a net-
work that are targeted using rTMS. As described in stud-
ies by Weigand et al. [39] and Fox et al. [40, 41] our re-
search group utilized rsfMRI to identify left DLPFC 
targets based on the connectivity to the sgACC [65]. We 
selected rTMS target nodes in the left DLPFC that had a 
higher negative connectivity to the sgACC as it has been 
suggested that this has a better clinical outcome. Our 
study forms the basis that it is in fact practical to use in-
dividual rsfMRI to target rTMS, hence opening up new 
avenues for personalization of rTMS treatment.

However, fMRI sessions are currently not a standard 
part of MDD treatment and care, and the suggestion of 
personalized targeting of the site of stimulation based on 
FC data is a preliminary one that requires further valida-
tion. This fMRI-based decision could prove important for 
the 50% of patients who are refractory to therapy and so 
do not benefit from rTMS [49]. More RCTs exploring the 
benefits of FC-based versus anatomically based targeting 
(or 10/20 EEG-system based) are needed; this would en-
courage the clinical integration of fMRI data for use in 
rTMS therapy. If the efficacy of such an approach is es-
tablished from multicenter RCTs, we believe the benefits 
will outweigh the costs associated with fMRI and would 
have a positive impact on tertiary health care of patients 
with MDD.

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation

Low-intensity transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) 
methods encompass the external application of electrical 
current to the brain using at least two electrodes. The ex-
ternally applied current modulates the spontaneous fir-
ing rates of neurons by de- or hyperpolarizing resting 
membrane potentials (as initially observed in the case of 

tDCS > 50 years ago [66, 67]), thereby changing cortical 
excitability and activity. Evaluating the functional and 
 behavioral consequences of this method, low-intensity 
tDCS is particularly appropriate for gaining a further in-
sight into the causative functional role of a given brain 
area and in functionally connected brain networks, e.g., 
how brain processes arise and could be changed. The 
magnitude and direction of the induced after effects are 
highly dependent on the duration and intensity of the 
stimulation as well as electrode size and montage [68]. 
Originally, the tDCS effect was estimated by measuring 
the amplitude of the MEPs induced by single-pulse TMS 
[69–71]. Several studies conducted on the M1 showed 
that the MEP size increased after approximately 10 min 
of anodal stimulation and decreased after cathodal stimu-
lation [review 71] and remained in this state for up to 60 
min after the end of the stimulation. Because this “long-
lasting” effect of tDCS is thought to be related to neuro-
plastic changes in the brain, many studies have addressed 
the issue of its impact on visual perception and cognitive 
functions, including motor-learning, working memory, 
and semantic and episodic memory in healthy subjects as 
well as its therapeutic applications in neurologic and neu-
ropsychiatric diseases [e.g., 72–79].

In the last few years, studies have been published that 
question the efficacy of tDCS. High between- and within-
group variability and even individual variability were ob-
served, and several of the studies could not be replicated 
by other investigators. The reason for the relatively high 
variability is far from being understood [80–85]. Many 
researchers and clinical practitioners concentrate on the 
manipulation of four adjustable tDCS parameters: cur-
rent intensity, stimulation duration, electrode size, and 
electrode position. These technical variables are easily 
regulated and play a large role in tDCS effects. However, 
even these controllable parameters are not always dis-
cussed in any cogent manner with regard to increasing 
efficacy, understanding the mechanisms, or decreasing 
the variability.

The traditional description of tDCS effects is related to 
changes in “cortical excitability,” i.e., it is thought that the 
anode that is positively charged enhances the excitability 
of the underlying cortex while a negatively charged cath-
ode suppresses the excitability of the targeted cortical area 
[69]. Generally, there is evidence at the neuronal level that 
anodal tDCS hyperpolarizes the membrane potential in 
the apical dendritic regions and depolarizes it in the so-
matic region, whereas the cathodal electrode has an op-
posite effect [86–90]. Furthermore, besides cell morphol-
ogy, the extent to which neurons are affected by tDCS 
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(and how) also depends on the orientation of the cells 
with regard to the induced electric field. 

TDCS is typically applied at 1–2 mA (maximum 4 
mA), but the electric field in the brain is reduced due to 
shunting effects (of skin and scalp); it is therefore esti-
mated to maximally reach 0.4–0.8 mV/mm when 1.0 mA 
is applied externally [91, 92]. While early studies observed 
that the magnitude and length of the induced after effects 
(at least after M1 stimulation) increased with higher cur-
rent intensities and longer stimulation duration [70, 93], 
later studies reported that doubling the intensity of tDCS 
led to an opposite effect after cathodal stimulation [94] 
and increasing the duration of anodal tDCS to 26 min led 
to MEP decreases [95]. With regard to other cortical ar-
eas, the effects of different stimulation intensities and du-
rations have not yet been systematically investigated. 

The magnitude and duration of the after effects also 
depend on the functional state of the brain, i.e., whether 
the stimulation is given during rest or before/together 
with a motor or cognitive task [96]. When tDCS has no 
effect during tasks, it can be speculated that the effect is 
perhaps too weak to manifest when the activity is being 
performed [97].

The size of the electrodes and their montage are high-
ly relevant for the efficacy of the stimulation. Conven-
tionally, tDCS involves two electrodes placed on the scalp. 
Typical electrode sizes range between 4 and 35 cm2. A 
first limitation here derives from the wide electric field 
induced in the cortex by such large electrodes [86, 91, 98, 
99]. The consequence is poor focusing, which can make 
the interpretation of the results difficult because of the 
impossibility of precisely locating the structures affected 
by tDCS. It should also be considered that almost all pre-
vious studies targeted single brain regions with low-in-
tensity TES to modulate brain function. However, brain 
regions interact with each other through networks; the 
stimulation of a single brain area may thus influence and/
or be influenced by other regions and networks. Because 
of this complexity, the type of stimulation that was origi-
nally seen as “excitatory” (anodal tDCS) might not always 
increase “cortical excitability” and vice versa. A better de-
scription of the tDCS effect in the future might be that it 
modifies the “excitability-inhibitory balance” in the stim-
ulated and related cortical areas. With regard to the paral-
lel stimulation of multiple regions of a network [100], 
high-definition multielectrode tDCS arrays, of up to 32 
electrodes (HD tDCS), have recently become available 
[101, 102].

Regarding the use of tDCS for the treatment of de-
pression, the current approach is similar to that de-

scribed above for rTMS. Most of the clinical trials have 
concentrated on enhancing the neural activity in the left 
DLPFC with anodal stimulation and/or reducing the 
neural activity in the right DLPFC with cathodal stimu-
lation [11, 103–108]. Computer modeling and neuro-
imaging (fMRI) tDCS studies suggest that, in fact, the 
stimulation also largely affects deeper brain structures, 
such as the sgACC, amygdala, and hippocampus [86, 99, 
109, 110]. 

The antidepressant effect of anodal tDCS on the left 
DLPFC was investigated in at least 15 RCTs [8], as well as 
in several case reports and open-labeled studies. Unfor-
tunately, most of the RCTs investigating the beneficial 
effects of tDCS had large patient sample variability (re-
lated to the diagnosis of drug-resistant, unipolar, or bipo-
lar depression) and different goals (comparing different 
stimulation protocols, add-on treatment [pharmacother-
apy], or long-term treatment), so no solid conclusions 
can be made based on these data. One of the critical points 
is that the concomitant administration of antidepressant 
medication, benzodiazepines, and antiepileptics can in-
fluence tDCS-mediated effects on brain excitability and 
may indeed have increased variability and reduced the 
therapeutic impact in these studies. On the other hand, in 
a recent clinical trial, the combination of anodal tDCS 
with sertraline (50 mg/day) was superior to each treat-
ment applied alone and to placebo, suggesting an additive 
interaction of tDCS and antidepressant medication (the 
SELECT-TDCS trial [111–113]). Previous studies im-
plied that the outcome of tDCS in healthy subjects may 
be mediated by pharmacological modulation of norad-
renergic serotonergic pathways. Therefore, serotonergic 
enhancement might increase the neuroplastic effects of 
anodal tDCS, thus resulting in synergistic effects [114, 
115].

A precise understanding of the differences between re-
sponders and nonresponders may help in the identifica-
tion of patients responsive to tDCS at the beginning of the 
therapy. In a recent trial (Escitalopram vs. Electrical Cur-
rent Therapy for Treating Depression Clinical Study 
[ELECT-TDCS]), it was observed that the plasma levels 
of nerve growth factor predicted early depression im-
provement due to tDCS; this should be explored in fur-
ther clinical studies [106]. 

Recent clinical guidelines recommend the following 
when using tDCS for treating depression: anodal tDCS of 
the left DLPFC (with right orbitofrontal cathode) deliv-
ered for at least 10 days (stimulation intensity: 2 mA and 
duration: 20–30 min) in medicated or drug-free patients 
with MDD. There is also an appropriate amount of evi-
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dence to make a level B recommendation concerning the 
absence of efficacy using the same tDCS protocol in pa-
tients with drug-resistant depression. 

Conclusion

rTMS and tDCS have been widely explored for the 
treatment of depression and their efficacy, safety, and tol-
erability have been established. By combining these data 
with rsfMRI information, a developed FC-based model 
indicates that MDD is associated with aberrant DMN, 

CEN, and SN connectivity, possibly due to hyperactivity 
of the sgACC. rTMS is believed to normalize these func-
tional networks, which is reportedly in line with reduced 
sgACC activity in response to antidepressant treatment. 
Despite the current understanding, the effectiveness re-
mains low for the treatment of MDD, partly stemming 
from age, gender, and individual genomic, anatomical, 
and functional variability. Of these, age and gender vary 
in the real-world patient population; an effort should thus 
be made to increase stimulation efficiency independent 
of age and gender. Table 1 summarizes suggestions to re-
duce variability in the response to standard rTMS by 

Table 1. A summary of possible approaches for reducing variability in the rTMS and tDCS response in patients with depression

First author [Ref.], year Suggested method of reducing interindividual variability

McClintock [118],
2018

Consensus recommendation by experts in the field of rTMS on effective and safe use of rTMS for 
depression treatment. The expert panel suggests that MRI-guided coil positioning achieves greater 
precision; however, evidence of greater efficacy is still limited. In the absence of a neuronavigation system 
or MRI, coil positioning at F3 based on the international 10–20 system is preferred for clinical use.

Singh [65], 2019 Proof-of-concept study showing the use of rsfMRI connectivity to identify relevant networks covering the 
left DLPFC and sgACC and identifying functionally relevant nodes within the left DLPFC region that also 
have a negative correlation to the sgACC

Siddiqi [119], 2019
Siddiqi [120], 2019

Using rsfMRI connectivity-based dorsal attention network and DMN to identify left DLPFC targets based 
on maximal negative connectivity to the sgACC

Luber [121], 2017
Neacsiu [122], 2018

A case for linking rTMS to the underlying neurocircuitry in depression disorder and using this model to 
individualize the rTMS targets based on task-based fMRI

Sathappan [123],
2019

A review on how concurrent or sequential use of cognitive interventions can allow controlling the state of 
the neural network being targeted, facilitating a more efficient and optimized response to rTMS

Stokes [57], 2005 Using T1-weighted images to scale the motor threshold to avoid over- or understimulation

Nord [124], 2019 Anodal tDCS is significantly superior to sham in individuals with high left prefrontal cortex BOLD 
activation at baseline during the performance of an n-back task (86% accuracy in predicting clinical 
response using this measure)

Filmer [125], 2019 Pre-tDCS baseline measures of GABA and glutamate, acquired using MRS, correlated with the extent to 
which stimulation modulated behavior

Bajbouj [126], 2018 CBT combined with active bifrontal tDCS performed during psychotherapy sessions (anode over F3  
and cathode over F4, current intensity 1–2 mA, applied 10 min after starting CBT and lasting 30 min) 
increased the efficacy of the stimulation and resulted in a stronger antidepressive effect

Lefaucheur [7], 2016 Concomitant administration of benzodiazepines or antiepileptics may influence the tDCS-mediated effect 
on cortical excitability and reduce its therapeutic impact in patients with depression

Brunoni [127], 2013 Concomitant administration of anodal tDCS over the left DLPFC with sertraline hydrochloride (50 mg/
day) is superior to each treatment on its own or placebo, suggesting an additive interaction of tDCS and 
antidepressant pharmacotherapy

Lefaucheur [7], 2016 Good care must be taken to ensure that subjects cannot differentiate between stimulation and control 
conditions

Of note, these suggestions may have the potential to be applied to other psychiatric disorders. Based on the underlying neural circuitry 
implicated in the psychopathology, neuroimaging methods can be adopted to more precisely target relevant brain regions/networks.
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means of integrating individual neuroimaging data. As 
mentioned earlier, these recommendations are still in 
need of rigorous scientific testing. Multicenter RCTs will 
establish the utility of these approaches, for the treatment 
of depression and other psychiatric disorders.

Similar to rTMS, one of the critical points in tDCS is 
to increase the efficacy of stimulation. Early studies used 
a maximum of 20-min-long sessions of 1 mA anodal 
tDCS over the left DLPFC and a cathode placed over the 
right supraorbital region. Current trials support the use 
of a longer stimulation duration (30 min) and a higher 
intensity (2 mA), with the cathode placed over the right 
DLPFC. However, it must still be demonstrated whether 
increasing the duration and intensity of stimulation au-
tomatically leads to improved therapeutic efficacy in 
MDD. With regard to the long-term effects of tDCS, the 
number of studies is very limited. In a small study (on 11 
patients) who completed a 3-month follow-up after a 10-
day tDCS protocol, it was found that 45% of the patients 
were still responders at the latest time point [116]. Nev-
ertheless, a higher relapse rate has been reported when the 
repetition of the sessions was reduced from weekly to bi-
weekly [111, 117].

Thus, we believe that attempting to reduce variability 
in factors such as target location and stimulation proto-
cols, which contribute to the differences in response to 
brain stimulation, is the way forward for increasing the 
clinical effectiveness of transcranial stimulation. Further-
more, continued searches for predictive markers of brain 
stimulation response, molecular/genetic markers, and rs-
fMRI-based FC markers for both tDCS and rTMS will 
likely augment the effective use of brain stimulation. Ad-
equately sensitive and specific markers will allow for 
more efficient use of both clinical resources, including 
better utilization of patients’ time and the overall impact 
on health, thus benefiting the economy in the larger run.
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4 Personalized repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 

temporarily alters default mode network in healthy subjects 
Despite increasing clinical use, the basic neural mechanism of action of 10 Hz rTMS protocol remains little 

explored in healthy subjects. As we discussed in chapter 3, a lot of variability in rTMS response exists, likely 

because of inaccurate brain targeting. This variability can therefore be tackled by more accurate brain 

targeting based on individual subject’s rsfMRI. Considering, healthy human brains are devoid of the 

confounding effects of depressive episodes, they can better inform researchers about further rTMS 

optimizations that may be more easily translated into depressed brains for more targeted treatment 

protocols. A handful of studies have investigated the effects of rTMS in healthy volunteers, but the 

mechanism of action of a single complete session (3000 pulses) of 10 Hz rTMS remains elusive.  

The DMN has been implicated in the pathophysiology of depression and its hyperconnectivity to the 

sgACC has been reported to be “normalized” in patients after successful rTMS treatment [146, 250]. 

Previous studies have retrospectively revealed that the antidepressant response of left DLPFC stimulation 

is correlated to the negative functional connectivity of the stimulation location and the sgACC [163, 165], 

further reiterating the use of neuroimaging techniques to select stimulation sites [239]. Here, we aimed to 

examine the mechanism of action of a full single session of 10 Hz rTMS. We developed and prospectively 

validated a method to select individual left DLPFC stimulation sites as targets and precisely deliver 

stimulation at these targets with assistance of online neuronavigation. For this, we computed the spatially 

independent components using FSL and identified those that best spanned the left DLPFC and the sgACC 

regions to identify the strongest node at left DLPFC that is in anticorrelation to the DMN. By 

accommodating the inter-individual variation in functional connectome by means of rsfMRI, we 

personalize HF-rTMS stimulation sites in healthy volunteers. Upon stimulation at the personalized left 

DLPFC site in healthy subjects, we evaluated the pre- and post-stimulation effects on the DMN through 

multiple rsfMRI windows using a double blind (interviewer and participant), crossover, and sham controlled 

study design. 

The insights from one session of 10 Hz rTMS stimulation in healthy subjects will be relevant for a better 

understanding of its acute effects, eliciting progress towards more robust rTMS interventions. Our study 

applying a full single dose of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects with a personalized approach and the 

approximately one hour follow up using rsfMRI post stimulation are the novel features of this work. This 

longer observation period could conceivably reveal pertinent insights into the temporal dynamics of action 

of 10 Hz rTMS. If the basic mechanism of DMN after a single dose of 10 Hz rTMS at left DLPFC in 

healthy volunteers is analogous to that reported after multiple sessions of 10 Hz rTMS in patient population, 

we hypothesize that a full 10 Hz rTMS session would change the functional connectivity of the sgACC to 

the DMN. As healthy subjects have normal baseline connectivity, we expect a decrease in functional 
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connectivity of the sgACC to DMN. As reviewed in Chapter 1, several personality dimensions have been 

reported to predict antidepressant effects and rTMS response. The HA dimension of the TCI has been 

related to the activity of sgACC in adolescents [251], healthy adults [252, 253] and to pharmacological 

antidepressant responses in adults [184, 254, 255]. Therefore, we selected this dimension of personality to 

explore if HA would be related to modulatory effects from 10 Hz rTMS and hypothesized that HA scores 

would correlate with DMN changes at the sgACC. In addition, to explore the potential behavioural effects 

prompted by a single session of 10 Hz rTMS, we used Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) to 

capture the mood of the subjects prior and subsequent to the stimulation. As previous studies have shown 

associations between activity in sgACC and sad mood [256, 257] as well as rumination [148] in healthy 

subjects, we speculated that any decoupling of sgACC and DMN resulting from rTMS would cause a 

decrease in the self-rated negative affect of participants. Further details on the used methodology, the 

outcomes of the experiments and a corresponding discussion of the results are presented in the next section.  
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personalized repetitive transcranial 
magnetic stimulation temporarily 
alters default mode network in 
healthy subjects
Aditya singh1, tracy erwin-Grabner1, Grant Sutcliffe1, Andrea Antal2,3, Walter paulus2 & 
Roberto Goya-Maldonado1

High frequency repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (HF-rtMs) delivered to the left dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is an effective treatment option for treatment resistant depression. However, 
the underlying mechanisms of a full session of HF-rtMs in healthy volunteers have not yet been 
described. Here we investigated, with a personalized selection of DLPFC stimulation sites, the effects 
driven by HF-rtMs in healthy volunteers (n = 23) over the default mode network (DMN) in multiple 
time windows. After a complete 10 Hz rTMS (3000 pulses) session, we observe a decrease of functional 
connectivity between the DMN and the subgenual Anterior Cingulate Cortex (sgACC), as well as the 
ventral striatum (vStr). A negative correlation between the magnitude of this decrease in the right 
sgACC and the harm avoidance domain measure from the temperament and Character Inventory was 
observed. Moreover, we identify that coupling strength of right vStr with the DMN post-stimulation 
was proportional to a decrease in self-reports of negative mood from the Positive and Negative Affect 
Schedule. This shows HF-rTMS attenuates perception of negative mood in healthy recipients in 
agreement with the expected effects in patients. Our study, by using a personalized selection of DLPFC 
stimulation sites, contributes understanding the effects of a full session of rTMS approved for clinical 
use in depression over related brain regions in healthy volunteers.

Despite its increasing relevance for clinical use, the basic underlying mechanism of action of repetitive tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) protocols remains unexplored in healthy subjects for a complete session 
of 10 Hz rTMS (3000 pulses in 37.5 min), which is the first FDA approved treatment protocol for treatment 
resistant depression. Much variability in the resulting rTMS response exists, which could be reduced by accurate 
brain targeting based upon individual subject’s resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI). 
Independent from the confounding effects of depression related symptomatology, an increased comprehension 
of the underlying neural mechanisms of a full session of HF-rTMS in a healthy human brain will help to better 
inform future research into the depressed brain and its treatment. While several studies have investigated the 
effects of rTMS in healthy volunteers1–4, the mechanism of action of the complete session of 10 Hz rTMS with up 
to 1 hour observation of neural effects has not yet been performed.

The default mode network (DMN) is a network consisting of the medial and lateral temporal lobe, medial 
prefrontal cortex and medial and lateral parietal cortex. It has been implicated in the pathophysiology of depres-
sion5–17 and its hyperconnectivity to the subgenual Anterior Cingulate Cortex (sgACC) has been reported to be 
normalized after successful rTMS treatment5,18. A recent study19 explored in healthy subjects the mechanism of 
about a third of the 10 Hz rTMS protocol (1200 pulses in 10 min) typically used to treat depression. The authors 
reported an increase in the functional connectivity of the sgACC to another network, consisting of the dorsal cin-
gulate cortex, posterior dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), inferior parietal 
lobule, inferior frontal cortex and posterior temporal lobes, but no changes to a network resembling the DMN. 
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Here, we aimed to address the mechanism of action of a complete session of 10 Hz rTMS, targeting individually 
selected left DLPFC stimulation sites and precisely assisted by online neuronavigation.

Fitzgerald and colleagues20 investigated different methods of targeting and stimulating the DLPFC. They con-
cluded that targets defined on the 10–20 electroencephalographic (EEG) system or those selected with the use 
of individual structural MRI images and a neuronavigation system are spatially more precise than those selected 
with the “standard procedure”, referring to the scalp location 5 cm anterior to the motor cortex21. Additionally 
reinforcing the use of neuroimaging techniques to select stimulation sites, studies revealed that the antidepressant 
response of left DLPFC stimulation can be predicted by the negative functional connectivity with the sgACC22,23. 
Therefore, to personalize HF-rTMS stimulation sites in healthy volunteers, we integrated the individual variation 
captured by rsfMRI24 in a protocol that combined spatial and temporal information from independent compo-
nents that best represented the left DLPFC and the sgACC regions.

In this study we evaluated the DMN by using multiple rsfMRI windows before and after stimulation in a dou-
ble blind (interviewer and participant), crossover, and sham controlled study with healthy subjects. We argue that 
insights from one session of 10 Hz rTMS stimulation in healthy subjects can be relevant for a better understand-
ing of the HF-rTMS antidepressant treatment, further prompting development of more efficient rTMS interven-
tions. Such an application of single dosage of HF-rTMS in healthy subjects is unprecedented and the ~1 hour 
follow up using rsfMRI post stimulation will expectedly reveal pertinent insights in to the action of HF-rTMS. 
Reasoning that healthy subjects have normal baseline connectivity, we hypothesized that a full HF-rTMS session 
would change the functional connectivity of the sgACC to the DMN. If the underlying mechanism of 10 Hz rTMS 
at left DLPFC in healthy volunteers is analogous to that reported in patient population, then we would expect 
to see a decrease in functional connectivity of the sgACC to DMN. The harm avoidance (HA) dimension of the 
Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) has been related to the activity of sgACC in adolescents25, healthy 
adults26,27 and to pharmacological antidepressant responses in adults28–30. Therefore, we selected this dimension 
of personality, as well as the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) to investigate how HF-rTMS driven 
effects would relate to phenotypic information from the healthy participants. We hypothesized that HA scores 
would anticipate DMN changes reaching the sgACC. Lastly, in agreement with previous studies that have shown 
that activity in sgACC is associated with sad mood25,31,32 and rumination13 in healthy subjects, we speculated 
that rTMS induced decoupling of sgACC and DMN would result in a decrease in the self-rated negative affect of 
participants after stimulation.

Results
Only 1 subject was excluded due to not tolerating the stimulation, therefore data from 23 subjects were included 
in the final analysis. The mean age of the subjects was 25.8 ± 5.5 years with 9 female subjects.

Target reproducibility. To establish the consistency of the rsfMRI based method for personalized target 
selection, one must first test whether target sites generated from different datasets of the same subject will con-
cur. To test the reproducibility of our target selection process, we repeated the day 1 steps of target selection also 
on pre-stimulation rsfMRI data from the day on which real stimulation was delivered. We then calculated the 
Euclidean distances between targets selected from baseline and stimulation day. The mean distance between 
the two was 10.9 mm (6.74 mm SD), which was significantly less than 20 mm (two tailed, one sample t test, t 
value = −6.61, p < 0.0001) as presupposed in the literature (see Discussion). Figure 1, upper panel presents a bar 
plot of the distances between the targets for each subject. There are only three subjects for whom the distances 
between the day 1 and day 2 targets are slightly above 20 mm (diameter of the electric field sphere covered by 
figure-of-eight coils)33. Figure 1, lower panel, presents a qualitative comparison of the modelled electric field 
(SimNIBS34) generated by stimulation at targets for two example subjects.

Target quality. The other important aspect of our target selection process is the quality of the target that 
it yields. Effective HF-rTMS stimulation for the treatment of depression using left DPLFC targets is achieved 
by stimulating at targets with higher negative functional connectivity to sgACC22,23. Thus, we calculated the 
functional connectivity between the targets selected by our method (named individual DLPFC, indDLPFC) and 
the right sgACC, and also between fixed MNI coordinates based left DLPFC (named fxdDLPFC) and the right 
sgACC. We used 2 mm radius ROI spheres to extract the betas from DLPFC regions. In Fig. 2, upper panel, note 
that indDLPFC targets spread across the left DLPFC and having a larger radius would have caused overlaps with 
the fxdDLPFC target, potentially diluting specific correlations with right sgACC. We preserved with 5 mm radius 
of the latter as in Tik et al.19 for comparison. We found a higher negative connectivity between indDLPFC and 
right sgACC compared to that between fxdDLPFC and right sgACC (Fig. 2, lower panel), thus implying that 
indDLPFC can be more promising therapeutically as compared to fxdDLPFC.

Behavioural scales results. As would be expected, we did not see any differences in healthy volunteers 
in the MADRS, HAM-D, YMRS, PANSS, and BDI II scores between day 2 and day 3 of stimulation. However, 
subjects had different physical sensations arising from the two sessions (two sample t test, t = 4.89, p < 0.0001), 
although they expected both stimulation sessions to be equally effective (two sample t test, t = 1.17, p > 0.05, see 
Fig. 3), as measured by visual analogue scales. This implies that our method of blinding successfully maintained 
similar levels of internal expectation between real and sham rTMS even though they experienced a difference in 
scalp discomfort. We believe the successful blinding was a result of nullification of external expectations of sub-
jects. Since the subjects would have intuitively expected higher scalp sensation to lead to higher rTMS effects, we 
instructed the subjects that our study was testing out two different stimulation coils.

RsfMRI functional connectivity changes post stimulation. To exclude the possibility of false positive 
functional connectivity results arising from nuisance movement, we compared the root mean square of frame 
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wise head displacement parameters35 from individual frames. We found that the extent of motion did not differ 
across rsfMRI time windows for real and sham conditions. To investigate the mechanisms of HF-rTMS over the 
DMN, we contrasted this network during the four rsfMRI scanning sessions in real versus sham conditions. We 
observed a robust decrease in functional connectivity specifically involving the sgACC (Fig. 4 a1–a3) and the 
ventral striatum (vStr) (Fig. 4 a4) bilaterally during the R2-R1 contrast. This decrease in functional connectivity 
weakened over time and the connectivity in the ventral striatum returned to baseline level already in R3, while 
the decrease in the sgACC coupling persisted until R3, albeit less pronounced than during R2. Also, important to 
note is that this decrease in functional connectivity is only seen in the real HF-rTMS stimulation condition, but 
not during the sham HF-rTMS.

We also explored the functional connectivity of the personalized left DLPFC stimulation site with that of 
sgACC as well as the DMN. The parameter estimates of the connectivity strength of personalized left DLPFC 
to the IC-DLPFC network and of sgACC to DMN is plotted in Fig. 5 (left y-axis). It shows that the functional 
connectivity of left DLPFC decreases from R0 to R1. This is followed by a decrease in the functional connectivity 
of the sgACC from R1 to R2. The difference in time windows during which the functional connectivities of left 
DLPFC and sgACC decrease, shows how the HF-rTMS effect spreads from left DLPFC to sgACC across time.

In addition, the correlation between the left DLPFC and sgACC was evaluated. The green dashed line plots the 
correlation coefficients (right y-axis) between the parameter estimates of left DLPFC and the sgACC during the 
four rsfMRI sessions (R0 to R3). It shows that the baseline negative correlation between left DLPFC and sgACC 
reduces during R1 but returns to more negative values during R2 and R3.

A predictor for rTMS response. The personality trait of HA has been suggested to predict therapeutic responses 
in MDD patients28,29. Therefore, considering the cumulative impact of multiple rTMS sessions for the treatment 
of depression36, we evaluated if HA scores would inform of the resulting effects of a single rTMS session in healthy 

Figure 1. Distances between targets from day 1 and day 2 rsfMRI (n = 24) and electric field modelling for two 
example subjects. Upper panel: Bar plot of Euclidean distance between targets from day 1 rsfMRI and targets 
from day 2 rsfMRI. 3 subjects have a distance larger than 20 mm. Lower panel: A qualitative description of 
electric field modelled (Thielscher et al., 2015) on the two targets from day 1 and day 2 rsfMRI data. A quick 
look reveals the similarity of the electric field when either of the targets are used.
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volunteers. For that, we correlated HA scores from the TCI with the parameter estimates (beta weights) changes of 
functional connectivity at the sgACC (R2 – R1, Fig. 6). We identified a stronger negative correlation between HA and 
the rTMS effects (the decrease in functional connectivity strengths between the DMN and the right sgACC (Fig. 6)) 
only in the real condition (r = −0.4906, p = 0.0387) and not in the sham condition (r = −0.2159, p = 0.3894).

Figure 2. Left DLPFC targets and their correlation with right sgACC. Upper panel: Figure showing the 2 mm 
radius ROIs for targets obtained by the selection process described in the study (n = 22) [left] and the ROI of 
2 mm radius around the standard MNI DLPFC coordinates [right]. Lower panel: The plot on the left shows 
that targets identified using the described selection process have a much higher negative correlation with 
right sgACC (r = −0.5015, *p < 0.05) than when the standard MNI left DLPFC coordinates are used (right 
plot). Since, antidepressant response of rTMS is linked to the connectivity of stimulated site and the sgACC; 
individualized targets would be promising for better therapeutic response than standard targets (n = 18).

Figure 3. Physical sensation and resultant expectation about the efficacy of rTMS stimulation in subject 
(n = 17). The plot on the left shows that the scalp discomfort experienced by the subjects was significantly 
higher during the real than sham condition. However, their internal expectation of the induced changes in their 
mental states did not differ across real and sham stimulation sessions.
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Behavioural correlates of functional connectivity changes. Considering the role of the sgACC activ-
ity in sad mood25,31,32, we used the negative affect score from Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), a 
psychometric scale that measures both positive and negative affect, to investigate behavioural outputs from real 
and sham rTMS. We explored the correlation between the changes in the negative affect scores (post stimulation – 
pre stimulation scores) with the R2 functional connectivity of the DMN to the right sgACC or to the right nucleus 
accumbens (NAcc). The latter was post hoc performed, since we observed robust decreases in the functional 
connectivity of right ventral striatum with DMN and this region is implicated in integrating emotional signals 
from limbic systems37. For that, we selected an independent coordinate for the right NAcc from the literature 
and extracted the beta weights. We report a trend of positive correlation (r = 0.3894, p = 0.0993) between the 
DMN-NAcc functional connectivity during R2 and changes in negative affect scores in the real condition, but not 
in the sham condition (Fig. 7).

Figure 4. Functional connectivity decrease is only seen after real HF-rTMS (n = 23). (a) Decreased functional 
connectivity in bilateral sgACC (a1 to a3) and vStr (a4) during R2 when compared to R1. (b) Default mode 
network after real HF-rTMS during R1 and R2. (c) Default mode network after sham HF-rTMS during R1 and 
R2. Colorbars represent t-values.

Figure 5. Plotting the interaction of personalized left DLPFC with sgACC and DMN. The plot shows the 
parameter estimates of left DLPFC functional connectivity to IC-DLPFC network and that of sgACC to DMN. 
The bars represent the median value of the parameter estimates. The plot shows how left DLPFC changes in 
functional connectivity occur during R1 rsfMRI session. While the sgACC functional connectivity changes 
follow later during R2 rsfMRI session. The green dashed line plots the correlation coefficients (right y-axis) 
between the parameter estimates of left DLPFC and sgACC. It shows that the baseline negative correlation 
between left DLPFC and sgACC is reduced after stimulation in R1 rsfMRI session, followed by stronger negative 
correlation between the two regions during R2 and R3 rsfMRI sessions. Refer to legend for info on color coding.
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Discussion
Given the lack of studies exploring the mechanism of action of single session of FDA approved 10 Hz rTMS 
session in healthy volunteers, it is imperative to investigate mechanisms underlying such rTMS protocols, to 
bridge the existing knowledge gap in our basic understanding of HF-rTMS effects. The fact that about half of the 
patients receiving rTMS treatment for depression still do not clinically respond38 emphasizes the need to person-
alize rTMS stimulation. In an effort to improve rTMS target selection, which seems to strongly contribute to the 
observed variability in rTMS response39–41, we have proposed a novel and easy to implement, rsfMRI based rTMS 
target selection method for the left DLPFC. As a proof of concept we have shown in our study with healthy sub-
jects, the target selection process yields reproducible results in the same individual generated from different data-
sets. By means of targeting left DLPFC sites with higher negative functional connectivity to sgACC, our results 
show that this target selection process holds potential for increasing rTMS therapeutic response in comparison 
to stimulating at MNI based anatomical left DLPFC coordinates. Upon employing this target selection method 
to investigate the mechanism of action of a full session of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects, we show a reduced 
functional connectivity of the DMN with the sgACC after stimulation, and report for the first time, a reduced 
functional connectivity of this network with the vStr (both effects peaking at 27–32 minutes post HF-rTMS, 
namely R2). These results are particularly important as these regions are considered core structures implicated in 
the pathophysiology and treatment of depression5–7,12,13,42. Also, our study shows that it is possible to manipulate 
the functional connectivity of these deeper regions by stimulating at personalized cortical targets. Moreover, we 
have found that the lower the harm avoidance score, the stronger the HF-rTMS effects in the sgACC 27–32 min-
utes after stimulation. As the functional connectivity reduction of the DMN to the sgACC marked the effects 
driven by 10 Hz rTMS, we put forth the plausibility of using HA scores for anticipating sgACC responsiveness to 

Figure 6. Harm avoidance score can predict rTMS induced reduction in functional connectivity of right 
sgACC (n = 18). A negative correlation between harm avoidance score and the reduction in the functional 
connectivity of the default mode network at the sgACC during R2 (27–32 min) from the R1 (10–15 min) rsfMRI 
windows, indicates that the lower the subject scores on the harm avoidance scale, the higher was the uncoupling 
resulting from rTMS.

Figure 7. Subjects that perceived less negative affect after stimulation had lower functional connectivity in right 
NAcc (n = 19). A trend of positive correlation observed between the functional connectivity strength of the 
default mode network at the right NAcc and the changes in negative affect score on PANAS scale occurs in real 
rTMS (left) but not in sham rTMS (right) condition. The correlation shows a transient effect during R2 rsfMRI 
window (27–32 min) after rTMS: subjects who reported less negative emotions after stimulation showed less 
coupling between right NAcc and the default mode network.
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HF-rTMS. Lastly, we have seen that the lower the functional connectivity of the DMN to the vStr, the less negative 
the subjects report their emotions. This correlation pattern was not identified in the sgACC. This hints at how 
the influence of 10 Hz rTMS on the DMN extends to behaviour, captured by the self-report of negative affect in 
healthy subjects.

Previous work has highlighted that stimulation sites displaying higher negative connectivity with the sgACC 
can achieve stronger antidepressant effects22,23, a characteristic that can be missed when selecting rTMS targets 
based on group averaging43. In this context and to achieve more cohesive results from stimulation in healthy 
volunteers, we developed a target selection process that incorporates individual functional connectivity char-
acteristics from rsfMRI data. To establish the consistency of a method for personalized target selection in the 
DLPFC, one must first test whether target sites generated from different datasets of the same subject will coincide. 
Previous research on modelling of electric fields33 has shown that a figure-of-eight TMS coil covers a diameter 
of approximately 20 mm. Therefore, our method should yield left DLPFC targets that are within 20 mm of each 
other. Upon calculating the Euclidean distances between targets resulting from these two independent datasets, 
we have shown that the left DLPFC targets from independent datasets were on average 10.9 mm (6.74 mm SD) 
apart from each other. This indicates that even if the target might have slightly shifted on the day of stimulation, it 
largely remained within the 20 mm electric field. Thus, our approach maximizes the stimulation effects by captur-
ing the interindividual variability of networks from a previous fMRI session and guiding the stimulation coil for 
each volunteer to the most promising site at the left DLPFC to manipulate the sgACC. We proved this important 
point by showing that individualized targets selected by our method (indDLPFC) have a higher overall negative 
correlation than the fixed left DLPFC target (fxdDLPFC) with the right sgACC (independent coordinates)19. 
Considering the anticorrelation of the sgACC and the stimulated DLFPC site quantifies the quality of HF-rTMS 
response22,23, we believe that our method can boost responses by guiding stimulation into these functionally rel-
evant network nodes in comparison to anatomically guided stimulation.

Figure 8. Study design – On day 1, after a Structured Clinical Interview (SCI) and obtaining informed consent, 
we acquired a T1 weighted structural image, rsfMRI and finger tapping task based fMRI. During rsfMRI, we 
instructed subjects to look at a fixation cross presented on a black background. The rsfMRI data was used for 
personalized target selection and the personalized target was then identified in T1 structural for stimulation 
using online neuronavigation. rsfMRI sessions were followed by an index finger tapping session (intermittent 
finger tapping when presented with a green or a red dot), data from which was used to determine the motor 
cortex location used for setting the resting motor threshold (RMT). At the beginning of experiment on day 
2 and day 3, we asked each subject to complete the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). This 
was followed by resting motor threshold determination. We obtained a baseline rsfMRI scan (R0), and then 
delivered HF rTMS stimulation (either real or sham in a pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced way) to the 
subject at the pre-selected target, guided by online neuronavigation. Post HF rTMS three additional rsfMRI 
scans (R1, R2, and R3) were obtained over a course of 50 minutes: at 10 minutes, 27 minutes and 45 minutes 
to detect effects on brain resting state functional connectivity. The subjects again completed the PANAS 
immediately after leaving the MR scanner. This allowed us to document any short term changes in the self-rated 
emotional state. The subjects completed a SCI again at the end of experiment on both day 2 and day 3. To assess 
the effectiveness of sham blinding, we also retrospectively collected information about the perceived effects of 
stimulation on scalp sensation and mental state using a visual analog scale (VAS).
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To understand the fundamental mechanism of 10 Hz rTMS protocol we delivered a complete (3000 pulses) 
session of personalized 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects. We found a robust decrease of functional connectivity 
after real HF-rTMS between the DMN and the sgACC as well as the vStr during R2. This decreased coupling 
persists during R3 in the sgACC, albeit less pronounced, but it returns to normal in the vStr during R3. Although 
with a similar study design as Tik and colleagues19, our results diverge from theirs. They reported an increase in 
the functional connectivity of the sgACC to a network consisting of the dorsal cingulate cortex, posterior dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex, DLPFC, inferior parietal lobule, inferior frontal cortex and posterior temporal lobes. 
The difference in reported results potentially stems from the fact that we tracked HF-rTMS induced changes in 
the DMN for different and longer periods of time (during 10–15 (R1), 27–32 (R2), and 45–50 min (R3), compared 
to 15–21 and 31–37 min19) and investigated the DMN, which has been consistently described in the literature of 
depression5–18,44. We further argue that this discrepancy in results stems from the difference of networks that show 
an altered functional connectivity to sgACC. Tik et al.19 have reported a network different from the DMN having 
an increased functional connectivity to sgACC (see above for the regions included in their network RSN #17). 
Our study, on the other hand, has identified changes involving the DMN and compared it across four sequen-
tial rsfMRI sessions. Additional differences in TMS stimulation included reduced length of the FDA approved 
HF-rTMS protocol (1200 vs. 3000 pulses), reduced stimulation intensity (80% vs. 110% of Resting motor thresh-
old - RMT), and different stimulation delivery (anatomical standard left DLPFC target vs. functional connectivity 
based personalized left DLPFC target), all of which could have contributed to a difference in results. Additional 
analysis of parameter estimates of left DLPFC stimulation sites in IC-DLFPC and sgACC in DMN reveals that 
the connectivity of left DLPFC decreases initially after stimulation from R0 to R1. This is followed by a decrease 
in functional connectivity of the sgACC to the DMN during a later time window (from R1 to R2). Hence, we 
report the differences in temporal dynamics of HF-rTMS induced changes observed at the site of stimulation (left 
DLPFC) and at more distant locations (sgACC).

Studies have observed higher sgACC functional connectivity in depression and its role in antidepressant 
response6,11,45–55. Further studies have shown abnormal sgACC connectivity with the DMN during depres-
sion9,13,44 and have reported decreased activity in sgACC in response to deep brain stimulation52,56. In this con-
text, our results of decoupling the DMN and the sgACC after HF-rTMS in healthy subjects align well with such 
findings in patients with depression. However, since we have used one full session of HF-rTMS rather than 20 
sessions, as is usually performed in clinical practice, this implication is limited in its interpretability. The NAcc, 
located at the vStr, is an integral component of the reward system and it was recently demonstrated57 that a 
disrupted reward circuit is associated with the pathophysiology of depression. Another study reported that the 
level of functional connectivity between the NAcc and left DLPFC target predicts the antidepressant response of 
HF-rTMS in depression42. Given the importance of the sgACC and the NAcc regions in the pathophysiology of 
depression, the changes reported in these regions after a full session in healthy volunteers hold significance for 
elucidating the underlying neural network mechanisms that result in antidepressant effects. In contrast to our 
report of decrease in functional connectivity of sgACC in the active stimulation condition only, Taylor et al.18 
reported such a decrease across both sham and active HF-rTMS conditions. This discrepancy might stem from 
the fact that their results are from a patient population who were on a stable dose of medication, whereas ours are 
from healthy volunteers after a single session of personalised HF-rTMS.

In light of the changes of functional connectivity of sgACC reported here, and previous studies implicating 
sgACC and HA scores in healthy subjects25–27 we examined the correlations between HA and effects on func-
tional connectivity of sgACC. The negative correlation between the harm avoidance scores and the changes in 
functional connectivity in the real stimulation condition, but not in sham indicates that harm avoidance score 
can potentially anticipate the extent of the right sgACC rTMS response in healthy subjects. This is an inter-
esting finding in light of previous studies28–30,58, which reported that harm avoidance was a negative predictor 
of response to antidepressant treatment, i.e. patients with higher harm avoidance scores responded poorly to 
antidepressant treatment. Apart from this, Ward and colleagues59 also reported a weak link between poor anti-
depressant response and higher scores on neuroticism, which itself has been shown to positively correlate with 
harm avoidance scores60. Further studies61,62 also point towards a relation between high scores on neuroticism 
and low response to treatment of depression. Since our study is based on a cohort of healthy subjects, we believe 
harm avoidance of the TCI is a good proxy for neuroticism, given the positive correlation between the two per-
sonality measures. Hence, the correlation between HA and HF-rTMS effects in the sgACC reported here, war-
rants further clinical studies to investigate the possibility of using this personality dimension as a predictor for 
HF-rTMS driven antidepressant effects. Of note, previous HF-rTMS studies have reported persistence63 and 
self-directedness64 scores of the TCI as good predictors of antidepressant effects. Upon post-hoc analysis, we did 
not find such correlations between other TCI dimensions and HF-rTMS induced changes in the sgACC and this 
might be, since our sample consisted of healthy volunteers. Future studies in depression cohorts should address 
this issue.

As noted earlier, sgACC activity has been implicated in sad mood31,32 and rumination thoughts13 in healthy 
participants. We hence studied the relationship between the functional connectivity changes in sgACC and 
the reported negative emotional state using PANAS scale, which we administered before and after stimulation. 
However, we could not identify any relationship in sgACC with these measurements. Taking into consideration 
that the right vStr displayed robust reduction in functional connectivity during the same time window in which 
the sgACC decoupled from the DMN and that the NAcc is implicated in integrating emotional signals within the 
hubs of limbic system37, we investigated the relationship between this region and the reported negative emotional 
state of subjects. Although this relationship does not reach significance, there is a correlation trend only in the 
real HF-rTMS condition, which indicates that the lower the functional connectivity between the DMN and the 
right NAcc, the less negative subjects self-rated their emotions. The exact mechanism by which HF-rTMS might 
be influencing the negative percept of healthy subjects, however, requires further investigation.
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We created a new method of personalized HF-rTMS target selection utilizing individual rsfMRI and used this 
approach to shed new light on the DMN changes resulting from of a single, complete dose of 10 Hz rTMS stim-
ulation in healthy subjects. Since this translational approach has been initially implemented in healthy subjects 
only, it is obviously not possible to comment on the clinical efficacy of stimulating at such indDLPFC targets. Our 
study’s main goal was to delineate the underlying neural mechanisms of a full single dose of HF-rTMS protocol. 
Therefore, we chose sham over an alternative target selection process for direct comparison. This limits claims 
about how effective would the new personalization method be in the clinical practice, which will be tested in a 
new study. Multiple sessions of HF-rTMS might interact with brain networks differently than a single session, 
especially with the complexities and variations added upon by depression pathophysiology and treatment resist-
ance. These questions remain to be further addressed in follow up studies. Another limiting aspect is that the 
sham condition was in fact an active sham condition, although with irrelevant current density, that did not result 
in functional connectivity differences. The use of a passive sham coil is unlikely to give different results from those 
presented here, but this should nevertheless be rigorously tested. Lastly, the correlation in self-rated emotional 
judgement was not statistically significant in the vStr and non-existent in the sgACC. We consider two possible 
explanations for that, one being that the sample size is limited in power, the other being that participants are 
healthy and only one session of HF-rTMS is insufficient to exhibit stronger effects. Nevertheless, new insights into 
the mechanisms associated with a full session of HF-rTMS can be gained from our results.

Materials and Methods
Participants. We recruited healthy male and female subjects between the ages of 18–65 with no current 
or prior psychiatric disorders, evaluated by structured clinical interviews (see below). Exclusion criteria were: 
current/history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, recreational drug use in the past month, current/his-
tory of substance abuse or dependence, contraindications to the MRI scanner (e.g. metal parts in the body) or 
TMS application (e.g. epilepsy), pregnancy, history of traumatic brain injury, unwillingness to consent or to be 
informed of incidental findings, current use of anticonvulsant drugs, or prior TMS or ECT application in the past 
8 weeks. The Ethics Committee of the University of Medical Centre Göttingen has approved the study protocol. 
All experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations21,65.

Study design. We conducted a double-blind (subjects and interviewer), sham controlled, crossover study 
with healthy subjects. The experiments were conducted on 3 days with approximately one week between each 
appointment. Based on the resting state network pathophysiology of depression, we hypothesized that a single 
session of HF-rTMS would induce changes in the DMN5, which would be associated with self-reported behav-
ioural changes in affect and with stable personality trait of harm avoidance.

Day 1. The subjects visited the lab on 3 occasions (day1, day2, and day3). On day 1 the subjects underwent a 
Structured Clinical Interview (SCI) consisting of Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Beck 
Depression Inventory II (BDI II), Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), and Hamilton Depression Rating Scale 
(HAM-D). Apart from the SCI they also completed the Symptoms Checklist 90 (SCL 90), Positive and Negative 
Syndrome Scale (PANSS), Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS), Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI), Life 
Orientation Test – Revised (LOT-R) and vocabulary intelligence test (MWT), and handedness questionnaire66. 
Upon being determined for inclusion/exclusion criteria, the subjects gave their written informed consent fol-
lowing which initial structural T1 and rsfMRI scans were recorded for our novel method of personalized target 
selection (see Fig. 8 for further details).

Day 2 and Day 3. Day 2 and day 3 were at least one week apart to allow wash out of any HF-rTMS stimulation 
effects. At the beginning of experiment on day 2 and day 3, we asked each subject to complete the PANAS. PANAS 
is composed of 20 items that measure positive and negative dimensions of affect. To evaluate negative affect we 
used the total raw score (1–5 points for each item) from the negative dimension items67.

After resting motor threshold (RMT) determination, we applied 10 Hz rTMS at personalized left DLPFC tar-
get, guided by an online neuronavigation system (Visor 1 software, ANT Neuro, Enschede, Netherlands) at 110% 
of RMT. We obtained a baseline rsfMRI scan (R0), and then delivered HF rTMS stimulation (either real or sham 
in a pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced way) to the subject at the pre-selected target, guided by online neu-
ronavigation. In the event of extreme scalp discomfort, the stimulation was stopped and the subject was excluded 
from further experiments. Figure 8 pictorially details the study design.

Target selection. For real and sham HF-rTMS on day 2 and day 3, we used the rsfMRI scan from day 1 to 
identify a personalized target in the left DLPFC for each subject, using a novel selection process as detailed in the 
Supplementary Information.

rTMS Stimulation. We delivered 10 Hz rTMS using a MagVenture X100 with Mag-option and an MCF-B65 
cooled butterfly coil. The stimulation parameters were as described in O’Reardon et al.68. To deliver sham stimu-
lation, we rotated the coil by a full 180° along the handle axis of the coil.

To deliver sham stimulation, we rotated the coil by a full 180° along the handle axis of the coil such that the 
stimulation side of the coil faced away from the scalp and the distance between the stimulation side and the scalp 
was larger than 5 cm. We made measurements of the voltage induced on the “sham” side using a standard oscillo-
scope. The oscilloscope readings indicated that there was a very weak current strength produced by the sham side 
of the coil, and this negligible current did not elicit any motor responses, irrespective of how high the stimulator 
output was set to. Participants were blind to the control condition and simply received the information that we 
were testing two different rTMS stimulation coils.
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Imaging acquisition and analysis. We acquired the structural (T1- and T2-weighted scans with 1-mm 
isotropic resolution) and functional data with a 3T MR scanner (Magnetom TRIO, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) using a 32-channel head coil. The gradient-echo EPI sequence had the following parameters: TR of 
2.5 seconds, TE of 33 ms, 60 slices with a multiband factor of 3, FOV of 210 mm × 210 mm, 2 × 2 × 2 mm, with 
10% gap between slices and anterior to posterior phase encoding. The rsfMRI data was acquired with 125 volumes 
in approx. 5.5 minutes, whereas the finger tapping data was acquired with 103 volumes in approx. 4.5 minutes.

rsfMRI data analysis: Using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) and MATLAB (The 
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), we preprocessed the individual rsfMRI data using standard steps: slice time 
correction, motion correction, individual gradient echo field map unwarping, normalization, and regression of 
white matter, cerebrospinal fluid and motion nuisance parameters. We then temporally concatenated the data to 
perform group independent component analysis with FSL 5.0.7 software69. We identified the best fitting inde-
pendent component (IC) that resembled the DMN. This IC was then back reconstructed in individual subjects’ 
normalized rsfMRI data, r-to-z transformed and compared across the groups (Real [R0, R1, R2, R3] versus Sham 
[R0, R1, R2, R3]).

Finger tapping fMRI data: We preprocessed the finger tapping data using slice time correction, motion correc-
tion, gradient echo field map-based distortion correction, co-registration to the anatomical scan and smoothing 
with an 8 mm FWHM kernel. The onset times and durations for green dot (finger tapping) and red dot (rest 
period) were extracted from log files generated by Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) to create 
a block design of the experiment. Estimates of neural activity were computed with a general linear model (GLM) 
for each subject individually using SPM12. First-level contrasts were calculated for the finger tapping and rest 
response blocks. By contrasting these blocks, we obtained the primary motor cortex areas activated by finger 
tapping.

Extraction of betas (functional connectivity strengths) from IC-ACC: To evaluate potential correlations 
between the left DLPFC and the sgACC in the IC-ACC, we compared the personalized targets with targets based 
on fixed MNI coordinates, as described in a recent study19. We used MarsBar70 to extract the parameter estimates 
(beta weights) utilizing an ROI of 2 mm radius around the personalized left DLPFC locations for real HF-rTMS 
stimulation, and around the standard MNI locations of the DLPFC and sgACC (as described in Tik et al.19), after 
transforming the coordinates into the individual anatomical spaces of our participants. To correlate functional 
connectivity strengths of sgACC and NAcc with the self-reported negative emotions, we utilized the same proto-
col as above to extract the parameter estimates of the right NAcc using a spherical ROI of 5 mm radius centred at 
[(10, 12, −8) based on Harvard-Oxford Sub-cortical Atlas of FSL] and of the right sgACC using a spherical ROI 
of 5 mm radius centred at [(8 40–6) based on coordinates reported in Tik et al.19]. The results presented are for 
instances in which the beta weights were successfully extracted using MarsBar.

Statistical analysis. We used SPM12 to compare time windows of rsfMRI across real and sham conditions 
using a factorial design ANOVA, and only report results surviving a statistical threshold of whole brain p < 0.05 
FWE correction for multiple testing. We used SPSS and Matlab to run two way t-tests to compare the scores from 
MADRS, HAM-D, YMRS, BDI II, PANAS, and VAS for real and sham stimulation sessions. Using MATLAB 
and R, we ran Pearson’s correlation tests between functional connectivity strengths of various brain regions and 
relevant behavioural scales.

Data Availability
The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due to restrictions in the 
data sharing permissions obtained from study participants.
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Supplementary figures: 

Supplementary Figure 1: Scheme detailing the target selection process using a single subject as an 

example.  

a. Individual subject rsfMRI preprocessing pipeline. The resting state functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (rsfMRI) data from the individual subject is pre-processed. Using SPM12 

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, 

MA, USA), we preprocessed the individual subject’s rsfMRI data using  standard steps: slice time 

correction, motion correction, individual gradient echo field map unwarping (step 1), normalization 

(step 2.2), and regression of white matter, cerebrospinal fluid and motion nuisance parameters (step 

3). We then temporally concatenated the data to perform group independent component analyses 

(ICA) as well as individual ICA using FSL 5.0.7 software1 (step 4). The number of independent 



components was restricted to 17 based on the literature2. We identified the best fitting independent 

components (IC) covering: 1) the left DLPFC (IC-DLPFC) and 2) the sgACC (IC-ACC). These components 

were identified based on visual inspection of the MELODIC results from FSL 5.0.7. All relevant ICs 

that covered the left DLPFC or the ACC in a complete or partial manner were identified. Thus, if more 

than one IC covering the left DLPFC or ACC was identified, all the selected ICs were carried forward 

to the next step of analysis. 

b. Individual subject target selection pipeline. The ICs obtained prior were in standard MNI space. To 

reconstruct left DLPFC targets in individual brain spaces, we reran the preprocessing pipeline 

described above without normalizing the data, but instead co-registering it to the subject’s T1 

image, and additionally smoothing the data with a FWHM Gaussian kernel size of 8 mm (step 1 + 

step 2.1). Next, we back reconstructed the IC-DLPFC and IC-ACC in the non-normalized rsfMRI data 

to obtain these components in the individual anatomical space. This was achieved by running a 

linear regression of the time course of the ICs on the non-normalized rsfMRI data using SPM12 (step 

5). 

As previously reported in the literature3,4, better clinical responses to HF-rTMS in patients with 

depression are associated with higher negative functional connectivity between the sgACC and 

stimulation target in the left DLPFC. To incorporate this feature into our personalized target 

selection for HF-rTMS, we overlaid individual negative correlation maps of the IC-ACC with the 

positive correlation maps of the IC-DLPFC (p<0.001) using Chris Rorden’s MRIcron (step 6). The 

negative correlation map of the IC-ACC was thresholded leniently (p<0.01) to allow the detection of 

viable overlaps. The positive correlation map of the IC-DLPFC was obtained by saving the contrast 

file of the corresponding IC-DLPFC with the contrast set to +1 in SPM 12. Similarly, we obtained the 

negative correlation map of IC-ACC by saving the contrast file with the contrast set to -1 in SPM 12. 

Next, we located a point within the overlap of these two maps and then identified the closest local 

maximum nodes (strongest node) of the IC-DLPFC to this point using SPM12 (step 7). As the last 



step, we confirmed that the local maxima still laid within the overlap and was designated as target of 

stimulation (step 8). In cases of subjects for whom multiple IC-DLPFC or IC-ACC were identified, we 

identified all nodes that lay within the overlap of the positive correlation map of IC-DLPFC and the 

negative correlation map of IC-ACC. In such cases, the strongest connectivity node within the IC-

DLPFC (maximum t-value), that still lay within the overlap, was selected as the target for rTMS 

stimulation.  

We thus incorporated two features that define an optimal target: the target is based on individual 

rsfMRI data5 rather than a group average and the target has a negative correlation to sgACC3,4.  

Also, note that even though we ran a temporally concatenated ICA (tc-ICA) on a group of rsfMRI data 

that included the subject for which the target was sought, we used the ICs obtained from individual 

ICA results for target selection. We used the ICs from tc-ICA only in cases when ICs from individual 

ICA failed to yield any viable points, due to lack of an overlap. In the cases that we were unable to 

obtain an overlap using tc-ICA ICs, we repeated the day 1 rsfMRI measurement and applied target 

selection to the new data. For cases in which this was necessary (n = 3), we successfully identified 

targets with repeated rsfMRI measurement for all subjects.  
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5 Default mode network alterations after intermittent theta 

burst stimulation in healthy subjects 
High frequency 10 Hz rTMS became the first rTMS protocol to receive FDA approval in 2008 to treat 

depression and has since frequently been used in clinical settings. The accumulated evidence supports the 

relatively shorter iTBS protocol (a quarter of the time or less per session) as an efficient antidepressant 

treatment [96, 100, 111, 258]. ITBS protocol is now established with FDA approval since 2018 as a non-

inferior antidepressant compared to conventional 10 Hz rTMS protocol [88]. In this study, we aimed to 

uncover connectivity effects of a single session of a prolonged iTBS protocol (1800 pulses) in healthy 

subjects. 

Akin to 10 Hz rTMS, brain connectivity changes (especially of DMN) resultant from iTBS delivered at the 

DLPFC remain unexplored. As with other rTMS protocols, several factors, including natural variation in 

anatomy and functional connectivity, contribute to inter-individual variability. Comparable to our last 

experiment, we address this variability using the target selection method presented and validated previously 

(chapter 4). Using the personalized left DLPFC target sites, we investigate the effects of iTBS on the DMN. 

We use a double-blind, crossover, and sham- controlled study design identical to that employed previously 

(chapter 4) and use the individual rsfMRI data to locate the personalized targets. We applied a single session 

of iTBS (1800 pulses) at personalized left DLPFC sites followed by analysis of the DMN during three time-

windows after stimulation. The time lapse of effects from iTBS at left DLPFC have not been reported 

before. We suppose depicting the DMN effects from one session of iTBS stimulation in healthy subjects 

will aid understanding the relationship between the stimulation site and the sgACC across time, thus, 

promoting tailored and more efficient iTBS interventions in the future.  

Depression is characterized by a hyperconnected DMN [146, 250] and “normalization” of this 

hyperconnectivity suggests efficient treatment for depression [159]. As iTBS has been shown to be an 

effective antidepressant treatment [88, 142, 263–266, 144, 146, 148, 158, 259–262], we expect that iTBS 

would influence the DMN by reducing its functional connectivity of healthy subjects. This hypothesis is 

naturally derived from the assumption that the neural mechanism of multiple sessions of iTBS in patients 

would be a simple accumulation of the effect observed after a single session in healthy subjects. This 

assumption is justified, as we previously reported (chapter 4) certain congruences between changes seen 

after a session of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects and those reported in patients with depression. Based on 

the results from the previous chapter, we expected to see maximum effects of a single session of iTBS after 

approximately 30 min post stimulation. Lastly, as seen in the literature [175, 176, 251–253, 267] and in our 

10 Hz rTMS results (chapter 4), we explored the role of HA in relation to the modulation of DMN 

connectivity after stimulation. Based on a negative relationship between induced changes in sgACC and 

HA, we hypothesize that a similar negative relationship would exist between iTBS induced changes and HA 
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scores. Further details on the used methodology, the outcomes of the experiment and a corresponding 

discussion of the results are presented below. 
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Abstract
Understanding the mechanisms by which intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) protocols exert changes in the
default-mode network (DMN) is paramount to develop therapeutically more effective approaches in the future. While
a full session (3000 pulses) of 10 Hz repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (HF-rTMS) reduces the functional
connectivity (FC) of the DMN and the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, the current understanding of the effects of
a single session of iTBS on the DMN in healthy subjects is limited. Here, we use a previously validated target selection
approach for an unprecedented investigation into the effects of a single session (1800 pulses) of iTBS over the DMN in
healthy controls. Twenty-six healthy subjects participated in a double-blind, crossover, sham-controlled study. After
iTBS to the personalized left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) targets, we investigated the time lapse of effects in
the DMN and its relationship to the harm avoidance (HA) personality trait measure (Temperament and Character
Inventory/TCI). Approximately 25–30 min after stimulation, we observed reduced FC between the DMN and the rostral
and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC). About 45 min after stimulation the FC of rostral and dACC strongly
decreased further, as did the FC of right anterior insula (AI) with the DMN. Also, we report a positive correlation
between the FC decrease in the rostral ACC and the HA domain of TCI, indicating that the HA scores can potentially
predict iTBS response. Overall, our results show the time lapse by which iTBS at left-DLPFC targets reduces the FC
between DMN and the dACC and right AI, regions typically described as nodes of the salience network.

Introduction
The large variability of responses to the FDA-approved

10 Hz repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS)
protocol for the treatment of depression has led to a
world-wide demand for better techniques or improved
protocols. The non-inferior antidepressant efficacy of the
3 min/session theta burst protocol1 compared to
37.5 min/sessions of conventional 10 Hz rTMS protocol
has played a role in increasing the use of the theta burst
protocol for antidepressant treatment2–5. Nevertheless,

brain connectivity changes underlying the effects of
intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) delivered at
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) remain
unexplored. Many factors contribute to inter-individual
variability, including natural variation in anatomy and
functional connectivity. Here we use a previously vali-
dated target selection method to improve precision of coil
localization and investigated the effects of iTBS on the
relevant brain networks that best cover the left DLPFC
and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
The TBS protocol was developed to mimic rodent6,7

and human hippocampal activity8, where a combination
of gamma-frequency spike patterns superimposed on
theta rhythms9 was found. It involves application of a
burst of three TMS pulses every 20ms (50 Hz), which is
repeated five times per second (5 Hz)10,11. When delivered
continuously (continuous TBS–cTBS) for 40 s, it results
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in reduced corticospinal excitability, while when admi-
nistered in an intermittent fashion (iTBS) it results in
increased corticospinal excitability9. Studies of TBS sti-
mulation on motor cortex have shown plasticity changes
beyond the duration of stimulation typically lasting in the
range of 30 min11,12.
Beyond local effects under the stimulation coil, plasti-

city changes in brain’s altered functional connectivity
away from the stimulation point, e.g. the DLPFC13, are
likely relevant to the treatment of depression, which has
been associated with aberrant brain functional con-
nectivity14. The default-mode network (DMN), consisting
of the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex,
and areas of posterior parietal cortex15. Using 10 Hz
rTMS as antidepressant treatment, a study has recently
replicated the prediction of symptomatic alleviation in
depression when aberrant sgACC connectivity with the
DMN is decreased, which happened in responders but not
in non-responders18. Furthermore, such effects over net-
works in healthy subjects have been shown in our pre-
vious work using 10 Hz rTMS19. Already after a single
session of 10 Hz rTMS (3000 pulses), significant reduction
in the connectivity between the sgACC and the DMN was
evidenced.
Given the central involvement of the DMN in the

pathophysiology of depression and the importance of a
shorter protocol such as iTBS for reducing symp-
toms15,20–31, here we aimed to uncover connectivity
effects of a single session of a prolonged iTBS protocol
(1800 pulses) in healthy subjects. ITBS is therapeutically
beneficial for depression1, which is characterized by a
hyperconnected DMN15,16, and treatment for depression
is accompanied by normalization of this hyperconnectiv-
ity17. Assuming the therapeutic mechanism of iTBS
shares the same mechanism of action in healthy subjects,
we hypothesize that iTBS would act by reducing the
functional connectivity of DMN.
We applied a single session of iTBS at left DLPFC sites

and analyzed the DMN during three time-windows after
stimulation in a double-blind, crossover, and sham-
controlled study. To the best of our knowledge time
lapse of effects from iTBS at left DLPFC have not been
previously reported. We expect that depicting the acute
effects after one session of iTBS stimulation in healthy
subjects will be crucial to understand the relationship
between the stimulation site and the sgACC across time,
up to ~50min after stimulation32. Further comprehension
of these network dynamics could help to inform and
promote more efficient and tailored iTBS interventions in
the future. Considering our previous results from a single
session of 10 Hz rTMS, we expected to see maximum
effects of a single session of iTBS after approximately
30 min. We hence acquired a resting state functional MRI
(rsfMRI) at 27–32min after stimulation. However, on

exploratory basis, we also wanted to investigate potential
changes during other time windows. Particularly, to
document iTBS induced changes before and after the
expected 30-min mark, we acquired one rsfMRI from 10
to 15min (earliest possible time point after stimulation)
and another from 45 to 50min after stimulation.
Lastly, harm avoidance (HA) of the Temperament and

Character Inventory (TCI) pertains to the heritable ten-
dency of individuals to respond more harshly to aversive
cues, punishment and non-reward33. Previous works show
a relationship between HA and activity34–37 or con-
nectivity19 in sgACC in healthy samples. In patients with
depression, HA has been shown to be associated with
response38 and non-response39 to treatment. As we
employ a single session of clinically relevant iTBS proto-
col in healthy subjects, we propose that reduction of
DMN connectivity after stimulation would have a rela-
tionship to HA. Based on our previously reported19

negative relationship between 10 Hz rTMS induced
changes in sgACC and HA, we hypothesize that a similar
negative relationship would exist between iTBS induced
changes and HA scores.

Materials and methods
Participants
Healthy subjects between the ages of 18–65 were

enrolled in the study. We evaluated the subjects with
structured clinical interviews and ruled out current or
prior neuropsychiatric disorders and contraindications to
rTMS and/or MRI. We performed the experiments in
agreement with relevant guidelines and regulations40,41.
The Ethics Committee of the University of Medical
Center Göttingen approved the study protocol and sub-
jects provided their informed consent before
investigation.

Study design
The study reported here with healthy subjects is a sham-

controlled, double-blind (subject and interviewer were
unaware of the stimulation condition), crossover study
with real and sham iTBS delivered in a counterbalanced
and pseudo-randomized fashion. We conducted the
experiments over three sessions (each session on a dif-
ferent day, Fig. 1) with each session separated by at least
one week.

Session 1
In session 1, the interviewer administered a Structured

Clinical Interview (SCI) consisting of the Beck Depression
Inventory II (BDI II), Montgomery-Asberg Depression
Rating Scale (MADRS), Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(HAM-D) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). In
addition to the SCI, to further establish the mental health
and well-being of the subjects we asked them to complete
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the Symptoms Checklist 90-revised (SCL 90-R), Tem-
perament and Character Inventory (TCI), Positive and
Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), Life Orientation Test
– Revised (LOT-R), Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS), a
handedness questionnaire42 and a vocabulary-based
intelligence test (MWT). Next, we acquired structural
T1-weighted MRI and resting state functional MRI
(rsfMRI) scans for our method of target selection (see Fig. 1
for further details). The process of personalized left
DLPFC target selection has been described previously19.

Session 2 and Session 3
To allow washout of any potential iTBS effects, session 2

and session 3 were separated by at least a week. After
determining the resting motor threshold (RMT), we applied
iTBS, at 80% RMT. We navigated to the individual left
DLPFC target using an online neuronavigation system
(Visor 1 software, ANT Neuro, Enschede, Netherlands). We
obtained a pre-iTBS (baseline) rsfMRI scan (R0) followed by
three post-iTBS rsfMRI scans (R1, R2, R3). Subjects com-
pleted the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS43) both before and after the experiment on session
2 and session 3. This allowed us to follow any short-term
changes in the subjects’ mood potentially influenced by
iTBS. Figure 1 schematically shows the study design.

rTMS protocol
We delivered iTBS using a MagVenture X100 with

Mag-option and a “figure of 8” MCF-B65 cooled butterfly

coil at the targets selected using each individual subject’s
rsfMRI (see ref. 19). We used stimulation parameters from
Li C-T et al.5 (3 pulses burst at 50 Hz delivered at 5 Hz for
2 s with an 8 s inter train interval, total 60 trains delivered
during 9min 30 s). For the sham condition, we rotated the
coil by 180° along the handle axis as described else-
where19. We did not employ the usual method of rotating
the coil by 90°, as a complete 180° rotation allowed us to
make the sham condition look as similar as possible to the
real condition, for more effective blinding of subjects.

Image acquisition
We collected functional data and, in between the

rsfMRI scans, structural (T1- and T2-weighted scans
with 1-mm isotropic resolution) data with a 3T MR
scanner (Magnetom TIM TRIO, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel head coil. The
T2*-weighted multi-band gradient echo echo-planar
imaging sequence provided by the Center for Magnetic
Resonance Research of the University of Minnesota44,45

had the following parameters: repetition time of 2.5 s,
echo time of 33 ms, flip angle of 70°, 60 axial slices with
a multi-band factor of 3, 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, FOV of 210 mm,
with 10% gap between slices and posterior to anterior
phase encoding. The rsfMRI data were acquired with
125 volumes in approx. 5 min. The gradient echo field
map was acquired with repetition time of 603 ms, echo
times of 4.92 ms (TE 1) and 7.38 ms (TE 2), flip angle of
60°, 62 slices, FOV of 210 mm, 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, with 10%

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the study design. In session 1, we obtained the informed consent and collected the information (see main
text for details) from Structured Clinical Interviews (SCI). After this we acquired a structural (T1-weighted) and functional (rsfMRI) images. During
rsfMRI, the subjects were instructed to fixate at a “+” and mind wander, while their open eyes were monitored by eye tracking. Personalized targets
were found using each subject’s rsfMRI as has been described elsewhere19. Using online neuronavigation, we delivered real or sham iTBS, in a
counterbalanced and pseudo-randomized fashion, at 80% of resting motor threshold. Baseline and three post-iTBS rsfMRI scans were acquired. The
subjects also completed the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) both before and after the sessions, and a visual analog scale (VAS) for
perceived effects of iTBS on mental state and scalp sensation at the end of the investigation.
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gap between slices and anterior to posterior phase
encoding.

Imaging data analysis
We preprocessed the rsfMRI data, using SPM12 (http://

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) and MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), to execute the
following state-of-the-art steps: slice time correction,
motion correction, gradient echo field map unwarping,
normalization, and regression of motion nuisance para-
meters, cerebrospinal fluid and white matter. Following
this, we temporally concatenated the data for group
independent component analysis (ICA) with FSL
5.0.7 software46. We visually identified the independent
component (IC) that best resembled the DMN and
another IC that best covered the left DLPFC (IC-DLPFC).
We back reconstructed this IC representing the DMN in
the normalized rsfMRI data of individual subjects, r-to-z
transformed and compared across the groups using a
factorial design ANOVA (Real [R0, R1, R2, R3] versus
Sham [R0, R1, R2, R3]).

Extraction of parameter estimates (functional connectivity
strengths)
We used MarsBar47 to extract the parameter estimates

(beta weights) of the rostral anterior cingulate cortex
(rACC; 5 mm radius sphere) and subgenual anterior cin-
gulate cortex (sgACC; 5 mm radius sphere) centered on
independent coordinates from a meta-analysis of func-
tional large-scale networks in depression48 and our pre-
vious work on 10 Hz rTMS effects on DMN19,
respectively. The parameter estimates for the individual
left DLPFC sites were extracted using 2mm radius sphere
region of interest (ROI) centered around the targets, in

line with our previous work19. Figure 2a highlights an
example subject showing the IC-DLPFC (in warm color),
the network from which the parameter estimates using an
individual left DLPFC target ROI (blue sphere) is
extracted. Figure 2b shows all the ROIs that were used for
parameter estimate extraction.

Statistical analysis
Previous data on twenty-three subjects have shown ade-

quate power to detect the differences in DMN after rTMS19.
Using a factorial design ANOVA in SPM12 we compared
the time windows of rsfMRI across real and sham condi-
tions, and report results surviving a statistical threshold of
p < 0.05 FWE whole-brain corrected for multiple testing. We
ran Pearson’s correlation tests between rACC functional
connectivity strengths and the HA domain of the TCI using
MATLAB. We used R to run two-way t-tests to compare the
scores from YMRS, HAM-D, MADRS, PANAS, VAS, and
BDI II for real and sham stimulation sessions.

Results
Twenty-nine healthy subjects (11 females, mean age of

28 ± 8 years) signed up for the study. Two subjects (both
females) were dropped from the study due to failure to
locate their personalized left DLPFC target and one sub-
ject (male) dropped out of study due to discomfort from
stimulation. Thus, 26 subjects were included in final
analysis, none of whom reported any adverse effects
during or after stimulation.

Functional connectivity changes after real stimulation
After a full single session of iTBS (1800 pulses) we

observed reduced functional connectivity of the rACC
and dorsal ACC (dACC) with the DMN, during the R2

Fig. 2 Personalized left DLPFC sites. a An example of IC-DLPFC (warm colors) for a single subject from which the parameter estimates of
personalized stimulation site (blue sphere) were extracted. b Personalized left DLPFC stimulation sites of all subjects from which parameter estimates
were extracted.
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rsfMRI session (27–32min post-stimulation) when com-
pared to R1 rsfMRI session (10–15 min post-stimulation)
(Fig. 3 [A1-A2]). Even more interesting was the effect on
the functional connectivity of DMN during the R3 rsfMRI
(45–50min post-stimulation), which increased in spatial
extent. During R3, the area of significantly reduced
functional connectivity of the DMN spread to include the
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and frontal poles, as seen
in Fig. 3 [B1-B2]. Additionally, the right anterior insula
(AI) showed decreased functional connectivity to the
DMN during R3 rsfMRI (Fig. 3 [B3-B4]). These findings
were not seen in the sham condition. Changes in clinical
scales were neither expected nor identified. Also, it is
important to note that when comparing the DMN only
across real iTBS rsfMRI sessions without sham correction,
we see the same regions decoupling from the DMN
(Supplementary Fig. 1), except by smaller mPFC and
larger right AI blobs in the R2 rsfMRI. In this case, the
decoupling of the right AI is more pronounced, showing
significantly reduced functional connectivity even during
the R2 rsfMRI.

Functional connectivity changes in the left DLPFC and the
rACC along time
To have a better understanding of the effects of iTBS,

we extracted the parameter estimates of two ROIs in the

real condition: the stimulated left DLPFC site and the
rACC. We used a spherical ROI of 2 mm radius centered
at the left DLPFC target to extract its parameter estimates
from the IC-DLPFC (see methods for definition of IC-
DLPFC). We extracted the parameter estimates of the
rACC from the DMN. Following an earlier study of the
ACC with a 10 Hz protocol19, a spherical 5 mm radius
ROI was used with coordinates obtained from an inde-
pendent meta-analysis48. The plot (Fig. 4) shows that the
DMN functional connectivity of the rACC increases from
the R0 to the R1 rsfMRI window. Subsequently, a func-
tional connectivity decrease in the rACC from R1 to R2 is
sustained until R3. A statistically insignificant increase in
the IC-DLPFC functional connectivity of the left DLPFC
from R0 to R1 is also seen. This functional connectivity
returns to a value close to baseline during R2 and
increases during R3 rsfMRI. The green dashed line
represents the correlation coefficients between the para-
meter estimates of the sgACC and the left DLPFC. It
shows that as the effect of iTBS becomes more prominent,
the correlation between these regions goes from negative
to more and more positive, not returning to baseline
within 50min after iTBS. We explored the changes in
functional connectivity of these regions for sham condi-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 2) and observed minor changes
in the median of parameter estimates (ranging between 0

Fig. 3 Functional connectivity results. Regions that show reduced functional connectivity to DMN after stimulation (real-sham condition, whole-
brain corrected pFWE < 0.05): (a1-2) About 27 min after iTBS, the rACC and dACC disengage from the DMN. (b1-2) About 45 min after stimulation, the
functional connectivity has further reduced, extending to the mPFC and (b3-4) the right AI. c DMN during R1 rsfMRI and R3 rsfMRI session after real
stimulation.
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and 0.02) and in the correlation coefficient (between 0 and
0.17). However, the functional connectivity fluctuates
around the baseline during all rsfMRI sessions.

Harm avoidance—a predictor of iTBS response?
The mean and SD (11.625 ± 6.42) of the sample are

representative of a healthy population49,50. A chi-square
test for normality indicates that the HA is normally dis-
tributed (p-value = 0.962). Our previous work has iden-

tified a negative relationship between HA scores and the
changes induced by 10 Hz rTMS in the right sgACC
during R2 rsfMRI compared to R1 rsfMRI19. We hence
explored if such a relationship existed also between the
HA scores of subjects in the current study and the
observed decrease in the functional connectivity of rACC
during R2 rsfMRI compared to R1 rsfMRI. We identify a
positive correlation between the HA measure and the
decrease in functional connectivity of the rACC, only after
real stimulation (r= 0.6052, p value = 0.013) but not after
sham stimulation (r=−0.1233, p value = 0.6491). This
indicates that the higher the HA score of the subjects the
more they showed a decrease in their rACC functional
connectivity to DMN (Fig. 5).

Discussion
In this double-blind, sham-controlled study, we have

determined for the first time the connectivity changes of
the DMN in the healthy brain for up to 50min after iTBS
(1800 pulses protocol). As expected, after left DLPFC
stimulation (Fig. 2b) we see a decrease in the functional
connectivity of the DMN, mainly with the rACC and
dACC during the R2 rsfMRI window (Fig. 3 A1-A2, about
27–32 min after stimulation). This decrease is sustained in
the dACC and additionally extends to the mPFC and right
AI during the R3 rsfMRI window (Fig. 3 B1-B4, about
45–50 min after stimulation). In agreement with the lit-
erature18,51, we see at baseline a negative correlation
between the parameter estimates of sgACC and the left
DLPFC (Fig. 4, green diamond at ~20min before iTBS).
As the functional connectivity changes in both left DLPFC
and rACC within their own networks (Fig. 4, red and blue
curves), the negative correlation between sgACC and left
DLPFC becomes progressively positive (Fig. 4, green
dashed curve). Finally, we observe a positive correlation
between the HA score and the connectivity changes

Fig. 4 Parameter estimates of left DLPFC and rACC. Left axis shows
the parameter estimates of left DLPFC (blue) and rACC (red) of IC-
DLPFC and DMN, respectively. Dots represent the individual values
and horizontal lines depict the median of the parameter estimates for
the respective rsfMRI window. The right axis plots the correlation
coefficients between the DLPFC and the rACC, showing that the effect
of a single session of iTBS progressively changes the correlation
between these ROIs from negative to positive.

Fig. 5 Correlation to harm avoidance scores. Correlation between the HA score and the changes observed in rACC functional connectivity during
R2 rsfMRI compared to R1 rsfMRI for (a) real and (b) sham conditions. A significant positive correlation is observed after real stimulation only.
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observed with the DMN in the rACC (Fig. 5a), which
implies that this measure can possibly predict the mag-
nitude of functional connectivity changes induced by iTBS
in the rACC.
A dynamic system known as the triple network model

has been suggested to explain the fast adaptive qualities of
the brain52,53. According to the triple network model, a
task positive network corresponding to the central-
executive network (CEN) is active when the brain is
engaged in cognitive tasks or allocating attention to
external stimuli22,54. The DMN (aka task negative net-
work) is active antagonistically to the task positive net-
work, when resources are internally allocated during
introspective thoughts or autobiographical memories55. A
dynamic interplay between the task positive and task
negative network is required to quickly reallocate
resources towards internal or external stimuli according
to immediate demands. It has been shown that a “circuit
breaker” role is played by the salience network (SN)53,
with the dACC and right AI as the main network nodes
along with rACC involved with affective processing33,56.
In this work we identified these regions as being decou-
pled from the DMN in healthy subjects after a single
session of a prolonged iTBS protocol (1800 pulses) (Fig. 3).
Although the changes evidenced here may not directly
translate to the context of psychopathology, it was intri-
guing to see these nodes as part of our results. The AI is
considered to be the essential hub of the SN because it
mediates the information flow across the brain to different
networks and switches between central-executive and
DMNs52,53,57.
In depression, the SN shows aberrant functional

connectivity to the DMN and CEN22,31,58. One of the
network-based hypotheses of depression conjectures
that the increased interaction between the SN and the
DMN results in pathologically increased allocation of
resources to negative information about the self, e.g.
ruminative thoughts27,59. Considering the proven effi-
cacy of iTBS for treatment of depression and speculating
that the effects seen in healthy participants would
extend to patients, the mechanism by which iTBS may
initially influence the symptomatology of depression
could be by “normalizing” the pathologically increased
interaction between the SN and the DMN. In line with
this reasoning, Iwabuchi et al.60 has shown in patients
with depression that fronto-insular and SN connectivity
interactions correlated positively with HAM-D score
change at the end of a 4-week iTBS protocol. They have
also described that better clinical outcomes are asso-
ciated with reduced connectivity between dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) and bilateral insula58. Their
results in conjunction with ours highlight the impor-
tance of investigating the AI and dACC as SN nodes
involved in responsiveness to iTBS.

Using a different approach, Baeken et al.61 have shown
that the functional connectivity of the sgACC and medial
orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) is increased during acceler-
ated iTBS in depression patients. Their results stem from
seed-based analysis of the sgACC after iTBS. One possible
reason for the discrepancy between their and our results
may be the method of analysis, as seed-based analysis
focuses on the functional connectivity of a predefined ROI
while ICA allows exploration of functional connectivity
changes of the whole brain without having to pre-define a
ROI. In contrast to our previous work that identified the
sgACC as the main region decoupled from the DMN after
a single session of personalized 10 Hz rTMS19, the
strongest changes in connectivity after iTBS are not with
the sgACC, but rather the rACC and dACC as mentioned
above. However, due to the relevance of the sgACC, we
further explored the beta weights from this region and
evaluated its relation to the left DLPFC at baseline and up
to 50-min after stimulation. We evidenced a shift of
correlation between these regions from negative to posi-
tive within the observation time (Fig. 4, green dashed
curve). This suggests the participation of the sgACC in
the effects driven by iTBS, even though it is not directly
engaged by it. The striking similarity between the red
curves seen in the rACC after iTBS (Fig. 4) and in the
sgACC after 10 Hz TMS (Fig. 5 in Singh et al.19) suggests
that sgACC is rather the first target after 10 Hz rTMS
(under standard dose of 3000 pulses). Another important
aspect that might have contributed to differences between
our and the results of Baeken et al.61 is that we stimulated
functionally relevant sites within the left DLPFC, as
opposed to their structural selection of stimulation sites.
Of course, the most profound difference is that our study
closely evaluated connectivity changes after one session of
iTBS in healthy subjects, whereas Baeken et al.61 evaluated
patients with depression after 20 stimulation sessions. It
must be considered that the complexities associated with
the underlying pathophysiology of depression could have
contributed to differences in how iTBS interacts with
brain regions and networks. Our results shed light on
other relevant regions that respond to a single session of
iTBS in the healthy brain. Future work examining brain
networks in patients before and after 20 iTBS treatment
sessions would likely close these knowledge gaps.
By rounding up results from our previous work19 and

current study, 10 Hz rTMS disengages the anterior nodes
of DMN and thus affects sgACC and DMN connectivity.
10 Hz rTMS could hence reduce sadness, rumination and
self-directed thought processes. In fact, we have seen a
trend of reduced negative affect after 10 Hz rTMS in
healthy subjects. ITBS, however, acts via a different brain
network. It does not disengage DMN with itself directly
but reduces the communication between nodes of SN and
DMN. Therefore, we assume that after iTBS subjects
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would engage less in affective content of external infor-
mation due to reduced communication between SN and
DMN. However, this needs more precise testing in future
studies.
We also evidenced a positive correlation between the

HA score on the TCI and changes in the functional
connectivity of the rACC and the DMN (Fig. 5a). This
indicates that the higher the subjects scored on the HA
domain, the stronger the reduction in observed functional
connectivity. This correlation indicates that it might be
possible to utilize HA to predict the extent of DMN-rACC
coupling changes induced by iTBS. Interestingly, the
correlation between connectivity changes and HA scores
replicates the time window in which this was seen in an
independent sample using 10 Hz rTMS19, although in
opposite direction and in a different brain region,
the sgACC.
The opposing results likely stem from the fact that

10 Hz rTMS and iTBS involve different brain networks in
their action as discussed above. Previous works have
shown positive relation between HA and rumination62,63,
higher levels of which are associated with lower intra
anterior DMN functional connectivity64. Huggins et al.65

have shown that HA correlates with the strength of
anticorrelation between an SN node and DMN. This
implies healthy subjects with higher HA would have lower
anterior DMN functional connectivity and higher SN-
DMN connectivity. Consequently, subjects with higher
HA would presumably have higher rumination and
greater propensity for negative valence stimuli, while
subjects with lower HA would display the opposite. In this
line, higher anterior DMN connectivity related to lower
HA would respond more pronouncedly to 10 Hz rTMS as
it directly disengages the functional connectivity between
sgACC and DMN19. Conversely, higher SN-DMN con-
nectivity related to higher HA would respond more con-
spicuously to iTBS as it disengages the nodes of SN from
DMN. Following this reasoning, we propose that high HA
subjects would respond oppositely to 10 Hz rTMS
and iTBS.
Thus, healthy subjects with higher rumination, and

anxiety and vigilance towards external stimuli (high HA)
are more likely to respond to iTBS via disengagement of
SN nodes from DMN. While those with lower disposition
for rumination, anxiety, and vigilance towards external
stimuli (low HA) are more likely to respond to 10 Hz
rTMS, which directly disengages higher functional con-
nectivity between sgACC and DMN. Considering the
opposite relationship between HA and DMN effects from
10 Hz rTMS and iTBS, we speculate that HA scores may
facilitate identification of subjects who will present
stronger DMN changes in response to rTMS protocols.
However, given clinically depressed population have a
higher HA scores38, an elevated DMN connectivity15, and

increased rumination27 and self-directed thoughts, such
predictive use of HA requires rigorous testing. We spec-
ulate that patients with depression having HA greater
than the depressed population’s average might more
favorably respond to iTBS while those with HA lower
than the depressed population’s average would respond
better to 10 Hz rTMS. If such results hold true for clinical
population receiving multiple sessions of rTMS, then HA
could be used to determine beforehand who would benefit
most from one stimulation protocol or the other. We
hope future research in precision medicine will investigate
this aspect, considering the direct clinical application and
potential relevance to improving treatment response.
There are limitations to our study. For ethical reasons

we applied a single session of 1800 pulses iTBS for
uncovering its effect on the DMN in healthy brains, since
applying 20 sessions of iTBS as is done in patients66 would
not be prudent. Also, the fact that the non-stimulation
side of an MCF-B65 coil can have non-zero current
implies that sham condition was not completely passive. It
is however unlikely that sham condition has biased our
main results, considering that (a) connectivity changes
from sham stimulation do not show any changes analo-
gous to effects from real condition; and (b) the same
specific nodes display connectivity changes after real sti-
mulation without sham comparison (Supplementary Fig. 1).
The diseased state of the brain, e.g. in depressive state, is
also likely to influence interactions between brain net-
works in response to multiple sessions of iTBS. Therefore,
assumptions based on healthy samples must be made
cautiously. Finally, we did not expect to observe any sig-
nificant neural effects from iTBS beyond 50min after
stimulation, however our results indicate that iTBS effects
are strongest in the rsfMRI scan from 45 to 50min after
stimulation. This information points towards the fact that
iTBS effects likely last beyond the time window of our
study and should be further examined in future studies.
In conclusion, by means of a double-blind, sham-

controlled crossover study involving healthy subjects, we
show that a single session of iTBS results in decoupling
of the rostral/dorsal ACC, followed by the mPFC and the
right AI, with the DMN. The interaction between the
sites of stimulation at the left DLPFC and the sgACC
shows a progressive shift from negative to positive cor-
relation. Lastly, connectivity changes in the rACC
induced by a single real session of iTBS in the healthy
brain positively correlated with the HA score on the
TCI scale.
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Supplementary Materials 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Changes in functional connectivity of default mode network (DMN) after 

real iTBS without comparison to sham condition. The effects of real iTBS (without sham comparison) 

are very similar to those obtained when real iTBS is compared against sham iTBS (Figure 3), except 

by smaller mPFC and larger rAI blobs in the R2 rsfMRI (Suppl. Figure 1 – A1-A4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2: Left axis shows the parameter estimates of left DLPFC (blue) and rACC (red) 

of IC-DLPFC and DMN, respectively, in the sham condition. Dots represent the individuals and 

horizontal lines depict the median of the parameter estimates for the respective rsfMRI window. 



Only minor changes in the median of parameter estimates ranging between (0-0.02) and correlation 

coefficient between (0-0.17) are observed. This implies the functional connectivity fluctuates around 

the baseline during all rsfMRI sessions and the interaction between sgACC and personalized left 

DLPFC is also not affected by sham iTBS.  
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6 Default mode network and cardiac changes in major 

depressive disorder after intermittent theta burst stimulation 
The results from chapter 4 show that the rsfMRI based personalized left DLPFC target selection is robust 

and reproducible for clinical use. By applying a single session of 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS in healthy subjects, 

we reported significant changes in the functional connectivity of the DMN to deeper brain regions like the 

ventral striatum and the sgACC (10 Hz rTMS) as well as the dACC, rACC, and right AI (iTBS). 

Furthermore, we found a relationship between DMN connectivity changes and HA scores across both the 

10 Hz rTMS and iTBS cohorts, implying a possible role of HA in predicting the rTMS response. While the 

results certainly elucidate the underlying DMN mechanisms of personalized 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS and 

their relationship to personality trait of HA, its translation to patients with depression is limited. This is due 

to aberrant brain connectivity underlying the disease, that act as additional confounds. Several works in the 

past have explored the feasibility of applying rTMS at prospectively selected personalized left DLPFC sites 

in patients with depression [247, 248], however none have explored the underlying network mechanisms 

of such personalized approaches. Hence, we aimed to explore the DMN mechanisms of personalized rTMS 

in patients with depression. Moreover, to our knowledge, no studies have compared the effects of 

personalized and non-personalized rTMS either. Considering that such MRI based personalized approaches 

will put further burden on the health care system (through an additional MRI scan), it is essential to examine 

the benefits of such personalized rTMS over non-personalized rTMS (e.g. F3 based). Such analysis will 

further promote a precision medicine approach in the treatment of psychiatric disorders. Therefore, we 

also aim to compare the effects resulting from our rsfMRI based personalized rTMS approach against the 

current standard clinical practice of F3 based iTBS.  

For treatment of depression, recent work showing iTBS as non-inferior to 10 Hz rTMS [88], led to FDA 

approval of iTBS for clinical use. The curtailed session duration of iTBS benefits by reducing the time 

encumberment on patients receiving rTMS treatment. Additionally, patients with depression have higher 

HA than healthy subjects [184]. As our results from healthy subjects suggest that greater iTBS induced 

connectivity changes are associated with higher HA scores, we speculated that iTBS may be more beneficial 

at influencing the underlying brain circuitry than 10 Hz rTMS. Hence, we chose to further explore iTBS 

mechanisms over 10 Hz rTMS. To further reduce the burden of treatment, we applied iTBS in an 

accelerated manner (four sessions per day). We expected aiTBS to promote patient compliance for receiving 

the full treatment. Thus, to explore the mechanism of rsfMRI based personalized aiTBS and compare it 

against non-personalized aiTBS, we applied aiTBS to two groups of patients with depression using a triple 

blind (subject, experimenter, and clinical interviewer), crossover, sham controlled study design. One group 

received the standard F3 based aiTBS while the other received aiTBS at left DLPFC sites chosen based on 

individual rsfMRI data. Considering the importance of the DMN and its nodes in the pathophysiology of 
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depression [146, 250] and antidepressant response [146, 159–161], we evaluate the DMN. Based on our 

results of iTBS in healthy subjects, we expected to see a change in functional connectivity of the DMN to 

the dACC, rACC, and right AI. As sgACC-DMN connectivity is aberrantly higher in patients with 

depression [146], we hypothesized that aiTBS would additionally reduce sgACC-DMN connectivity post 

treatment. However, considering the precise nature of this personalized approach, we expected these effects 

to be more robust in the personalized aiTBS group than in the F3 aiTBS group. Consequently, we also 

expected higher connectivity changes to translate to higher therapeutic response from personalized aiTBS 

compared to F3. Finally, based on the relationship observed in healthy subjects, we expected that the 

changes induced by aiTBS in patients with depression will have a positive correlation to HA scores. Note, 

another novel method for personalizing rTMS at the left DLPFC is the NCG-TMS method. It advocates 

applying rTMS to those left DLPFC sites that elicit maximum HR changes. However, the prospective utility 

of NCG-TMS in the treatment of depression remains to be ascertained. As our method prospectively selects 

optimal left DLPFC sites based on its connectivity to the sgACC, we hypothesise that iTBS at such sites 

would also elicit larger HR changes as compared to the relatively imprecise F3 approach. Hence, we 

acquired ECG data to investigate the HRV and HR effects of personalized and F3 iTBS approaches. We 

hypothesize that the HRV and HR influences resulting from personalized approaches would be stronger 

than those resulting from the F3 approach. Further details on the methodology used, the outcomes of the 

experiment and a corresponding discussion of the results are presented below. 

 

My contributions pertain to formulating the study design, data collection and analysis and writing the final draft of the 

manuscript presented. 
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Abstract 

Despite the FDA approval of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) for treatment of 
depression, a significant portion of patients fail to achieve an antidepressant response. This is likely 
because most of the current rTMS targeting approaches ignore the anatomical and functional 
variabilities of left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Previous work has shown that left DLPFC 
targets with larger anticorrelation to subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC) result in better rTMS 
therapeutic benefits. Based on this, we had established a left DLPFC target personalization utilizing 
individual subjects’ resting state fMRI (rsfMRI). However, a) the mechanism of such personalized rTMS 
in patients with depression and b) if they are different from non-personalized approaches, remain 
unknown. Additionally, in patients with depression the heart rate variability (HRV) is lower compared 
to healthy individuals. Previous works have suggested that effective left DLPFC targets for rTMS would 
induce larger HRV modulation owing to sgACC’ role in autonomic regulation. Although it is unknown 
if left DLPFC targets selected prospectively based on rsfMRI could also cause greater HRV modulation. 
If so, HRV modulation could be used as an immediate readout for effective left DLPFC target 
engagement. Thus, we investigate the therapeutic, neuroimaging, and cardiac effects from 
personalized (rsfMRI based) iTBS and compare them against non-personalized (10-20 EEG F3 based) 
iTBS. As the default mode network (DMN) plays a crucial role in pathophysiology of depression and 
antidepressant response, we report evaluations of the DMN. Based on previous results of personalized 
iTBS in healthy adults, we expected modulation of DMN functional connectivity (FC) of dorsal ACC 
(dACC), rostral ACC (rACC), and right anterior insula (AI). Considering larger aberrant sgACC-DMN 
connectivity in patients with depression, we expect reduction of this FC after treatment. However, we 
hypothesize that the personalized iTBS will be more effective in modulating sgACC-DMN connectivity 
than F3. We also hypothesize HRV modulation in response to iTBS, but a larger response to 
personalized iTBS compared to F3. To our knowledge this is the first study to evaluate and compare 
the differences of symptomatic, rsfMRI, and HRV effects arising from personalized as well as non-
personalized rTMS. Using a triple-blind, crossover, sham controlled study design, we apply accelerated 
iTBS (aiTBS) in 38 patients with depression (20: personalized iTBS, 18: F3 iTBS). We investigate and 
present preliminary results concerning DMN FC changes, HRV during iTBS and the relationship of DMN 
connectivity with HRV parameters as well as depression severity. We find precuneus-DMN and sgACC-
DMN FC reduces in response to aiTBS however, as hypothesized the sgACC-DMN FC decrease is larger 
and more robust in the personalized iTBS group compared to F3 group. Further showing the precise 
nature of personalized iTBS effects, we report higher HRV during real iTBS only in the personalized 
group. Our results suggest FC of DMN with several SN nodes (dACC, rACC, left AI) mediates depression 
severity. In addition, we also show a negative correlation between a tendency of reduced heart rate 
and sgACC-DMN FC. Our results strengthen the role of DMN in autonomic regulation. Pursuant to 
literature, we show a relationship between HRV and depression severity scores. Our study highlights 
the DMN and cardiac mechanism of aiTBS and captures differences between personalized and non-
personalized stimulation. However, given the small sample size, future analysis of the completed study 
should further delineate the symptomatic benefits of personalized over non-personalized aiTBS. 
Nevertheless, our work supports adaptation of personalized rTMS for future clinical use.  

Key words: major depressive disorder, personalized stimulation, default mode network, cardiac 
changes, heart rate variability, accelerated iTBS, subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, left 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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Introduction 
High frequency repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) delivered at the left dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has become an established therapy option for the treatment of depression 
(1). Intermittent theta bust stimulation (iTBS) is a newer protocol, increasingly used in the clinical 
practice (2–6) due to shorter duration and comparable efficacy to the first FDA-approved 10 Hz rTMS 
protocol. Nevertheless, a considerable portion of depressed patients still do not benefit from rTMS, 
probably because of anatomical and functional inter-individual variabilities in the selection of the 
optimal site of stimulation, which have not yet been prospectively integrated to treatment protocols. 
Retrospective studies have shown that success of treatment may indeed be related to the optimal site 
of stimulation from patient to patient (7–9). Based on this evidence we had established and presented 
a method of personalizing rTMS by selecting individual sites to deliver stimulation based on the 
participant’s resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) data with a high precision of coil localization (10). We then 
validated this target selection method and investigated the effects of iTBS on relevant brain networks 
in healthy individuals (11). To truly usher the era of systems medicine, one must empirically contrast 
the benefits of such personalized treatments (e.g. the rsfMRI based personalization) over the available 
standard approach (e.g. the Beam F3 method). Arguably, the delivery of iTBS at pertinent network 
nodes will aid better propagation of iTBS effects to further distal regions in the brain. Hence, we 
expected such effects to translate to greater therapeutic response following personalized iTBS in 
relation to using standard protocols targeting F3. To address the functional variabilities, some previous 
works have presented evidence on the feasibility of other rsfMRI based personalized approaches in 
treatment of patients with depression (12,13). However, these studies have not explored the 
underlying mechanism of such personalized rTMS. Therefore, we intended to investigate here the 
mechanisms of the personalized iTBS in patients with depression and to systematically compare this 
approach to the standard F3 (10-20 EEG system) iTBS. The F3 approach was developed to more reliably 
target the left DLPFC in comparison to the 5 cm rule, which is stimulating ~5.5 cm anterior to motor-
cortex (14). Though better than the 5 cm rule, the F3 method still fails to address differences in the 
functional architecture of the DLPFC, much like the left DLPFC MNI coordinate based stimulation (10).  

The default mode network (DMN) consists of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal 
cortex, and parts of posterior parietal cortex (15), which seems consistently hyperconnected to the 
subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC) in depression (15,16). A reduction of this 
hyperconnectivity has been related to a reduction of depressive symptoms (17). Using 10 Hz rTMS, a 
study showed that aberrant sgACC connectivity with the DMN decreases with treatment in responders 
but not in non-responders (15). Given the central involvement of the DMN in the pathophysiology of 
depression and response to treatment, our current investigation aims to explore the underlying 
mechanism of personalized iTBS on the DMN in patients with depression. A single session of iTBS (1800 
pulses) in healthy subjects using the rsfMRI based personalization method reduces the connectivity of 
the DMN to the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), and 
right anterior insula (rAI) (11). Therefore, we hypothesize that personalized stimulation over left 
DLPFC targets will influence the FC of DMN with rACC, dACC, and rAI in patients with depression. 
Considering probable elevated sgACC-DMN connectivity in patients, we expect a reduction in sgACC-
DMN connectivity as well. Using an accelerated iTBS (aiTBS) protocol, Baeken et al. (18) found that the 
FC of the sgACC changed in iTBS responders. In addition, they found that the iTBS induced increase in 
FC of sgACC to medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) correlated with a decrease in hopelessness, 
suggesting a relationship between behavioural domains and FC changes driven by iTBS. In the same 
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sample of patients, Duprat et al. (19) reported distinctive effects of iTBS on the neural activity reward 
system based on pre-treatment anhedonia ratings. The role of behavioural and psychological factors 
in predicting rTMS response has been reported in past work (20). The ease of obtaining such 
behavioural measures makes them preferable tools to predict treatment response. Pertaining to 
antidepressant response, a recent meta-analysis showed that personality dimensions are associated 
with depression treatment outcomes (21,22). Several studies have also shown the predictive 
associations of personality and antidepressant response to rTMS (23–25). We also reported a 
relationship between the harm avoidance (HA) trait from the temperament and character inventory 
(TCI) and FC changes induced by single sessions of both 10 Hz rTMS (10) and iTBS (11) in healthy adults. 
Therefore, we theorize that HA would be associated with FC changes and therapeutic response after 
application of aiTBS in patients with depression.   

In addition to the neuroimaging information, we acquired online electrocardiogram (ECG) data during 
iTBS and during rsfMRI in depressed subjects. We calculated heart rate variability (HRV) from ECG 
data, which is a measure of beat to beat intervals (26). It estimates the functioning of the autonomic 
nervous system (ANS)(27) and is a marker for flexible dynamic regulation of autonomic activity (28). 
The ANS is composed of the parasympathetic and sympathetic system. It is usually under the influence 
of a several brain regions that together form what is referred to as the central autonomic network 
(CAN)(29). The CAN involves brain regions like the hypothalamus, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and 
amygdala (30). These regions allow integration of emotional responses with sensations in the body 
(29). An adequate HRV allows parasympathetic control over emotions and their regulation in 
individuals (30) and can be viewed as a dynamic balance between the parasympathetic and 
sympathetic system. A meta-analysis of PET and fMRI studies relating HRV and neural structures 
showed that regions like the perigenual ACC (pgACC), sgACC and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC) are associated with HRV (28). These regions, as we know, are typically involved in regulation 
of emotions (28,31–33). It is also worth noting that depression increases the risk of cardiovascular 
malfunction approx. 2-5 folds, indicating an interaction between depressive disorder and the heart-
brain axis (27). Studies have shown that patients with depression show lower HRV and a higher heart 
rate (HR), when compared to healthy individuals (34,35), and that neuromodulation techniques like 
rTMS can increase HRV and decrease HR in patients with depression (36). Recently, a study applied a 
3-minute iTBS protocol in patients with depression and reported significant increase in HRV and 
reduction in HR in real iTBS condition but not in sham iTBS (37). These influences could be observed 
within the first 30 seconds of iTBS, pointing towards the possibility of using immediate cardiac changes 
as a marker for appropriate target engagement of the sgACC via left DLPFC. As we are using rsfMRI to 
locate personalized targets in left DLPFC for stimulation that most likely interact with the sgACC, we 
hypothesize that our method would induce greater HRV and HR changes than the standard F3.  

Here we applied four daily sessions of iTBS at left DLPFC over five weekdays. We analyzed the DMN 
before and after the weeklong stimulation in a triple-blind (patients, clinicians, experimenter), sham-
controlled, and crossover (real and sham in pseudo-randomized order) study, similar to (3). To our 
knowledge such personalization based on individual large-scale networks (10,11) at left DLPFC have 
not been previously reported in patients with depression. In addition, no study has investigated the 
F3 and personalized iTBS effects on the DMN, extending to HRV effects, in the same sample. We expect 
that depicting the effects in patients with depression will more concretely highlight the benefits of 
personalized approaches. If personalized iTBS leads to stronger symptomatic reduction, stronger FC 
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modulation of the sgACC, and greater HRV increase than F3 iTBS, we hope it will consolidate a first 
step towards precision medicine in psychiatry. 

Materials and Methods 
Participants 

We enrolled patients aged 18-60 years, diagnosed with major depressive disorder (MDD) or bipolar 
disorder (BD), and currently presenting moderate to severe symtpoms. Trained clinicians evaluated 
the participants with structured clinical interviews (see below). The study is in agreement with 
relevant guidelines and regulations (1,38). The Ethics Committee at the University of Medical Center 
Göttingen approved the study protocol and participants provided informed consent prior to 
participation. 

Study design 

The study is a sham-controlled, triple-blind (subject, experimenter, and clinical interviewer), crossover 
study with daily aiTBS (4 sessions/day) delivered in a pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced 
fashion. The investigation was completed in 15 visits spread over a span of six weeks, with weekly 
evaluations of pre- and post-intervention (Fig 1).  

Visit 0 (Week 0) 

On visit 0, a medical doctor determined the suitability of the participant for the study based on 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria were diagnosis based on the structured clinical 
interview for DSM – 5 (SCID-5) and the actual severity of depressive symptoms (only moderate or 
severely depressed patients were included). Past information on presence of other comorbid 
disorders that could mimic or hinder a clear assessment of depressive symptomatology was 
considered exclusion criterion, e.g. borderline personality disorder, presence of significant psychiatric 
illness comorbid with depression (except for anxiety), contraindication to study protocols (rTMS, fMRI) 
such as metal implants (except dental fixtures), individual and family history of epilepsy or unexplained 
seizures, presence of unprescribed drugs (e.g. cannabis) or recent change in medication regime, if 
taking psychotropic medications. The clinician explained the study protocol to the participants after 
which they gave their informed consent. As part of a screening to exclude other general causes of 
depressive symptoms (e.g. hypothyroidism, cocaine), the clinician then drew their blood sample and 
participants deposited their urine sample. The blood sample also confirmed circulating levels of 
regular medication intake, if any. Upon inclusion, patients were instructed to continue their current 
medications without change in type or dose during the course of the study (i.e. until the end of week 
6), unless medically indicated. Subjects were randomly allocated to receive either standard F3 or 
personalized stimulation.   

Visit 1 (Week 1) 

On visit 1, the patients completed the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI II), Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 
(BIS), Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), TCI questionnaire, the Childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ), and 
the World Health Organization Quality of Life Scale (WHOQOL-Bref). They further filled out a 
handedness questionnaire (39), and a vocabulary-based intelligence test (MWTB)(40,41) in addition 
to a “daily sheet” questionnaire, detailing their coffee and nicotine consumption over the past two 
hours, alcohol consumption and suicide ideation over the past 24 hours, and their sleep satisfaction 
from the previous night. The patients met with trained clinicians blind to the interventions, who 
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administered the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Hamilton Depression Rating 
Scale (HAM-D) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). Clinicians also collected the blood sample to 
monitor medication intake. After this, the experimenters explained the MRI procedure to the patients 
and familiarized them with the MR scanner session. We acquired T1 weighted and rsfMRI data (first 
day, R1). When the subjects were allocated to personalized treatment, the R1 rsfMRI data was used 
for calculation of personalized left DLPFC targets. This target was utilized for stimulation during visit 2 
through visit 6. 

Visit 2 – 6 (Week 2) 

Subjects visited the lab for daily stimulation sessions (5 days). Subjects were seated in a reclined, 
comfortable chair, where we first measured their resting motor threshold (RMT) to determine the 
minimum intensity of the stimulator output at which five out ten times an electromyograph (EMG) 
recording of more than 50 µV was obtained. Based on this, the stimulation intensity for the daily 
sessions was set at 110% of the RMT. After this daily measurement, we began the iTBS stimulation 
session which consisted of four iTBS sessions with twenty-minute pause intervals in between (18). 
During each iTBS session, we additionally acquired ECG data using the neuroConn NCG-rTMS device 
(see ECG acquisition for details). Before and after daily stimulation, the subjects filled out the Positive 
and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) questionnaire, and the daily sheet, including a survey inquiring 
about any potential discomfort experienced from stimulation sessions. After the last daily session of 
stimulation, subjects underwent their second MRI scan. Comparable to the first visit (visit 1), we again 

Figure 1: The brief schematic explaining the study design. Upon determining inclusion/exclusion 
criteria during week 0 (visit 0), the participants are randomly allocated to receive either 
personalized or F3 iTBS. We acquired rsfMRI data during week 1 (at visit 1), week 2 (at visit 6), 
week 3 (at visit 7), and week 4 (at visit 12). If slated for personalized iTBS, the rsfMRI data from 
week 1 was used for target localization for week 2 stimulation and rsfMRI data from week 3 was 
used for target localization for week 4 stimulation; using method detailed in (10). We obtained 
depression rating scales (clinician administered: HAM-D, MADRS; self-reported: BDI-II) from week 
1 through week 6 (at visit 1, visit 6, visit 7, visit 12, visit 13, and visit 14). The rsfMRI data collected 
within the red box (week 1 till week 3) have been included in preliminary analysis. R: randomization, 
P: personalized stimulation, F3: standard stimulation, iTBS: intermittent theta burst stimulation 
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acquired T1 and rsfMRI images (second day, R2). After this the subjects met with the clinician, who 
again administered the HAM-D, MADRS, and YMRS scales. The subjects completed the BDI-II, BAI, and 
BIS scale in reference to symptoms experienced during the week prior. An additional blood sample 
was obtained, marking the end of the first stimulation week. 

Visit 7 (Week 3) 

After a weeklong pause from stimulation, patients visited the lab for visit 7, which included completing 
the self-report measures BDI-II, BAI, BIS and daily sheet in addition to meeting with the clinician, who 
administered the HAMD, MADRS and YMRS scales. Blood samples were again taken. The rsfMRI data 
(third day, R3) was used for calculation of personalized left DLPFC target for the following week (visit 
8 through 12) when the subject was allocated to personalized treatment. 

Visit 8 – 12 (Week 4) 

Visits 8 – 12 were identical to visits 2 – 6, except for the type of stimulation (real/sham). 

Visit 13 (Week 5) 

Visit 13 was approximately one week after visit 12. The subjects completed the BDI-II, BAI, BIS, and 
the daily sheet. The clinician administered the HAM-D, MADRS, YMRS and the Columbia Suicide 
Severity Rating Scale. Lastly, a final blood sample was obtained.  

Visit 14 (Week 6) 

Visit 14 again included clinician administered HAMD, MADRS and YMRS, as well as the daily sheet, the 
BDI-II, BAI and BIS self-report measures and the addition of the WHOQOL-Bref. 

Intermittent TBS Protocol 

We delivered iTBS using a MagVenture X100 in research study mode with a “figure of 8” MCF-B65 A/P 
cooled coil. As part of the stimulation setup, two surface electrodes were attached to the patient’s 
head, as close to the site of stimulation as possible. These electrodes deliver small current stimulation, 
mimicking the skin and muscle sensation experienced during real rTMS. They were applied during both 
the real and sham conditions, so that the setup was identical for real and sham rTMS and hence 
indistinguishable for patients and experimenters. We used stimulation parameters for a 1800 pulses 
iTBS session as described elsewhere (5). In short, it consisted of 3 pulses bursting at 50 Hz at the 
frequency of 5 Hz for 2 seconds with an 8-second intertrain interval, totalling 60 trains delivered for 9 
minutes 40 seconds. The real or sham application of the coil was determined by a six-digit code that 
dictated which coil orientation must be used for stimulation. The code and the corresponding coil 
orientation (real stimulation or sham stimulation) was only available to the study leader (RGM), who 
was not directly involved in any steps of intervention or clinical rating. The subjects were pseudo-
randomly allotted to receive either real first (week 2) and sham later (week 4) or sham first (week 2) 
and real later (week 4). On each visit during week 2 and week 4 (visits 2-6 and visits 8-12, respectively), 
the subjects received four sessions of 1800 pulses iTBS over the left DLPFC (F3 or personalized). As 
previous works show that therapeutic gains of multiple session rTMS is related to number of sessions 
of rTMS rather than the total number of pulses (42), we applied the four sessions of iTBS separated by 
twenty-minute pauses, the length of which was adapted from Baeken et al. (18). The subjects were 
given ambulatory freedom during the pauses but instructed not to consume nicotine or caffeine at 
that time nor for two hours prior the start of stimulation.  
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Image Acquisition 

We collected structural data (T1-weighted scans with 1x1x1 mm resolution) with a 3T MR scanner 
(MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a 64-channel head coil. We 
acquired the rsfMRI data using the T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence 
provided by the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research of the University of Minnesota (43,44). It 
had the following parameters: repetition time of 1.5 s, echo time of 30 ms, flip angle of 70°, 69 axial 
slices with a multi-band factor of 3, 2x2x2 mm, FOV of 189 mm, with 10% gap between slices and 
posterior to anterior phase encoding. The rsfMRI data were acquired with 400 volumes in 10 minutes. 
The gradient-echo field map was acquired with a repetition time of 704 ms, echo times of 4.92 ms (TE 
1) and 7.38 ms (TE 2), flip angle of 60°, 73 slices, FOV of 210 mm, 2x2x2 mm, with 10% gap between 
slices and anterior to posterior phase encoding. Using the physiological monitoring unit, we 
simultaneously recorded ECG (400 Hz), respiration (50 Hz), and pulse (50 Hz) data.  

Imaging Data Analysis 

We preprocessed the individual rsfMRI data using SPM12 and MATLAB 2015b (The MathWorks, Inc., 
Natick, MA, USA) to execute the following state-of-the-art steps: slice time correction, motion 
correction, gradient echo field map unwarping, normalization, and regression of motion nuisance 
parameters, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, and physiological noise (respiration: breathing belt and 
heart rate: ECG). Following this, we temporally concatenated the data for group independent 
component analysis (ICA) with FSL 5.0.7 software (45). We visually identified the independent 
component (IC) that best resembled the DMN. We back reconstructed this IC representing the DMN 
in the normalized rsfMRI data of individual subjects and r-to-z transformed for statistical analysis.  

ECG Acquisition 

We acquired ECG data during online iTBS using the neuroConn NCG-rTMS device (neuroCare, Munich, 
Germany). The device provides an easy to use interface to record ongoing ECG activity by placing three 
electrodes to the breast region of the participants. The ground electrode (black) is placed close to the 
lower end of the sternum; the red electrode is placed in the 1st intercostal space on the right-hand 
side. The green electrode is placed in the 4th or 5th intercostal space on the left side. The device 
displays the current heart rate and stores the raw ECG data into an SD card in European Data Format+ 
(EDF+). The device records the ECG signal at 1000 Hz as well as the exact triggers from the rTMS device, 
thus facilitating synchronization of ECG and iTBS bursts. 

ECG Data Analysis 

We analysed the ECG data using the Biosignal Processing in Python (BioSPPy) toolbox, the HRV analysis 
toolbox, and the SciPy module (46) in Python 3.6. We used SciPy to remove powerline noise from the 
ECG signal, then used BioSPPy to remove band wander noise in the data and detect R-peaks. We 
further corrected the automatically detected R-peaks to match with the maxima of the curve with a 
tolerance of 50 milliseconds. After this, we calculated the RR interval using the time stamps of 
detected R-peaks. We then preprocessed the RR interval by developing a Python implementation of 
the algorithm detailed in Lipponen and Tarvainen, 2019 (47). This implementation allows for 
correction of ectopic beats and other types of outliers. Following this, the RR interval data was split 
into various segments of varying lengths (30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 180 s, 270 s, 360 s and the full length of the 
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stimulation duration). Normally, the deceleration of HR is visible rather immediately following iTBS. 
For this reason, the slope of the RR interval plotted against time was calculated for 30 s, 45 s, and 60 
s. A positive slope would indicate increased RR intervals, implying a decrease in HR during the time 
frame. We then calculated the HRV parameters using the HRV analysis toolbox mentioned above.  

The HRV can be quantified using either time domain or frequency domain measures. Here we have 
presented results using the time domain measures, which provide a higher consensus regarding their 
interpretability. Thus, we present results only from time domain measures, as the frequency domain 
did not offer additional advantages. For example, there is still some debate regarding the influence of 
parasympathetic and sympathetic systems on the low frequency component of HRV (LF-HRV). 
Conversely, the high frequency component of HRV (HF-HRV) is rather consistent to quantify 
parasympathetic influence on the ANS, but this parameter correlates well with the time domain 
measure of RMSSD (48). Therefore, we extracted the mean RR interval, root mean square of 
successive differences (RMSSD), and the standard deviation of the NN (RR) intervals (SDNN). The 
RMSSD and SDNN are easily calculated from the RR interval information. The RMSSD is indicative of 
the parasympathetic influence of the ANS and reduced values of RMSSD suggest reduced 
parasympathetic activity (49). The SDNN indexes the total variability of the heart beats and is 
influenced by both the parasympathetic and sympathetic system (49). We applied the natural 
logarithm transformation to normalize the RMSSD and SDNN values as done previously (37). 

Statistical Analysis 

a) Depression Rating Scales and PANAS scores 

We analysed the depression rating scales (HAM-D, MADRS, and BDI-II) using the SciPy module (46) of 
Python 3.6. We denoted subjects with a decrease of 50% or more in depression severity scores as 
responders. The percentage of responders in both F3 and personalized groups was also calculated. In 
addition, the correlation between BDI-II scores and HRV indices was evaluated using Python SciPy 
module. All results are evaluated with Bonferroni corrected thresholds. For comparison of symptom 
scores from week 1 to week 6, a total of six pairwise t-tests are conducted for BDI-II, HAMD, and 
MADRS (two each for personalized and F3 groups), leading to pBonferroni = 0.0083. For comparing the 
changes in symptom scores between personalized and F3 groups, a total of three two-sample t-tests 
are conducted, resulting in pBonferroni = 0.017. PANAS scores are also analysed using the SciPy module 
in Python 3.6. We conduct eight one-sample t-tests to evaluate if the changes in positive and negative 
affects scores is different from null (real and sham (x2), across positive and negative (x2) affect from 
personalized and F3 groups (x2)) leading to pBonferroni = 0.00625. Eight additional two sample t-tests are 
computed to compare the changes in positive and negative affect between personalized and F3 groups 
(pBonferroni = 0.00625). Results surviving Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison are accordingly 
highlighted **. 

b) Imaging 

We used the first three rsfMRI scans (R1 [before week 2 iTBS], R2 [after week 2 iTBS], and R3 [during 
week 3, before week 4 iTBS]) to evaluate the effects of iTBS. We deliberately excluded R4 rsfMRI (after 
week 4 iTBS), as this dataset would potentially have carryover effects from the previous stimulation 
week, most likely arising from real iTBS. Considering the modest sample sizes when stratifying 
subgroups, we refrained from including R4 rsfMRI, which could induce noise in the R1-R4 comparisons 
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due to variable effects on R4. Hence, we compared the R1 (week 1), R2 (week 2), and R3 (week 3) 
DMN and have excluded R4 (week 4) DMN in this preliminary analysis. In this manner, the 
interpretation can be simplified to consider each group as receiving either real or sham iTBS and being 
followed post iTBS for immediate effects (R2) and relatively longer effects (R3). As these two groups 
do not cross-over, we necessarily included sex, age and the BDI – II scores as covariates-of-no-interest 
in our ANOVAs. To identify the effects of F3 and personalized iTBS in the DMN, we analysed both 
groups using individual ANOVAs in SPM12. Using the factorial design ANOVA, we compared the rsfMRI 
across real and sham conditions. The ANOVAs had two factors, first factor corresponded to the order 
of stimulation i.e. real iTBS first or sham iTBS first. The second factor determined the rsfMRI (R1, R2, 
R3) data. Note that R1, R2, R3 are corresponding to week 1 (visit 1), week 2 (visit 6), and week 3 (visit 
7) respectively. Figure 2 schematically depicts the analysis model as created in SPM12. We further 
evaluated the relationship between depression severity scores and the DMN by running a simple linear 
regression model in SPM12. The results presented are whole brain uncorrected, p < 0.001, and k > 13.  

c) ECG 

The HRV parameters were exported to CSV format and further analysed using SPSS version 25 (IBM 
Corp., Armonk, N.Y., USA). As in the case of imaging data, we analysed the personalized and F3 iTBS 
group using distinct ANOVAs. We conducted multivariate ANOVAs, corresponding to each time 
duration (30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 180 s, 270 s, 360 s, and full length): slope; mean RR interval, natural logarithm 
of RMSSD and natural logarithm of SDNN. For comparison of slope, a total of six tests are computed 
(personalized and F3 group across 30s, 45s, and 60s) resulting in pBonferroni = 0.0083. For comparison of 
mean RR interval, a total of eight tests are computed (personalized and F3 group across 180s, 270s, 

Figure 2: The statistical model of analysis in SPM12. In green are defined week 1, 2, and 3 of those 
that received real iTBS and in red, week 1, 2, and 3 of those that received sham iTBS. Since, this 
preliminary analysis does not extend into the crossover step (week 4), sex, age and the respective 
BDI-II scores were used as covariates-of-no-interest (in yellow). 
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and 360s, full length) resulting in pBonferroni = 0.00625. For comparison of RMSSD and SDNN, a total of 
ten tests are computed (personalized and F3 group across 60s, 180s, 270s, and 360s, full length) 
resulting in pBonferroni = 0.005. Results surviving Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison are 
accordingly highlighted **.  

Extraction of sgACC parameter estimates (functional connectivity strengths) 

To evaluate the relationship between sgACC-DMN connectivity and HRV indices, we extracted the 
sgACC parameter estimates using a 5 mm diameter spherical ROI based on independent coordinates 
from Tik et al. (50).  

Relationship between HRV and BDI-II scores 

We correlate the HRV parameters (RMSSD and SDNN) with BDI-II scores using the SciPy module (46) 
in Python 3.6. Two correlation tests are computed for each HRV parameter (personalized and F3) 
resulting in pBonferroni = 0.025. 

HA as a predictor of iTBS response 

A correlation test between HA and symptom changes as well as between sgACC-DMN FC changes is 
calculated using the SciPy module (46) in Python 3.6. For each modality, symptom change and sgACC-
DMN changes, three correlation tests are computed for each of the symptom scales (BDI-II, HAMD, 
MADRS) resulting in pBonferroni = 0.017. 

Visual analogue scales  

At the end of the second stimulation week, we asked all subjects to record the intensity of physical 
sensations arising from each week of stimulation (week 2 and week 4) by marking a cross on a 10 cm 
line segment (the left most point implying a score of zero (no sensations or expectations) and the right 
most point implying a score of ten (maximum sensations or expectations). The same was done to 
record their expectations of effects on mental states in response to each stimulation type. We 
compared the reported scalp sensation and expected mental effects from real and sham iTBS using 
pairwise t-tests (pBonferroni = 0.025). 

Data availability statement 

Owing to restrictions in the data sharing consent obtained from the participants of the study, the 
datasets generated and analysed cannot be made publicly available. 

Results 

Demographics 

Only participants with MDD were included in the preliminary analysis. Of the 62 participants screened 
for inclusion, 17 subjects dropped out before beginning stimulation mostly due to their inability to 
commit six-week time for the study as a reason for discontinuing. Forty-five subjects began with aiTBS 
of which seven subjects dropped out after the start of stimulation (2 from personalized group and 5 
from F3 group). Of these seven subjects, two subjects reported migraine and headaches as their 
respective reason for discontinuing the study (both belonging to F3 group). The dropout rates amongst 
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subjects who began with aiTBS are 9.1% (personalized) and 21.74% (F3). A total of 24 subjects dropped 
out of the study with 37.5% reporting time as their reason. Thus, 38 subjects finished the study (20 in 
personalized and 18 in F3 iTBS). The mean age of the 38 participants is 35.8 ± 13.7 years (16 females). 
Of the 38 participants, 20 received personalized iTBS (real iTBS first, n = 10, sham iTBS first, n = 10) 
and 18 received F3 iTBS (real iTBS first, n = 10, sham iTBS first, n = 8). The mean depression severity 
scores at week 1 were as follows: BDI-II 32.47 ± 9.73 (Personalized iTBS group: 30.25 ± 10.77, F3 iTBS 
group: 34.94 ± 8.02, t = -1.5, p-value = 0.13); HAM-D 15.21 ± 5.29 (Personalized iTBS group: 16.4 ± 5.9, 
F3 iTBS group: 13.89 ± 4.31, t = 1.5, p-value = 0.14); MADRS 23.58 ± 7.85 (Personalized iTBS group: 
23.6 ± 9.4, F3 iTBS group: 23.55 ± 6.03, t = 0.017, p-value = 0.98). 

Depression Rating Scales 

BDI – II  

Comparison of BDI-II scores from the beginning to the end of the study indicates that both the 
personalized iTBS and F3 iTBS subject groups showed a significant decrease in symptoms (Figure 3; for 
both personalized (t = 5.47, p-value < 0.001**) and F3 iTBS groups (t = 6.39, p-value < 0.001**, two 
sided pairwise t-tests). Over the course of six weeks, a trend towards higher total BDI – II score 

Figure 3: Weekly BDI-II scores for both personalized and F3 iTBS group. In both groups, there is a 
significant decreased BDI-II score in week 6 compared to week 1. The total decrease observed 
during this period is slightly higher in F3 group, although this does not survive correction for 
multiple comparisons. 
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decrease in F3 group is observed (17.78 ± 11.8) compared to personalized group (10.05 ± 8.21) (t = -
2.32, p-value = 0.0217, two-sided t-test). This test does not survive multiple comparison corrections. 
To evaluate the therapeutic response, we measured the proportion of patients showing more than 
50% decrease in the BDI-II scores. The amount of treatment responses is so far comparable between 
personalized and F3 iTBS group, 40% and 38.9%, respectively.  

HAM-D  

The HAM-D ratings were significantly lower in week 6 compared to week 1 for the personalized and 
show a trend of decrease in the F3 iTBS groups (two-sided pairwise t-tests, t = 3.63, p-value = 0.0017** 
and t = 2.82, p-value = 0.0117, respectively). The average change in HAM-D ratings were not 
significantly different between the two groups (t = 0.60, p-value = 0.55, two-sided t-test). The 
therapeutic response (more than 50% decrease on HAM-D) was comparable across both groups 
(personalized: 40%, F3: 33.3%). 

MADRS 

The MADRS scores also decreased significantly for both groups by week 6 when compared against 
week 1 (personalized: t= 3.43, p-value = 0.0028**, and F3 iTBS groups: t = 3.5, p-value = 0.0027**, two 
sided pairwise t-tests). The mean change reported over the course of six weeks was not significantly 
different between personalized and F3 iTBS groups (t = 0.64, p-value = 0.53, two-sided t-test). See 
supplementary figure 1 for an overview of HAM-D and MADRS ratings over the study duration. The 

Figure 4: Changes in positive and negative PANAS affect scores observed each day of stimulation. 
The negative affect score changes significantly in both groups (personalized and F3). However, no 
significant changes in positive affect scores are observed across intervention groups, i.e. there are 
no significant differences in the changes induced in negative affect by either real or sham iTBS, 
neither are the changes induced by personalized or F3 iTBS significantly different from each other. 
[**p-value < 0.05] 
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therapeutic response (more than 50% decrease on MADRS) was comparable across both groups 
(personalized: 30%, F3: 33.3%). 

PANAS  

We acquired PANAS scores from participants, both before and after daily iTBS sessions. The goal was 
to track subtle changes in the mood of participants over the course of multiple iTBS sessions each day. 
We divided the overall PANAS scores into two parts: a positive affect score and a negative affect score. 
We then compared the changes (Pre[iTBS] – Post[iTBS]) in positive and negative affect scores 
corresponding to each day of stimulation. We report no significant changes in positive affect scores 
either from real or sham iTBS (personalized real iTBS: t = -1.037, p-value = 0.3019; personalized sham 
iTBS: t = 1.36, p-value = 0.176; F3 real iTBS: t = -1.931, p-value = 0.056; F3 sham iTBS: t = -2.41, p-value 
= 0.018). However, the negative affect score reduced significantly post stimulation. We report these 
effects across both personalized (real iTBS: t = 5.72, p-value < 0.05**; sham iTBS: t = 6.78, p-value < 
0.05**) and F3 (real iTBS: t = 5.92, p-value < 0.05**; sham iTBS: t = 7.41, p-value < 0.05**; two-sided, 
one-sample t-tests) groups. As evident, the decrease in negative affect is observed across both real 
and sham iTBS conditions (personalized iTBS, real versus sham: t = 0.005, p-value = 0.99; F3 iTBS, real 
versus sham: t = -0.47, p-value = 0.635; two-sided pairwise test). There are no differences in the 
negative affect reduction caused by real personalized iTBS or real F3 iTBS (t = -0.211, p-value = 0.833) 
or those caused by sham personalized iTBS or sham F3 iTBS (t = -0.77, p-value = 0.44) (Figure 4). 

Imaging 

Personalized iTBS  

A comparison of the DMN across week 1 (R1) and week 3 (R3), correcting for sham iTBS effects, shows 
that parts of sgACC, PCC, and pre/cuneus display reduced FC to the DMN (p-value < 0.001, k > 13, 
whole brain, uncorrected) (Figure 5a and b). We do not see these reductions in FC during R1-R2 
comparison. Furthermore, R2-R3 comparison also shows reduced functional connectivity within the 
same regions, albeit to a lesser extent within the PCC. (Figure 5c).  

F3 iTBS  

Figure 5: DMN associated with personalized iTBS. a) & b) A comparison of R1 versus R3 indicates a 
reduced FC between DMN and sgACC, PCC, and precuneus. c) A comparison of R2 versus R3 
revealed that the FC reductions observed in R1-R3 comparison can also be seen in R2-R3 
comparison. All comparisons showed are corrected for sham effects. Colorbars represents the t-
value. 
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Unlike the personalized iTBS group, R1-R3 comparison shows a reduced FC between the DMN and 
precuneus region but not in the PCC or the sgACC (Figure 6a). However, when comparing the R2-R3 
DMN, the sgACC also shows a reduced FC to the DMN (Figure 6: b, c), like the observations from our 
personalized iTBS group. See supplementary table 1 for details on the coordinates and cluster size of 
the reported results. 

Figure 6: DMN associated with F3 iTBS.  a) An R1-R3 comparison in F3 group reveals that parts of 
precuneus as the only regions showing reduced FC to DMN. Reduction in sgACC FC is not observed 
in the R1-R3 comparison. b) & c) sgACC and precuneus both show a reduced FC between R2-R3 in 
F3 iTBS group. All comparisons showed are corrected for sham effects. Colorbars represents the t-
value. 

Figure 7: The results of simple linear regression run using SPM12. The personalized iTBS group 
shows a negative relationship between the FC of DMN with rACC, dACC, and left anterior insula 
and the BDI-II scores. The F3 iTBS group does not show these trends. Colorbars represents the t-
value. 
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Relationship between DMN and BDI-II scores 

 To evaluate the relationship between depression severity and DMN, we ran a linear regression using 
SPM12. As we are evaluating the DMN, we report results for the BDI-II self-rated scale (p-value < 0.001, 
k > 13, whole brain uncorrected). In the personalized group we found that the FC of the DMN to rACC, 
parts of dACC, and left anterior insula (AI) show a negative relationship to the BDI-II scores (Figure 7a). 
No clusters can be detected for the F3 iTBS group (Figure7b). The FC shows a similar relationship with 
HAM-D and MADRS scores (data not shown), indicating the robustness of this relationship. 

ECG 

Personalized iTBS 

Comparison of slope across real and sham iTBS condition revealed that personalized real iTBS caused 
larger deceleration in HR compared to the personalized sham iTBS. This was observed for durations 
lasting 30s (F = 39.15, p-value = .000**), 45s (F = 48.95, p-value = .000**), and 60s (F = 47.04, p-value 
= .000**) (Figure 8a). For longer durations (180s, 270s, 360s, and full length) the slope of the RR 
interval curve did not differ significantly between the real and sham iTBS conditions.  

Pursuant to literature, we calculated the RR interval for periods longer than 2 minutes, as a shorter 
period increases unreliability of RR interval appraisal (51). We therefore compared the mean RR 
interval for durations only longer than two minutes. We find a trend of higher mean RR interval during 
personalized real iTBS as compared to sham iTBS for all durations evaluated: 180s (F = 5.099, p-value 
= 0.024), 270s (F = 5.42, p-value = 0.020), 360s (F = 5.004, p-value = 0.026), full length (F = 5.258, p-
value = 0.022) (Figure 8b). These comparisons do not survive multiple comparison correction. The 
natural logarithm of RMSSD and SDNN also show higher values during real iTBS condition compared 
to the sham iTBS condition. For these HRV parameters, we also evaluated 60s period as previous works 
have shown that ECG of 60 seconds duration is enough for reliable and accurate estimation of RMSSD 
and SDNN parameters (52–54). The ANOVA results comparing the RMSSD and SDNN for real and sham 
conditions are detailed as follows: RMSSD: 60s (F = 8.320, p-value = 0.004**); 180s (F = 8.098, p-value 
= 0.005**); 270s (F = 7.892, p-value = 0.005**); 360s (F = 7.308, p-value = 0.007); full length (F = 6.699, 
p-value = 0.010) (Figure 8c). SDNN: 60s (F = 17.441, p-value = .000**); 180s (F = 10.987, p-value = 
0.001**); 270s (F = 8.043, p-value = 0.005**); 360s (F = 7.890, p-value = 0.005**); full length (F = 4.585, 
p-value = 0.033) (Figure 8d).  

F3 iTBS 

We conducted ANOVAs comparing the slope, mean RR interval, ln(RMSSD), and ln(SDNN) for real 
versus sham conditions in the F3 iTBS group. Similar to the personalized iTBS group, the slope of the 
RR interval curve was significantly higher during the first 30s (F = 12.078, p-value = 0.001**) as well as 
45s (F = 9.155, p-value = 0.003**) of real iTBS than the sham iTBS condition. However, unlike the 
personalized iTBS group, this difference is not significant for the 60s duration (F = 2.466, p-value = 
0.117) (Figure 8a). The mean RR interval did not show any significant difference between the real and 
the sham iTBS conditions in F3 group. The resulting statistics from the ANOVAs are reported as follows: 
180s (F = 1.046, p-value = 0.307); 270s (F = 0.984, p-value = 0.322); 360s (F = 0.825, p-value = 0.364); 
and full-length (F = 1.113, p-value = 0.292) (Figure 8b). The natural logarithm of RMSSD and SDNN also 
did not show any differences between real and sham F3 iTBS conditions for either of the evaluated 
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ECG durations [RMSSD: 60s (F = 2.264, p-value = 0.133); 180s (F = 1.737, p-value = 0.188); 270s (F = 
2.058, p-value = 0.152); 360s (F = 2.251, p-value = 0.134); full length (F = 2.163, p-value = 0.106) (Figure 

Figure 8: Changes in HRV in response to personalized (upper panels) and F3 (lower panels) iTBS. a) Slope; 
b) Mean RR Interval; c) natural logarithm of RMSSD; and d) natural logarithm of the SDNN. [**p-value < 
0.05, corrected for multiple comparison] 
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8c). SDNN: 60s (F = 0.017, p-value = 0.896); 180s (F = 0.040, p-value = 0.841); 270s (F = 0.206, p-value 
= 0.650); 360s (F = 0.466, p-value = 0.495); full length (F = 0.547, p-value = 0.460) (Figure 8d)]. Figures 
8(a-d) depict the results visually for slope, mean RR interval, natural logarithm of RMSSD and natural 
logarithm of SDNN, respectively.  

Relationship of HRV and sgACC-DMN functional connectivity 

As the sgACC showed a decreased FC to the DMN during week 3, we explored the relationships 
between the FC of sgACC to DMN (quantified by the beta values) and HRV parameters estimated from 
ECG acquired along with the rsfMRI data. As we had observed differences in the slope of RR interval 
curve, mean RR intervals, RMSSD, and SDNN, we used these time domain HRV parameters to evaluate 
their relationship with sgACC-DMN FC. We did not find any relationship between sgACC-DMN FC and 
mean RR interval, RMSSD or SDNN. However, the slope of the RR interval curve shows a negative 
relationship with the strength of sgACC-DMN FC. This was specific to the personalized iTBS group only 
(Figure 9, r = -0.251, p-value = 0.035). This relationship was not observed in the F3 iTBS group (Figure 
9, r = -0.066, p-value = 0.592). 

Relationship between HRV and BDI-II scores 

A correlation analysis between the relevant time domain HRV parameters (slope, mean RR interval, 
RMSSD and SDNN) and the BDI-II scores revealed a significant negative relationship for natural 

Figure 9: The scatterplot on the top shows the relationship between the strength of sgACC-DMN FC 
and its relationship to the slope of the RR interval curve for the entire length of the rsfMRI recording 
(10 minutes), for the personalized iTBS group. The scatterplots on the bottom is for the F3 iTBS 
group. A negative relationship is reported only for the case of personalized iTBS group. 
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logarithm of the RMSSD. This relationship was only observed in the personalized iTBS group (r = -
0.379, p-value = 0.001**). The F3 iTBS group did not show any significant relationship between the 
RMSSD and BDI-II scores (r = 0.146, p-value = 0.231) (Figure 10). 

In addition, there was also a similar negative relationship observed between the natural logarithm of 
SDNN and BDI-II scores. Like RMSSD, this relationship was specifically observed only in the 
personalized iTBS group (r = -0.393, p-value = 0.000**). The F3 iTBS group did not exhibit this 
relationship (r = 0.096, p-value = 0.435) (Figure 11). 

HA as a predictor of iTBS response 

Unlike our results from healthy subjects, we do not see any changes in the FC of the DMN and rACC in 
patients with depression. We hence evaluated if the changes observed in sgACC-DMN FC correlate to 
HA scores. We did not observe a relationship between the changes in sgACC-DMN FC and the HA, 
indicating the functional connectivity changes observed in response to iTBS also did not relate to the 
HA personality dimension (data not shown). Additionally, we also did not find any evidence for a 
relationship between the HA scores and therapeutic response resulting from iTBS. 

Figure 10: Scatterplots depicting the relationship between the time domain HRV parameter RMSSD 
and the reported BDI-II scores. A negative relationship is seen for the personalized iTBS groups. 
However, this is not observed in the F3 iTBS group. 
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Visual analogue scales  

We find that while the patients reported a significantly higher physical sensation from real iTBS, the 
expected effects on their mental states were the same from both real and sham iTBS. (Supplementary 
figure 2) 

Discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, we present for the very first time a study comparing real vs. sham 
personalized and F3 iTBS using multimodal data (rsfMRI, ECG, and behaviour rating scales) in patients 
with depression. With this novel systems approach, we show that the cluster showing reduced sgACC-
DMN connectivity is about four times larger than that resulting from F3 iTBS. We also find significant 
increase in HRV and a trend-wise decrease in HR in response to real iTBS only for the personalized, 
but not for F3 iTBS. In light of known relationships between HR and activity in vmPFC (comprising the 
sgACC) (55,56), we also see a negative relationship between the slope of RR interval time series and 
sgACC-DMN FC in the personalized iTBS group. In addition, we identified a robust negative correlation 
between the FC of DMN with the dACC, rACC, and left AI and the BDI-II, HAM-D, MADRS scores 

Figure 11: Scatterplots depicting the relationship between the time domain HRV parameter SDNN 
and the reported BDI-II scores. A negative relationship is seen for the personalized iTBS groups, but 
not observed in the F3 iTBS group. 
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exclusively for the personalized iTBS group. Lastly, in support of previous work (30), we observe an 
inverse relationship between the BDI-II scores and HRV indices. However, we did not find any 
significant differences in therapeutic response between personalized and F3 iTBS groups in our 
analysis. This suggests that such intervention driven changes in the FC of the salience network (SN) 
nodes with the DMN are related to depression severity, which does not necessarily represent the 
antidepressant response to aiTBS. Although, we identified a trend of larger BDI-II symptom reduction 
in F3 in comparison to personalized iTBS group, which does not extend to MADRS nor HAMD scales. 
Nevertheless, clearer effects in the sgACC, extending to HRV, and a relationship between DMN and 
rating scales are suggestive of more advantageous use of targeted methods such as the personalized 
approach evaluated here. Previous studies highlighted the importance of the selection of left DLPFC 
targets based on their FC to sgACC to more effectively mediate antidepressant response (7,8,57). Our 
preliminary results presented here support their assumption only partially. We hope future analysis 
of this ongoing prospective study will help to further delineate the effects of personalized and F3 iTBS 
on treatment response.  

Changes in depression rating scales 

Here we present results from 38 patients of whom 20 received personalized iTBS and 18 received F3 
iTBS. We screened 62 subjects, 37.5% of whom dropped out due to the inability to commit time for 
the study. Of those who started with the stimulation, 9.1% dropped out from personalized group and 
21.74% dropped out from F3 group before finishing the stimulation. The higher dropout rate in F3 
group may stem from discomfort associated with the EEG cap used for F3 localisation or lack of 
treatment response or motivation. Further analysis of distance between optimal location of 
stimulation and the actual point of stimulation for subjects in F3 group will help clarify if this may 
explain the higher dropout rate in F3 group. However, in the preliminary analysis both the groups 
(personalized and F3) showed a significant decrease in depression rating scales at week 6 compared 
to week 1. Across groups, changes observed in the BDI-II, HAM-D and MADRS rating scales were not 
significantly different between the two groups, but a trend was seen in the decrease of BDI-II scores, 
which was higher for the F3 iTBS. This is contrary to our hypothesis that therapeutic response would 
be higher in the personalized group. But considering that the proportion of subjects who exhibited 
treatment response (50% or greater reduction in symptom scores based on BDI-II, HAM-D, and 
MADRS) is comparable and that the larger decrease was seen only in BDI-II scores and not in the 
others, this finding warrants further scrutiny. One possibility is that this effect is more subjective and 
therefore arising only when participants rate symptoms themselves. Alternatively, limited sample size 
can give rise to inconsistent fluctuations in such comparisons due to insufficient power to detect 
differences across groups.   

The therapeutic response is influenced and predicted by many factors related to both the individual’s 
physiology and disease characteristics. One reason for equitable therapeutic response in both groups 
may be a greater proportion of fast responders in F3 group. Larger studies with neuromodulation or 
pharmacological treatment have reported presence of clinical response trajectories that broadly 
classifies patients into groups based on their response to antidepressant treatment. Larsen et al. (58) 
conducted a trajectory analysis of 1357 patients with depression receiving either escitalopram or 
placebo over a course of 8 weeks. They reported presence of three classes of responders: fast, slow, 
and non-responders. Kaster et al. (59) conducted a similar response trajectory analysis on the THREE-
D (6) sample for patients receiving either 10 Hz rTMS or iTBS. They reported the presence of four 
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trajectories ranging from non-response to response dependent on baseline depression severity. Given 
our modest sample sizes, a higher proportion of fast responders in the F3 group could have resulted 
in a more favourable response seen in this group. While our small sample size prevents any insightful 
trajectory analysis, future analysis with larger sample should test these assumptions. Another crucial 
point to note is that Larsen et al. (58) and Kaster et al. (59), report from samples in which 
antidepressant intervention was applied over a period of 4-8 weeks. While such response trajectory-
based subgroups may exist in patients with depression, the use of accelerated protocols might 
significantly alter these trajectories. Hence direct comparisons must be made cautiously.  

In addition to response trajectories, studies have focused on finding predictors of therapeutic 
response as they might have an inherent clinical value. Knowing which type of patient would present 
higher chance to respond could reduce the burden of unhelpful treatments, reducing risks and 
suffering for patients and relatives as well as optimizing team and resources for the clinics. Personality 
factors have been suggested to predict antidepressant response (22). Baeken et al. (24) delivered 10 
Hz rTMS in 36 patients with depression and found that self-directedness (SD; a personality dimension 
in the TCI) positively predicted the outcome from stimulation. Siddiqi et al. (25) applied 30 sessions of 
10 Hz rTMS in 19 patients with depression and reported that persistence (P; another personality 
dimension in the TCI) positively predicted rTMS treatment outcome. They also found a negative 
relationship between the SD trait and depression severity. Kopala-Sibley et al. (23) applied 10 Hz rTMS 
in patients with depression. They evaluated personality using the big five inventory, and measured 
neuroticism, a trait closely related to HA. A decrease in neuroticism in response to rTMS treatment 
was reported, but they did not find it predictive of symptom improvement. Based on our work with 
healthy volunteers (10,11), we had expected that HA personality scores would be predictive of the 
response to iTBS. However, we do not find evidence in support of our hypothesis. Even though 
preliminary, if existent, such positive correlation in the DMN decoupling and HA score evidenced in 
our previous study would have been expected to be seen in this analysis with the given sample size. 
The literature on predicting rTMS response using personality trait in patients with depression is scarce, 
but previous works suggests it to be a promising measure for predicting rTMS response (23–25).  

Certain classes of medications can influence the antidepressant response of patients receiving rTMS 
therapy. Hunter et al. (60) reported a positive effect of psychostimulants use and a negative influence 
of benzodiazepines use on rTMS response. As they argue, the former is likely resulting from influence 
of psychostimulants on cortical plasticity mediated via their action on the adrenergic pathways (60). 
The benzodiazepines, on the other hand, influence the GABA levels (60). In patients with depression, 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy studies have shown lower levels of GABA in the occipital cortex, 
dorsal prefrontal cortex and ACC (61). Thus, potential upregulation of GABA by rTMS antidepressant 
treatment is possibly counteracted by benzodiazepines, eventually mitigating the rTMS effects (60). 
While, it is important to highlight that these relationships are observed in samples receiving non-
accelerated rTMS but not iTBS, these studies imply that different classes of pharmacological 
antidepressants differently influence rTMS outcome. On the other hand, Fitzgerald et al. (62) recently 
reported that their study sample of patients with depression receiving either accelerated 10 Hz rTMS 
or iTBS did not show a reduced response associated with benzodiazepine intake. However, they 
acknowledge the limitations of their results, as they coded the consumption of benzodiazepine merely 
as a yes/no response. Thus, inaccurate quantification of medication dose could have resulted in lack 
of effects seen in their sample. 
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In order to control the influence of medication on iTBS effects, we utilized standardized blood screen 
panels weekly to measure the medication concentration in the blood stream. This allows more 
accurate quantification of medication levels that reach the CNS than only registering the dose of 
intake. In our study, only a proportion of patients (68%, (75% in personalized and 61% in F3), see 
supplementary table 2 for details on medication load) were under the influence of stable therapeutic 
ranges of medication, despite no change in type or dose of medication during the course of the study. 
(see exclusion criteria based on participants’ reports). Therefore, in part, therapeutic response across 
F3 and personalized iTBS groups is likely a result of an interaction between both medication and the 
aiTBS. Our decision to allow for constant medication use in this trial was based on real world situations, 
which are more common in the clinical setting. Studies that enrol only medication free participants 
cannot extrapolate their findings to common patient cohorts, consisting of patients who only partially 
respond to medication and receive rTMS as an add-on therapy. It is clear that on the one hand, there 
may be an increase in variability considering such cases; on the other hand, rTMS as add-on treatment 
to medication may act synergistically as relevant circuitries are already prompted to be modulated for 
each case, thus increasing specificity. Another possibility is that likely differences in the underlying 
characteristics of the disease itself can render the symptoms more or less likely to respond to rTMS. 
Thus, while medication may likely influence symptom improvement in conjunction with effects from 
iTBS, a diverse disease pathophysiology could also lead patients to respond differently. To accurately 
delineate effects of medication from other aspects of disease pathophysiology future large studies 
should continue to incorporate the precise measurements of medication dose and central effects, so 
that they further unravel the relevant mechanisms of different classes as well as control for potential 
pharmacological confounders. This will pave way for a better understanding of these subtle, yet 
complex interaction effects. Delineation of such effects and pathways of interaction will also help 
improve response to neuromodulation by either discontinuing medication that might mitigate its 
effects or prescribing medications that might enhance its effects.   

Finally, additional factors have been shown to predict rTMS antidepressant outcomes. Both Lisanby 
et al. (63) and Brakemeier et al. (64) reported that lower levels of medication refractoriness predict 
better rTMS treatment outcome. Brakemeier et al. (64) also reported that reduction in sleep 
disturbances are an important predictor of who respond to rTMS. Apart from this, shorter duration of 
current episode was associated with better rTMS outcome (63), absence of anxiety disorder can 
positively relate to better rTMS response (63), depression severity may negatively associate with 
better rTMS outcome (65,66), and also age (67,68) can influence rTMS outcomes. Future work should 
further explore these factors in detail to account for predictors that truly reveal therapeutic advantage 
in personalized over F3 iTBS, if any.  

Next, by administering PANAS at the beginning and the end of each stimulation day, we also evaluated 
the changes in PANAS scores to determine if aiTBS can influence short term mood. We report that 
while the positive affect does not change over the course of the stimulation sessions daily, the 
negative affect decreases significantly. In patients with depression, one study reported acute changes 
in mood after rTMS treatment (69). In line with this report, we find a reduction in negative affect in 
our patient cohort. However, this decrease in negative affect is not limited to real iTBS, and is 
observable in sham iTBS too, in both the personalized and F3 iTBS groups. We argue that the 
improvement observed in mood is not a consequence of iTBS but is an effect arising out from the 
context of receiving treatment and related to the subjects’ internal expectations associated with it. In 
line with this, the subjects reported different scalp sensations corresponding to real and sham iTBS. 
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However, the expected outcome on their mental states was not different from either real or sham 
iTBS. Therefore, our results support the idea that differences in the negative PANAS is likely a placebo 
effect. Also, it supports the notion that the study blinding was effective. Placebo effects are frequently 
observed in the field of brain stimulation. The elaborate setup employed for both real and sham 
conditions have the potential to minimize the differences between them (70). In addition, we used an 
advanced placebo setup that was designed to partially mimic the skin sensation as observed during 
real stimulation. The significant difference between scalp sensations reported for real and sham iTBS 
indicates that the placebo setup fails to truly replicate the real iTBS effects. However, the identical 
procedure of placing the electrodes, placing coils monitored by neuronavigation, and measuring the 
RMT explain why the subjects may have expected similar outcomes from either week of stimulation 
(71). Accordingly, we argue that iTBS does not directly influence short term mood. The observed 
decrease in negative affect from multiple sessions of iTBS in patients with depression is resultant from 
non-specific effects of iTBS. Thus, the therapeutic benefits of iTBS seem likely to arise from more long-
term changes in brain connectivity. 

Changes in the DMN and its relationship to depressive symptoms 

The DMN plays an important role in the pathophysiology of MDD as past research shows that the DMN 
is hyperconnected in patients when compared to healthy controls (15,72–74). Particularly, the pgACC, 
including the sgACC, thalamus, and the precuneus exhibit higher than normal FC to DMN in 
depression, which except for the thalamus can be normalized after 5 weeks course of 10 Hz rTMS (15). 
Our results show (figures 5 & 6) that in personalized group, compared to the baseline (R1), the FC of 
DMN with sgACC, precuneus, and the PCC reduces approximately a week after the end of aiTBS 
protocol (R3). A similar comparison in the F3 group shows a reduction only in the precuneus region 
but not the sgACC or the PCC. A comparison of the DMN immediately after the aiTBS (R2) and 
approximately one week after the end of iTBS (R3) revealed a reduction in FC of DMN to sgACC and 
precuneus in both groups. However, the sgACC cluster showing a decrease in sgACC-DMN connectivity 
was four times larger for the personalized group compared to F3 group, indicative of a stronger effect 
from personalized aiTBS. 

The timeline of these effects is revealing of an aiTBS mechanism. We observe a reduced FC of DMN to 
sgACC and precuneus during R3. The reduction is not an immediate effect because the same regions 
do not show a reduced FC during the R1-R2 comparison. This implies that the DMN FC of these regions 
gradually decreases in response to aiTBS. This effect is unlikely from antidepressant medication since 
the medication dose was stable during the study, as well as at least two weeks prior to start of the 
study. This ensured that any changes observed in our data (neuroimaging, HRV, or depression severity) 
were most likely influenced by iTBS. Previously, Baeken et al. (18) used a similar study design to apply 
aiTBS in patients with depression. They also reported changes in sgACC connectivity developing in 
time over a period of three weeks (the same time frame in which we observe a decrease in FC). Unlike 
our results, they did not find reduction in sgACC-DMN FC, but instead found an increase in sgACC-
medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC), which might stem from a different analysis procedure that did 
not particularly focus on the DMN. Several other key dissimilarities between the studies could have 
amounted to the observed differences in the results. Firstly, unlike our study, they did not include a 
week-long pause between the two stimulation weeks. Secondly, they recruited only medication free 
patients with treatment resistance depression. Our sample is more naturalistic and representative of 
depression as a disorder, considering we recruited subjects irrespective of treatment resistance or 
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medication status. Thirdly, they delivered 20 iTBS sessions in four days as opposed to five days in our 
study. This could also result in differences in how aiTBS modulates the circuits. Lastly, they utilized the 
anatomical definition of left DLPFC as a target, as against our more functionally relevant rsfMRI based 
approach. All these disparities could have resulted in the characteristic FC changes observed in each 
study. Despite the underlying differences in study designs, it is important to note that both results 
point towards temporally delayed FC changes.   

The F3 iTBS group does not show reduced sgACC-DMN FC in R1-R3 comparison even though both 
groups show a reduced FC of DMN to sgACC and precuneus in the R2-R3 comparison. However, in R2-
R3 comparison of the personalized group, the cluster size of sgACC showing a reduced FC to DMN is 
four times larger than the sgACC cluster reported in F3. Thus, in support of our hypothesis personalized 
and precise targeting of left DLPFC seemingly results in larger disengagement of sgACC, while 
inadequate targeting of left DLPFC in F3 group results in poor response of sgACC region. This larger 
decrease of sgACC-DMN connectivity in R2-R3 comparison, observed for the personalized group, 
results in a significantly reduced sgACC-DMN connectivity in R1-R3 comparison, but not for the F3 
group.  

Other regions showing reduced FC to DMN include the PCC and precuneus. Zhang et al. (75) used 
graph theory to analyze patients with depression and found that left precuneus/PCC shows higher 
node centrality in depression, indicating a higher connectivity of these regions. Sundermann et al. (76) 
reported left precuneus having a higher FC to DMN, while the right precuneus displayed a lower FC to 
DMN. Liston et al. (15) has also reported a higher connectivity between sgACC, and nodes of the DMN, 
including the precuneus. Thus, the PCC/precuneus region seem also involved within the 
pathophysiology of depression. Furthermore, the precuneus/PCC region FC is associated with 
response to antidepressants. For example, Smith et al. (77) and Li et al. (78) showed a decreased 
precuneus metabolism in response to citalopram and 10 Hz rTMS, respectively. Another study 
evaluating the influence of 10 Hz rTMS using rsfMRI showed that rTMS reduced the increased FC of 
bilateral precuneus to the affective network (79). Using iTBS, Persson et al. (80), showed that 
stimulating at dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) sites resulted in symptomatic alleviation, which 
correlated with increased FC between the right precuneus and the dmPFC target sites. The precuneus 
is generally implicated for processing of episodic memory and encoding of self- relevant information 
(79). As an integral node of the DMN, the increased FC of precuneus to amygdale observed in patients 
suggest failure to regulate negative rumination on the self (79). Thus, evidence for decreased 
precuneus-DMN FC after aiTBS may indicate symptomatic benefits through reduced negative 
perceptions about oneself. Based on our results, we infer that the FC of precuneus to DMN reduces in 
response to aiTBS but the rsfMRI based targeting seems more effective than F3 at influencing sgACC-
DMN FC. We additionally hypothesize that the reduced FC between DMN-precuneus region 
accompanies an increased FC between the precuneus and the dmPFC, influencing the SN, as reported 
elsewhere (80). The increase in FC of precuneus and SN could plausibly allow efficient regulation of 
rumination, as theorized by Persson et al (80). This further hints at mechanisms behind behavioural 
clinical benefits of aiTBS. However, further evidence of increased FC between precuneus and SN nodes 
remains to be established through future work.  

Several studies in the past have suggested the utility of prospectively selecting left DLPFC targets 
based on its anticorrelation to sgACC region. These studies retrospectively show that the therapeutic 
response is proportional to the extent of anticorrelation between the stimulation targets and sgACC 
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(7,8,57). In support of such findings, our results further build a case for prospectively selecting left 
DLPFC targets based on their anticorrelation to sgACC for more robust effects in sgACC. Other brain 
regions have been related to clinical improvement from rTMS. One study of patients with depression 
receiving 10 Hz rTMS treatment (81) found that rTMS induced decrease in the FC between the left 
DLPFC stimulation sites and the sgACC was related to reduction in HAM-D scores. Similarly, Salomons 
et al. (82) also reported association between reduction of these scores and the connectivity of sgACC-
DLPFC, sgACC-Insula, sgACC-amygdala, dmPFC-sgACC, dmPFC-thalamus, dmPFC-putamen. In case of 
iTBS, Persson et al. (80) reported that baseline FC in the dmPFC-precuneus, the sgACC-precuneus and 
changes in precuneus-dmPFC FC were associated with reduction in MADRS scores. Using aiTBS 
protocol, Baeken et al. (18) reported a relationship between sgACC-mOFC and hopelessness. However, 
in our results such relationships between symptom reduction and DMN FC changes were not observed 
in the sgACC or precuneus. It is important to note that most of analyses investigating biomarkers of 
clinical improvement after rTMS generally focus on the FC between the stimulation region (dmPFC or 
DLPFC) and deeper regions like the precuneus, sgACC, thalamus, and putamen, among others. We 
however analysed the DMN FC, which may explain the lack of such relationships in our analysis. 
Moreover, when searching for biomarkers of treatment response, the true relationship between a set 
of sub-symptoms and biomarkers may be masked by inclusion of other non-relevant sub-symptoms 
(equivalent to addition of noise to true signal). Fried et al. (83) reviewed studies on depression that 
have analysed sub-symptoms of depression. Their findings suggest that use of sum-total of depressive 
scores is not conducive of developing insights into the pathophysiology and its interaction with 
treatment modalities. Notably, there is also considerable heterogeneity in the rTMS protocols used by 
various groups reporting on relationships between FC and clinical symptoms. Disregarding the 
variance in rTMS protocols as well as use of partial or summed symptom scores, the lack of 
relationship between clinical improvement and DMN FC of sgACC or precuneus regions may stem from 
limited power of our sample. Future work with larger sample size and exploration of symptom 
subtypes may facilitate fresh insights into the relationship between therapeutic response and DMN 
FC changes. 

We report that DMN FC to the dACC, and the left AI correlates negatively to BDI-II, MADRS, and HAM-
D scores only in personalized iTBS. Considering the imprecise nature of F3 iTBS, this may be the reason 
why these effects are not evidenced in the other group. Despite the limited sample size, the precise 
delivery of iTBS could increase homogeneity in the effects owing to more targeted engagement of 
brain regions in the personalized group. Note that these regions are typically considered part of the 
SN (84–86), which plays an important role in switching between DMN and task positive networks (e.g. 
CEN). The FC of the DMN with these SN nodes seem to mediate the severity of depressive symptoms. 
In patients with depression, Manoliu et al. (87) also reported an inverse relationship between the 
symptom severity and rAI-SN FC. The AI plays an important role in integrating social and affective 
information (88). Thus, reduced rAI-SN FC results in poor processing of emotional and social cues 
resulting in failure to relegate between DMN and CEN functioning. The poor switching between DMN 
and CEN functioning potentially leads to inabilities to divert from negative emotions as observed in 
ruminative thoughts and reported in (87). The dACC instead plays a more crucial role in conflict 
resolution and cognitive control (88). A higher dACC-DMN FC may also allow greater regulation of self-
directed processes like rumination (80), which may translate into reduced depression severity, as 
observed in our results. Thus, our results further strengthen the notion that SN nodes play a role in 
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mediating the symptom severity by modulating the communication between other relevant networks 
such as DMN and CEN. 

On a final note, we had hypothesized dACC, rACC, and rAI regions to show a change in FC based on 
our previous work in healthy samples (11). However, we did not find any statistically significant 
changes in the FC of the DMN with these regions. Further analysis with larger sample sizes will help 
clarify if the FC of these regions respond to iTBS, however it must be kept in mind that mechanisms to 
multiple session iTBS in patients with depression may not follow the same changes as those reported 
from a single session of iTBS in a healthy cohort. Additionally, we did not find any relationship between 
the FC of these SN nodes and DMN and that with symptom improvement. This might further imply 
that these regions may only play a role in mediating symptom severity but not symptom improvement. 

Heart rate variability and iTBS in depression – its relationship to rsfMRI and depression severity 

Antidepressant treatment with rTMS is associated with improvements in HRV. Udupa et al. (89) 
applied 15 Hz rTMS in patients with depression over a span of two weeks and found an increase in 
SDNN and RMSSD in response to rTMS. The increase in SDNN and RMSSD was also greater in the group 
receiving rTMS compared to the one receiving escitalopram, albeit only the SDNN showed a 
significantly higher value (89). However, the study did not involve a sham arm. More recently, Iseger 
et al. (37) showed that patients with depression receiving 3-minute iTBS showed higher HRV during 
real iTBS as compared to sham iTBS. They also found that within the first 30 seconds of iTBS, the slope 
of RR interval time series is higher during real stimulation compared to sham. Based on this, we had 
hypothesized that the HRV parameters would be higher in real iTBS condition compared to sham and 
even higher for personalized than F3 group. Confirming our hypothesis, in the personalized group we 
see an increase in HRV and a trend towards reduction of HR after iTBS, the latter not surviving 
Bonferroni correction. In the personalized group, we find that the slope of the RR interval time series 
is significantly higher during the first 30 seconds, 45 seconds, and 60 seconds of real iTBS condition 
compared to sham iTBS. A similar effect is observable in the F3 iTBS group but only during the first 30 
seconds and 45 seconds of real iTBS. In line with a previous meta-analysis evaluating the effects of 
non-invasive brain stimulation on HRV, we report that, in personalized iTBS group, the mean RR 
interval, the RMSSD, and the SDNN are higher during real iTBS condition, compared to the sham iTBS 
condition. We observe this effect for multiple time windows of the iTBS stimulation. For the mean RR 
interval, we used a minimum window of about approximately 3 minutes, as ECG data length shorter 
than two minutes does not lead to reliable estimate of RR intervals (51). However, for RMSSD and 
SDNN, ECG duration of 60 seconds suffices for a reliable estimation of these parameters (52–54). The 
observed HR deceleration within the first 60 seconds indicate that the effects of iTBS are observable 
immediately from the start of personalized iTBS. While we do see some HR deceleration from F3 iTBS, 
we do not observe differences in HRV from F3 iTBS. The probable reason for lack of such effects may 
be that F3 based iTBS does not consider either structural or functional properties of DLPFC region.  

Of note, Iseger et al. (90) and Kaur et al. (91) both show changes in HRV parameters in response to F3 
rTMS, albeit in healthy subjects. We argue that healthy subjects have a robust ANS, leading to changes 
in HRV despite more imprecise delivery of stimulation. Contrarily, patients with depression have a 
lower HRV compared to healthy controls (30), indicative of a poorly functioning ANS. Hence, precise 
and targeted approaches may be more suitable to elicit HRV changes in response to rTMS, as reported 
here and in (37). Thus, we argue that we see the modulatory effects on HRV only from personalized 
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iTBS as a result of more targeted iTBS delivered to relevant left DLPFC nodes that were more likely to 
result in sgACC effects across the frontal vagal pathway (27,91). This is further supported by our 
imaging results, which show that the personalized approach results in more robust reduction 
compared to F3, in the sgACC-DMN FC during R2-R3 comparison. 

Considering personalized iTBS affects sgACC-DMN more robustly, it is important to note that sgACC is 
also involved in the autonomic aspects of emotional expressions (28) as well as cardiac control. One 
study recently showed a covariance between the cardiac-cycle duration (RR interval) and the neuronal 
firing rate within the mid- to anterior-cingulate cortex (55). Although, their results are limited to only 
11% of cells recorded from the ACC regions, it nevertheless highlights a relationship between activity 
in the ACC and RR interval. Another study using magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings in healthy 
volunteers, elegantly depicted a covariance between the heartbeat-evoked response in vmPFC and 
thoughts related to oneself (56). The heart-evoked responses were defined as the MEG signal 
recorded between two heart beats. Their work depicted a direct link between the idea of selfhood, 
interoceptive thoughts and the activity within the DMN (56). In line with the known role of sgACC in 
cardiac functioning, we report a negative relationship between the slope of the RR interval time series 
and the sgACC-DMN FC. This implies that the lower the sgACC-DMN FC, the higher the tendency for 
the HR to change (positive slope depicts HR decrease while a negative slope indicates HR increase). 
Recent work with marmosets has shown that over-activity within the sgACC is causally linked to 
reduced parasympathetic activity (increased heart rate) (92). We find that a general trend of positive 
slope (decreasing heart rate) is associated with lower sgACC-DMN FC, while more negative slope 
(increasing heart rate) is associated with stronger sgACC-DMN FC. Our results provide additional 
evidence for a relationship between autonomic functioning and the sgACC-DMN FC and reinforce the 
dual purpose of DMN as a network for self-referential processing (93) and for autonomic regulation 
(28,94). 

The proposed relationship of the FC of DMN with depression severity as well as autonomic functioning 
indicates a possible relationship between autonomic functioning and depression severity. A previous 
meta-analysis reported a negative relationship between depression severity and HRV parameters (30). 
Agelink et al. (95,96) also reported a negative relationship between the depression severity and the 
HRV indices including the RMSSD. Yeh et al. (97) studying the effects of two different pharmacological 
antidepressants in patients with depression also reported a negative relationship between the 
depression severity and multiple indices of HRV. Upholding the previous findings, we report that the 
natural logarithm of the RMSSD and the SDNN show a negative correlation to the BDI-II scores only in 
the personalized iTBS group. This indicates with more severe depression the reported HRV is lower as 
compared to less severe depression. While rating scale scores are negatively correlated to HRV, they 
also correlated negatively to the FC of DMN with dACC, rACC and the left AI. Previous work shows that 
the FC of dACC with the thalamus, cingulate cortex and the amygdale , as well as the FC of amygdale 
and anterior insula show a positive relationship with HRV indices (98). In addition, Oppenheimer et al. 
also reported significant effects from left insula stimulation on mean RR intervals (99). Considering 
the suggested role of the SN nodes in autonomic regulation, our evidence also implies a possible 
relationship between HRV and the FC of SN nodes and DMN.  

Limitations 
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The foremost limitation of the study remains the sample size arising from evaluation of our sample 
differently from a cross-over design. A cross-over design allows detecting treatment effects even with 
smaller sample sizes, with subjects acting as suitable controls for themselves. However, the effects 
from real iTBS manifested over the pause week after the end of stimulation. The strong carryover 
effects from first week of stimulation make correction for sham effects using the second week of 
stimulation inaccurate. This prompted us using a different analysis design, resulting in reduction in 
sample size. While each group had approximately 20 subjects, the sample size receiving either real or 
sham iTBS is only n ~ 10 in this preliminary analysis. Thus, the results must be interpreted with caution. 
Small sample sizes are liable to considerable influences from underlying variability of subjects. Large 
sample sizes allow averaging out such nuances thus allowing better delineation of signal from the 
noise. While underlying variability could have influenced the results, especially so for F3 iTBS group, it 
can be said that most of the reported results will likely uphold with larger sample size. In addition, lack 
of differences in symptomatic improvement between personalized and F3 group could also mean that 
the impact of more precise FC changes may not be captured by the sum-total from the symptom scales 
of BDI-II, HAM-D, or MADRS. Future analysis should explore specific changes in symptom clusters to 
further delineate the behavioural effects of personalized versus F3 iTBS.  

Conclusions 

Our study shows that compared to F3 iTBS, personalized iTBS is more robust in reducing the sgACC-
DMN FC as well as increasing HRV and reducing HR. We further report a negative relationship between 
depression severity and HRV indices. In addition, severity of depression correlated negatively with the 
FC of dACC, rACC, and the left AI, indicating a role of the SN nodes in mediating perception of 
externally- and self-reported symptoms. In the F3 group, the lack of a relationship between the 
symptom scores and the DMN FC as well as between BDI-II scores and the HRV parameters, and the 
absence of HRV modulatory effects is noteworthy. We argue that this is in fact indicative of better 
targeting methods employed in personalized iTBS group, culminating in more pronounced and 
homogenous effects across the neuroimaging and ECG data. Although these results further strengthen 
the case for adapting personalized techniques in clinical practice, an evident difference between 
treatment responses across groups has not yet been observed.  
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Supplementary Figure 2: Boxplots depicting the reported scores on visual analogue scale by 
subjects. Upper panel shows the difference in physical sensations reported by subjects for real 
and sham iTBS. The lower represents the expectations on effects on mental states by real or sham 
iTBS. [** p < 0.05] 

Supplementary Figure 1: The left barplot depicts the changes in HAM-D ratings over six weeks for 
personalized iTBS group (dark grey shade) and F3 iTBS group (light grey shade). 
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Supplementary Table 1: Coordinates and maximum t-values for results presented in figures 5 and 6. 

Brain region R1-R3 R2-R3 
Personalized F3 Personalized F3 

PCC [6 -37 41], tmax
 = 

4.07, k = 35 n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Precuneus [9 -49 14], tmax
 

=4.36, k = 126 
[9 -58 23], tmax

 = 
6.36, k = 219 

[12 -52 20], tmax
 

= 3.85, k = 40 
[-6 -52 14], tmax

 = 
4.24, k = 40 

[6 -58 17], tmax
 = 

4.98, k = 84 

sgACC [-9 41 -7], tmax
 = 

4.05, k = 16 n.s. [-9 41 -7], tmax
 = 

4.85, k = 68 
[15 38 -13], tmax

 

= 4.29, k = 17 
PCC: Posterior Cingulate Cortex, sgACC: subgenual Anterior Cingulate Cortex, tmax: max t-value 

of the voxel within the cluster, k: cluster size 
 

Supplementary Table 2: Medication details of both the personalized and F3 iTBS groups 

iTBS group Personalized F3 

Examples Total no. of subjects 20 (100%) 18 
(100%) 

Total no. of subjects on 
medication 15 (75%) 11 (61%) 

Total no. of subjects on > 1 
medication 7 (35%) 6 (33%)  

Total no. of subjects on 
SSRI 8 (40%) 5 (28%) Fluoxetin, Sertralin, Citalopram, 

Escitalopram, Trazodon 
 

Total no. of subjects on 
SNRI 4 (20%) 2 (11%) Duloxetin, Milnacipran, Venlafaxin 

Total no. of subjects on 
NDRI 3 (15%) 3 (17%) Bupropion 

Total no. of subjects on 
TCA 2 (10%) 1 (5.5%) Mirtazapin, Trimipramin 

Total no. of subjects on 
Atypical Neuroleptic 2 (10%) 3 (17%) Quetiapin, Aripiprazol, Olanzapin 

Total no. of subjects on 
Benzodiazepines 0 (0%) 1 (5.5%) Lorazepam 

Total no. of subjects on 
MAO-Inhibitor 1 (5%) 1 (5.5%) Moclobemid 

Total no. of subjects on 
Anti-convulsant 1 (5%) 0 (0%) Lamotrigin 

Total no. of subjects on Z-
substance 1 (5%) 0 (0%) Zopiclon 

Total no. of subjects on 
Levodopa 1 (5%) 0 (0%) Levodopa 

Total no. of subjects on L-
thyroxin 1 (5%) 1 (5.5%) L-thyroxin 

SSRI: Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors | SNRI: Serotonin Norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor 
TCA: Tricyclic antidepressant | NDRI: Norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitor 
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7 Summary and future perspectives 
A personalized approach for rTMS target selection based on rsfMRI data is suggested as a viable way to 

overcome variability in treatment response. In chapter 3 the current status of rTMS use in the treatment of 

major depressive disorder is reviewed. Chapter 4 and 5 present a proof-of-concept demonstration of a 

protocol developed by our research group, initially applied in healthy individuals to locate the personalized 

left DLPFC targets for stimulation. Considering the success of this method to yield targets and to robustly 

modulate the DMN in pgACC regions, we theorize that this method would have great potential for clinical 

application. In Chapter 6, we then prospectively tested the utility of this personalized approach in a clinical 

cohort receiving 20 aiTBS sessions and qualitatively compared it against the standard F3 (non-personalized) 

approach. In a preliminary analysis, we report robust network effects that are aligned with cardiac changes 

favouring the personalized approach.  

The sgACC is an important DMN node implicated in emotion regulation [268]. Disruptions in sgACC 

functional connectivity underlay depression pathology. The antidepressant response of rTMS also 

influences the aberrant connectivity of sgACC with other brain regions [146, 160, 161]. However, a 

proportion of patients still fail to respond to rTMS antidepressant treatment. This has led to a growing need 

to understand and address the sources of inter-individual variability in rTMS response. Based on previous 

works, rTMS at left DLPFC targets with stronger anti-correlation to sgACC, result in better rTMS 

antidepressant response. This suggests certain nodes within the left DLPFC allow more efficient trans-

synaptic propagation of rTMS effects to deeper brain regions like the sgACC. Thus, we developed and 

validated a rsfMRI based personalization method for selection of left DLPFC targets. We used this 

personalization method to target 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS in healthy volunteers in a double-blind, sham-

controlled crossover study design. We reported robust effects from single sessions of personalized 10 Hz 

rTMS/iTBS on the functional connectivity of the DMN. A single session of personalized 10 Hz rTMS 

disengages the sgACC and ventral striatum (vStr) from the DMN ~ 30 minutes after the stimulation. These 

effects dissipate over time and are not observed ~ 45 minutes after stimulation. On the other hand, a single 

session of personalized iTBS disengages the dACC, and rACC from the DMN ~ 30 minutes after 

stimulation. These effects become more intense ~ 45 minutes from stimulation, further disengaging rAI, 

and parts of MPFC in addition to dACC and rACC. For the first time, using the same study design, we 

depict that effect of respective rTMS protocols on the DMN connectivity diverge, spatially and temporally. 

Thus, our results support fundamental differences in the underlying DMN mechanisms of 10 Hz rTMS 

and iTBS. Notably, these effects were associated with personality trait of HA, hinting at plausible use of 

HA for predicting response to 10 Hz rTMS (low HA) or iTBS (high HA). We further translated this 

personalized approach to patients with depression by applying aiTBS at prospective sites and studied its 

effects against those resulting from standard F3 stimulation. This is the first instance of such a comparative 

study. We find a stronger decrease in sgACC-DMN functional connectivity in response to personalized 
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iTBS than to F3 iTBS. Considering the reduced HRV in patients with depression, we further discover that 

HRV increases significantly during real iTBS only during personalized condition but not F3. The results 

further strengthen the premise that personalized approaches are more efficient in targeting deeper brain 

region functional connectivity than non-personalized approaches. Our results suggest larger benefits from 

use of a personalized approach for rTMS antidepressant treatment over the currently utilized F3 method 

of targeting rTMS. 

7.1 Personalized rTMS target selection based on rsfMRI data 
Our personalization method involves selection of left DLPFC sites based on their anti-correlation to DMN 

[163–165] and correlation to the network within which the target was located. The personalization method 

is robust, indicated by the higher negative correlation between individualized targets and sgACC than that 

between anatomical left DLPFC and sgACC. Thus, anatomical left DLPFC sites are less effective at 

addressing inter-individual variability in functional architecture of the brain. Furthermore, the 

personalization method is also reproducible. The test-retest assessment of the method in healthy subjects 

and patients with depression (data not shown) revealed that targets chosen based on rsfMRI data from the 

same subject, but different days are within 20 mm of each other (the diameter of focal region of figure-of-

eight coil). Several other groups have also put forward rsfMRI based personalization methods. One such 

study explored target selection utilizing healthy human rsfMRI data. They used sgACC and left DLPFC 

ROIs to locate voxels in left DLPFC with maximal anti-correlation to the sgACC [269]. Their test-retest 

assessment revealed that targets chosen by their method laid within 25 mm of each other, much higher than 

our reported variability (10.9 mm). This is likely because their method relies on ROI definition which is 

sensitive to preprocessing steps like registration and normalization. In contrast, our method is based on 

large-scale networks, which can be robustly identified in non-normalized rsfMRI data. Another group used 

rsfMRI data to identify personalized left DLPFC targets by maximizing the difference between probability 

of a voxel belonging to DAN and DMN [247]. However, they did not report on test-retest assessment of 

their method. Hence, it is difficult to judge the clinical utility of their method. However, the use of rather 

long rsfMRI sessions (15 and 16.5 minutes respectively) is common across both these studies. Arguably, 

methods performing well with lower lengths of data would be favourable for an easier “bench-to-bedside” 

translation. In this aspect, our method is reportedly better at identifying personalized targets with as little 

as 5 minutes of rsfMRI data. Cole et al. [248] presented another alternative approach to personalization 

using just 8 minutes of rsfMRI data. They developed an algorithm to find targets for stimulation by 

determining the correlation between left DLPFC subunit and sgACC subunit while correcting for its size, 

and the spatial concentration of the subunit [248]. The test-retest assessment for their method is also absent. 

However, they report a significant response from applying aiTBS using their personalized approach in a 

sample of 21 patients with treatment resistant depression. In the absence of comparison of their novel 

method to a standard technique, the clinical superiority of their method remains to be explored in future 

studies.  
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The work presented here shows the feasibility of a rsfMRI based method of rTMS target personalization 

in both healthy subjects and patients with depression. The method is robust and reproducible for potential 

clinical application. By using this method for personalized stimulation of healthy subjects, we find effects 

in deeper brain structures using both 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS. The personalization method presented here 

provides an alternative to Deep rTMS for inducing more precise effects in deeper brain regions. The 

dispersed nature of the electric field induced by Deep rTMS [5] makes precise modulation of neural circuits 

difficult. Further, we employ the same method to delineate the differences in effects of a personalized 

versus standardized (F3) approach and find that the personalized approach is more robust at influencing 

deeper brain regions. 

7.2 Default mode network changes after a single session of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy 

subjects 
Here we applied for the first time a complete single dose of FDA approved 10 Hz rTMS in healthy 

individuals to understand the underlying mechanisms involving the DMN. We report statistically significant 

reduced functional connectivity of the sgACC to the DMN. To our knowledge, only one other study [228] 

attempted to delineate the mechanisms of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects. However, they used a shorter 

protocol with less pulses, stimulated at anatomical left DLPFC, and analysed a network other than the 

DMN during a different time window. The differences between the previous study and ours include the 

target localization methods (anatomical vs. functional), networks analysed, observation time windows ([15-

21 min] and [31-37 min](225) vs. [10-15 min], [27-32 min], and [45-50 min]), and rTMS protocol parameters 

(1200 at 80 % RMT vs. 3000 pulses session at 110% RMT) which could have collectively resulted in 

discrepant results between the two studies, thus making direct comparisons difficult. In addition to the 

sgACC, we also find that a single session of personalized 10 Hz rTMS decreases the functional connectivity 

of the vStr to the DMN. The vStr along with the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) contribute significantly to 

reward circuitry [270]. In patients with depression, studies have reported impaired bottom-up contributions 

and top-down control of NAcc [271] in addition to reduced functional connectivity of the NAcc to reward 

circuitry [272]. Furthermore, disruptions in the reward circuit also correlate to the severity of depression 

[272]. Considering the importance of sgACC and NAcc in depression pathophysiology, our results further 

strengthen the premise that personalized rTMS is successful at precisely influencing the functional 

connectivity of relevant deeper regions.  

Additionally, we explored the temporal dynamics of effects from personalized 10 Hz rTMS to shed light 

on propagation of rTMS effects within and across large-scale networks. For this, we followed, along the 

four observation time windows, the connectivity between the stimulated DLPFC sites and the network that 

constitutes this region (IC-DLPFC), the sgACC-DMN connectivity, and the anti-correlation between the 

within network connectivity of stimulated site and sgACC. We find that the connectivity of left DLPFC to 

IC-DLPFC, showing a decrease, is the first to respond ~ 10 minutes after stimulation. This reduced 
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connectivity, possibly a result of saturation of underlying neuronal population [22], starts to return to 

baseline during the later observation periods. The sgACC-DMN connectivity reduces only after ~ 30 

minutes post stimulation and partially increases towards baseline levels ~ 45 minutes after stimulation. The 

differences in the observation windows during which effects are observed across left DLPFC and sgACC 

suggests a slow propagation of rTMS effects from stimulation sites to deeper brain regions. The changes 

observed in the anti-correlation, between the respective network connectivity of left DLPFC and sgACC, 

indicates shifting control of the IC-DLPFC over the DMN. Together, these findings implicate a plausible 

causal relationship between changes in functional connectivity of left DLPFC to IC-DLPFC and sgACC-

DMN.  

Aside from the sgACC role in depression pathophysiology, it also plays a crucial part in healthy individuals’ 

response to sadness and anxiety. Previous works have shown increased blood flow to the sgACC in 

response to sad stimuli in healthy adults [256, 257]. We do not find any relationship between the decrease 

of sgACC-DMN functional connectivity and changes in negative affect on the PANAS. This is likely 

because associations between sgACC activity/connectivity and sad mood may be more conspicuous when 

actively engaging the region through tasks rather than when at rest. However, we aimed to explore large-

scale network effects of rTMS rather than effects on singular regions, hence we did not employ any tasks 

to probe sgACC region’s role in sad mood. Additional post-hoc tests, however, show a positive trend 

between the NAcc-DMN functional connectivity ~30 minutes after stimulation and a decrease in negative 

affect. This effect is not significant, likely because a single session of stimulation in healthy subjects would 

not result in drastic changes in negative affect (i.e. small effect size). Thus, the small range of changes 

observed in our sample might not be enough to delineate such relationships both from a biological and 

statistical viewpoint. However, the observed trend association between NAcc-DMN connectivity and 

changes in negative affect is interesting, considering the NAcc plays a crucial role in closed and open loops 

between cortical and subcortical brain regions that result in the expression of emotions and mood [273]. 

The NAcc region projects to the ventral tegmental area, vStr and receives inputs from amygdala and cortical 

regions. It has known roles in reward processing as well as avoidance of aversive stimuli [273]. Another 

study found a correlation between the ability to perceive emotions (using Mayer–Salovey–Caruso 

Emotional Intelligence Test) and the connectivity between the anterior DMN and the basal ganglia/limbic 

network (comprising the NAcc) [274]. They found that higher network connectivity was associated with 

lower scores on ability to perceive emotions. Thus, the lowered functional connectivity between the NAcc 

and the DMN observed ~30 minutes after stimulation may have modified the subject's perception of 

emotions. The explanation for why a modified emotion perception led to reduced negative affect perception 

rather than increased positive affect perception may be the accompanying reductions in sgACC-DMN 

connectivity. 

Several studies have explored interactions between personality and brain functioning in healthy subjects to 

report a positive association of HA with activity in the sgACC [251], vmPFC-amygdala connectivity [275], 
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as well as sgACC-amygdala connectivity [276]. We report that the changes observed in sgACC-DMN 

connectivity after a single session of 10 Hz rTMS in healthy adults were negatively correlated to the HA 

scores of the participants. This relationship suggests a possible role of HA scores in predicting 10 Hz rTMS 

effects. Thus, our results suggest robust effects of 10 Hz rTMS over DMN via sgACC and vStr, with a 

negative correlation between changes in sgACC-DMN connectivity and HA scores. This introduces the 

question if other clinically relevant rTMS protocols may have similar mechanisms. To answer this, we used 

the same personalization method for probing the DMN connectivity and its time lapse after a single session 

of iTBS. We chose iTBS, considering its recent FDA approval based on its non-inferiority to 10 Hz rTMS 

[88]. Delineating its DMN mechanisms can help understand the underlying effects of iTBS as well as its 

differences from 10 Hz rTMS, with potential application for clinical decision making. 

7.3 Default mode network changes after a single session of iTBS in healthy subjects 
Application of a single iTBS session (1800 pulses) in healthy subjects reveals that the effects of iTBS are 

first observed as a decreased connectivity between nodes of the SN and the DMN. Furthermore, these 

effects are dynamic as revealed by following the changes through multiple time windows. Approximately 

27-32 minutes after stimulation, we report the first changes in DMN connectivity to the rACC and the 

dACC. With time, the magnitudes of these changes strengthen, and the effects propagate to other nodes of 

the SN (rAI), as observed 45-50 minutes post stimulation. These results strongly suggest that in healthy 

adults iTBS does not engage with the DMN directly via its own nodes but exerts its influence on the DMN 

via the nodes of the SN. An analysis of the temporal dynamics of changes in the rACC to DMN connectivity 

and stimulated DLPFC to IC-DLPFC connectivity suggests a possible feedback of rAI induced 

perturbations into the DLPFC causing its connectivity to alter during later periods of observation. 

However, more future work is needed to further explore this hypothesis. Previous studies with iTBS in 

healthy individuals have reported different iTBS effects. The effects from a 3-minute iTBS protocol on an 

anatomically located left DLPFC, revealed that immediately after iTBS functional connectivity of the left 

dorsolateral superior frontal gyrus (SFG) to the left dorsal inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and left rostral IFG 

to the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) increased while that between the left orbital gyrus (OG) to the left 

lateral OG decreased [277]. Approximately 15 minutes after the stimulation, left IFG-right amygdala and 

bilateral IFG-OG functional connectivity decreased while that between the left MFG-left OG increased 

[277]. Another study applying the identical protocol at an anatomical definition of the left DLPFC found 

increased connectivity between the left DLPFC and the bilateral caudate when iTBS was delivered at 90% 

RMT [278]. However, iTBS at 120% RMT resulted in increased right amygdala – right caudate connectivity. 

The lack of increased left DLPFC connectivity when iTBS was delivered at 120% RMT suggests a possible 

role of homeostatic processes to reduce connectivity when stimulated above a certain threshold [278]. These 

studies indicate varied connectivity changes from iTBS the over left DLPFC. However, the use of 3-minute 

iTBS at an anatomically localized left DLPFC while using seed-based analysis, compared to 10-minute iTBS 

at functionally defined left DLPFC and ICA-based analysis used in our study, makes relevant comparison 
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difficult. One study however, did apply 3-minute iTBS over functionally relevant left DLPFC sites chosen 

based on their connectivity to the rAI [229]. Using GCA, they found a decreased functional connectivity 

of the DLPFC and insula after stimulation. This finding along with our report suggest iTBS at functionally 

well-defined left DLPFC nodes can perturb the functional connectivity of rAI. 

Another important aspect of the report by Iwabuchi et al. is that they observed the perturbation of left 

DLPFC-rAI connectivity as early as 20 minutes after iTBS [229]. Our neuroimaging results suggest that 

reduction in rAI-DMN connectivity is only observed ~45 minutes after stimulation. This may be a 

consequence of difference in iTBS session length. Alternatively, choice of left DLPFC sites based on their 

anti-correlation to sgACC may result in longer time needed for effects to be observed in rAI. We further 

explored the temporal dynamics of iTBS induced changes in the functional connectivity of left DLPFC to 

IC-DLPFC, rACC-DMN, and the anticorrelation between within network connectivity of left DLPFC –

[IC-DLPFC] and sgACC-DMN. While rACC-DMN connectivity follows changes reported in the 

neuroimaging results, the left DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] connectivity does not change until ~45 minutes after 

iTBS. This contrasts with 10 Hz rTMS, where a change in left DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] connectivity was 

observed as soon as ~10 minutes after stimulation. This divergence indicates that effects of iTBS may not 

be mediated by changes in connectivity of the left DLPFC within its own network, although connectivity 

of the left DLPFC with other individual regions may change in response to iTBS, as reported elsewhere 

[229, 278, 279]. Thus, the influences observed in the dACC, rACC, and rAI may be mediated by other brain 

networks/regions. The changes observed in the anti-correlation of the left DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] 

connectivity to the sgACC-DMN connectivity indicate iTBS induced changes in IC-DLPFC control of the 

DMN, as observed after 10 Hz rTMS. Thus, the reduced connectivity of the dACC, rACC, and rAI may 

be mediated by DMN nodes without influencing the connectivity of such nodes within the DMN. This 

may be because stimulation sites were chosen based on their anticorrelation to the DMN. Thus, the lack of 

effect in left DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] connectivity up until ~45 minutes after stimulation is likely a result of 

concurrent reduction in rAI-DMN connectivity. Considering influences of iTBS modulation on left 

DLPFC-rAI connectivity [229], we hypothesize that the decreased rAI-DMN connectivity causes a 

corresponding increase in the rAI influence on the DLPFC, which further results in the increased left 

DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] connectivity observed ~45 minutes after iTBS. Finally, the correlation between the 

left DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] connectivity and the sgACC-DMN connectivity is maximal until ~45 minutes 

after stimulation. Given the strongest effects are also observed during the last time window, the iTBS effects 

are likely to last beyond our observation window of 50 minutes. 

One advantage here is the use of identical study designs for exploring the underlying mechanism of the 

DMN in response to either 10 Hz rTMS or iTBS. We have demonstrated that both the spatial effects and 

temporal dynamics of such effects are different for 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS. In the case of iTBS, we did not 

see any correlation between affect measured by the PANAS and the changes observed in functional 

connectivity, unlike after 10 Hz rTMS. This is likely because of different regions affected by each of the 
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rTMS protocol, with iTBS effects observed in nodes other than the sgACC and NAcc. The lack of 

involvement of the NAcc and sgACC (regions implicated in emotion regulation and anhedonia) in response 

to iTBS, might explain why we do not observe such effects in the iTBS study. Furthermore, we report that 

changes in rACC-DMN connectivity are positively correlated with HA scores. This relationship contrasts 

with that observed from 10 Hz rTMS where the rTMS induced sgACC-DMN connectivity was negatively 

correlated with HA. Arguably the opposite results observed in the experiments can be attributed to 

differences in regions whose connectivity to the DMN is affected in response to either 10 Hz or iTBS. 

Thus, healthy subjects with higher HA, presumably have higher rumination, and anxiety and vigilance 

towards external stimuli. Such individuals are more likely to respond to iTBS via disengagement of SN 

nodes from the DMN. On the other hand, subjects with lower HA scores show lower disposition for 

rumination, anxiety, and vigilance towards external stimuli and are more likely to respond to 10 Hz rTMS. 

Considering the opposite relationship between HA and DMN effects from 10 Hz rTMS and iTBS, we 

speculated that HA scores may facilitate personalizing rTMS protocols based on personality types. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study using identical study design to follow DMN effects for up to 50 minutes 

after stimulation with either of the two clinically relevant rTMS protocols. However, these results are based 

on healthy individuals and their generalizability to patient cohort is limited. Thus, we further investigated 

the DMN mechanisms of personalized rTMS in patients with depression. As patients with depression have 

higher HA than healthy controls [184], and we saw a positive relationship between HA scores and iTBS 

induced changes in healthy subjects, we expected that iTBS may be more beneficial for antidepressant 

treatment. Additionally, the shorter duration of the iTBS protocol reduces the duration of treatment 

sessions without compromising treatment efficiency [88], presumably reducing the extent of scalp 

discomfort (shorter duration implies shorter periods of discomfort). We hence chose 10-minute iTBS 

protocol to be applied in an accelerated manner to study the DMN mechanisms in patients with depression. 

The accelerated protocol reduces the treatment duration from four weeks to one, expectedly aiding in 

patient compliance to complete the full duration of treatment.  

7.4 Default mode network and cardiac changes after multiple sessions of iTBS in 

moderately to severely depressed patients 
We applied aiTBS in patients with depression using either our rsfMRI based personalization method or the 

EEG 10-20 system based F3 method of targeting the left DLPFC. We aimed to investigate the effects from 

personalized aiTBS as well as qualitatively compare its effects to non-personalized aiTBS. To our knowledge 

this is the first study to compare comprehensive effects (therapeutic, large-scale network, and autonomic 

regulation) from both personalized and non-personalized (F3) neuromodulation using the same design. 

Through preliminary analysis, we show that aiTBS reduces the connectivity of the sgACC and 

precuneus/PCC regions to the DMN. For the first time we report that this effect is stronger in the sgACC 

when a personalized approach is used as compared to an F3 approach. In line with stronger influences on 

the DMN in the personalized group, we also provide evidence using HRV that such a personalized 
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approach is more effective at regulating HRV than F3. In accordance to the role of DMN nodes in both 

self-directed thought processing and autonomic regulation [221], we present evidence indicating that 

sgACC-DMN connectivity is associated with heart rate regulation. We also show that BDI-II scores are 

negatively correlated to DMN connectivity of SN nodes, and to HRV. Unlike the differential effects of 

personalized and non-personalized aiTBS on the DMN and HRV, we do not find any differences in the 

symptom improvement (BDI-II, HAMD, and MADRS). This indicates that while personalized aiTBS 

modulates the DMN and HRV more effectively than F3 aiTBS, these effects do not translate to greater 

therapeutic benefits. It is possible that the effects of precise modulation of the DMN on behaviour may 

not be captured by full symptom scales and analysis of more specific sub-symptoms may delineate the 

therapeutic benefits of personalized aiTBS better. Furthermore, the therapeutic response is a result of 

influences from aiTBS as well as the underlying heterogeneity of our sample. Future analysis controlling 

influences from confounder variables will further clarify the differential therapeutic effects of personalized 

and F3 aiTBS. Similar to earlier reports showing mood improvements after rTMS treatment in patients with 

depression [280–282], we also find a significant decrease in the negative affect measured using the PANAS 

daily. However, the negative affect reduces after sham stimulation too. Using the visual analogue scores 

(VAS) we found that patients’ expected outcomes for their mental states from real and sham were the same 

even though the physical sensation from real iTBS were much stronger than the sham. Thus, considering 

that patients internally expected similar benefits indicates that the reported changes in mood is likely a 

placebo effect rather than an effect arising directly from iTBS itself.  

Our evaluation of DMN effects arising out from aiTBS provides an opportunity to understand the 

differences between personalized and F3 iTBS in patients with depression. We find that personalized iTBS 

is more effective in reducing the sgACC-DMN connectivity during week 3 compared to week 1. In line 

with our initial hypothesis, we present evidence that precise stimulation of targets in left DLPFC based on 

their connectivity to sgACC, allows enhanced influence on the sgACC-DMN connectivity compared to the 

current standard practices, such as the F3 method. However, in both iTBS groups, a reduction in FC of the 

precuneus/PCC regions is seen in week 3 compared to week 1. This indicates that these effects are likely a 

result of dispersed effects of iTBS rather than precise modulatory effects arising from personalized aiTBS. 

Our observations of reduced sgACC-DMN connectivity in our cohort of patients with depression follows 

previous works which show that treatment of depression is accompanied by correction of the sgACC 

activity and connectivity aberrations [146, 268, 283]. Other regions showing a reduced functional 

connectivity to the DMN in our study, namely the precuneus/PCC regions, are also implicated in the 

pathophysiology of depression [146, 284]. Another recent work applying iTBS to the dACC in patients with 

depression found an increased connectivity between the stimulated target and the precuneus regions in 

relation to symptomatic improvement [285]. There are crucial differences between this study and ours in 

terms of target node (dACC versus left DLPFC) and manner of iTBS delivery (accelerated versus non-

accelerated). While recognizing this, we hypothesize that an increase in connectivity of the precuneus to the 
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dACC (SN node) in response to iTBS may occur concurrently with a decrease in connectivity of the 

precuneus to the DMN as seen in our study. It is important to note that the regions showing altered 

connectivity to the DMN in our healthy cohort (SN nodes) are not the same as those showing alterations 

in patients with depression (DMN nodes). This suggests that mechanisms of multiple sessions of iTBS are 

different under depression pathophysiology as opposed to effects from a single session in healthy brains. 

However, the connectivity of the DMN to these SN nodes plays a role in mediating depression severity 

evidenced by the negative relationship between the depression severity (BDI-II) and the functional 

connectivity of the DMN to the dACC, rACC, and the left AI. A similar negative relationship has been 

noted earlier between rAI-SN connectivity and BDI-II scores [142]. Our results hence further support the 

role of left AI connectivity in mediating depression severity. The dACC plays a crucial role in conflict 

resolution and cognitive control while the AI is important for social and affective information [141]. The 

reduced rAI-SN connectivity [142] may result in poor switching between the DMN and CEN roles, 

resulting in ruminative behaviour (larger symptom severity), while greater dACC-DMN and left AI-DMN 

connectivity may translate into larger cognitive control over processes mediated by the DMN, such as 

rumination (lower symptom severity). Finally, the lack of significant relationship between the connectivity 

of the DMN with SN nodes and symptom changes suggests that these regions may only mediate depression 

severity but not symptomatic improvement. 

We provide further evidence of precise modulatory effects from personalized aiTBS through analysis of 

HRV influences. Our results suggest personalized aiTBS is more successful in increasing HRV and trend 

of reduced HR than F3 aiTBS. This is likely a result of poor target engagement by the F3 method, which 

results in minute effects (higher slope in the first 45 seconds of stimulation start) that do not translate to 

changes in HRV observable over the larger 10 minutes duration of iTBS. Our findings support those from 

a previous report showing 3-minute iTBS over anatomically defined left DLPFC in patients with depression 

resulted in an increased HRV and reduced HR [220]. We also reported that in the personalized aiTBS group, 

the slope of the RR interval time series shows a negative association to sgACC-DMN connectivity. This 

relationship is not observed for the F3 aiTBS group likely because of an absence of more robust alterations 

in sgACC-DMN connectivity. The relationship between the slope of the RR interval time series and the 

sgACC-DMN connectivity implies that a higher sgACC-DMN connectivity is associated with reduced 

parasympathetic influences on the heart (tendency for heart rate acceleration). The results are similar to 

recent findings in marmosets showing a similar relationship between increased sgACC activity and reduced 

parasympathetic influences on HR [222]. Our findings further support previously reported links between 

the DMN role in self-directed thought process and autonomic functioning of DMN nodes [192, 221]. Our 

report of an inverse relationship between HRV and depression severity are in line with previous results 

[196, 205, 286, 287]. Such a relationship indicates that increased depression severity is associated with 

further reduced HRV, depicting the damaging effects depression pathophysiology has on autonomic 

functioning.  
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7.5 Limitations 
We employed the VAS to explore the perception of scalp discomfort and expected effects on mental states 

in both healthy subjects and patients with depression. We found that blinding integrity was maintained 

during the application of personalized 10 Hz rTMS in healthy subjects, as well as aiTBS in patients with 

depression. However, when applying a single session of iTBS in healthy subjects, we found that the 

expected mental state effects were different for real and sham conditions. Further exploration of the DMN 

changes associated with only the real iTBS without correcting for sham effects show that the same nodes 

(dACC, rACC, and right AI) show connectivity changes to the DMN. This indicates that effects observed 

are not driven by sham stimulation but are specific to those caused by real iTBS. The temporal exploration 

of sham effects on the functional connectivity of stimulated DLPFC-[IC-DLPFC] and rACC-DMN 

connectivity revealed no changes analogous to that observed from real iTBS. This suggests that the results 

are indeed affected by real and not sham iTBS. Some subjects who participated in the iTBS study were also 

prior participants of the 10 Hz rTMS study. It is possible that prior experience with an rTMS stimulation 

might have resulted in distinct expectations in further sessions. The small sample size of the preliminary 

analysis of patients with depression is a notable limitation of the study. Of particular importance is that we 

do not find significant differences in therapeutic effects from personalized and non-personalized iTBS. 

This is interesting, considering we noted more robust effects of personalized aiTBS on both the DMN 

connectivity and HRV. As the larger effects of personalized rTMS are seen in sgACC connectivity, we 

hypothesize that symptoms mediated by sgACC functioning may be the ones to display differences between 

personalized and non-personalized rTMS. Hence, future analyses must also attempt to study the sub-types 

of depression symptomatology to detect effects within them. Also, the underlying heterogeneity in the 

sample (medication loads, age, gender, etc.) could have influenced the therapeutic effects from aiTBS. Thus, 

analysis of larger sample sizes while controlling for confounders, will further clarify if absence of larger 

therapeutic benefit was an effect of a lack of power in our study. We also do not observe any relationship 

between symptomatic changes and HA scores, as we hypothesized. This too may be an outcome of small 

sample size of our preliminary analysis. Some studies however, indicate that rTMS effects in patients with 

depression are associated with personality [187, 188]. Thus, future analysis with larger sample size will clarify 

the role of personality in predicting aiTBS antidepressant response. Also, considering the potential 

implication of pharmacological antidepressant effects on HA, the relationship between HA and symptom 

improvement may have been confounded by such additional variability. It is important to mention that we 

see differential DMN and HRV effects from personalized and non-personalized aiTBS, despite the small 

sample size. This nevertheless suggests likely differences between personalized and non-personalized aiTBS 

that future analysis will help establish.  

7.6 Outlook 
Through our work, we present a novel approach to personalize rTMS for the treatment of depression. We 

validated the usability of this new approach in both healthy individuals and patients with depression. Our 
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work with healthy volunteers is instrumental in highlighting the spatial and temporal differences in DMN 

effects arising from both iTBS and 10Hz rTMS protocols. Owing to its much shorter duration and 

comparable therapeutic efficiency to 10 Hz rTMS, we consequently chose the iTBS protocol for exploring 

the effects on the DMN in patients with depression. We simultaneously compared these effects against 

those resulting from a non-personalized method of targeting. As hypothesized, when selecting rTMS targets 

based on their connectivity to the sgACC, we see a more pronounced effect on sgACC-DMN connectivity 

within the cohort receiving the personalized protocol. The precise nature of such modulation is also 

observed through ECG data, showing that personalized stimulation is more successful in increasing HRV 

parameters than non-personalized (F3) stimulation. As the HRV indices are lower in patients with 

depression, these results suggest personalized stimulation may be more beneficial than the F3 based 

approach in alleviating HRV based deficits. Attention to parameters such as HRV deficits could help to 

further support the advancement of personalized approaches in clinical practice.  

Given our interest in understanding and developing a personalized rTMS approach specific to the treatment 

of depression, our evaluation has been confined to the DMN. Analysis of large-scale networks aside from 

the DMN will shed further light on comprehensive responses of brain networks to multiple sessions of 

aiTBS. Use of data-driven approaches such as multivariate analysis, deep learning, etc. will allow delineating 

the linear as well as non-linear interactions between large-scale networks and how these interactions change 

in response to neuromodulation. Such works will also help aid in the development of more accurate 

biological models of depressive disorders and promote a better understanding of the therapeutic effects of 

treatment interventions.  

Our work has only explored a singular aspect of a personalized rTMS approach, i.e. the target of stimulation. 

However, rTMS protocols are highly variable and the stimulator parameters alone represent a field of study 

wherein the determination of the ideal set of parameters for each person’s stimulation are ongoing. 

Furthermore, the physiological state of an individual’s underlying cortex during the stimulation can 

influence the stimulation outcome. The physiological state can be influenced by biological, psychological 

and environmental factors. Hence, it is an avenue that should be explored by controlled studies examining 

the concurrent physiological state of cortex being stimulated and how it influences rTMS outcome. 

Furthermore, additional sources of variability that affect the therapeutic rTMS response are diverse, ranging 

across phenotypic, genotypic, and connectomic domains. Thus, further steps towards a personalized 

medicine approach requires not just revealing the influences of these factors on treatment outcome, but 

also developing an integrated framework wherein all sources of variability can be evaluated. Together, these 

results can help to guide clinicians to the most beneficial treatment modality for a given individual. 
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List of abbreviations 
ACC Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
AG Angular Gyrus 
AI Anterior Insula 
aiTBS accelerated intermittent Theta Burst Stimulation 
AMPA α-Amino-3-Hydroxy-5-Methyl-4-Isoxazolepropionic Acid 
ANS Autonomic Nervous System 
AP Action Potential 
BDI Beck's Depression Inventory 
BDNF Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor 
BOLD Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent 
BSDBS Brain-State Dependent Brain Stimulation 
CBT Cognitive Behaviour Therapy 
CEN Central Executive Network 
CHD Coronary Heart Disease 
CMCT Central Motor Conduction Time 
CREB Camp Response Element Binding Proteins 
CSP Cortical Silent Period 
dACC Dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
DAN Dorsal Attention Network 
DBS Deep Brain Stimulation 
DLPFC Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex 
DMN Default Mode Network 
DMPFC Dorsomedial Prefrontal Cortex 
DSM The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
ECG Electrocardiography 
ECT Electro Convulsive Therapy 
EEG Electroencephalography 
EMG Electromyography 
EPSP Excitatory Post-Synaptic Potential 
FC Functional Connectivity 
FDA Food and Drugs Authority 
FDG 18F-Fludeoxyglucose 
FSL FBRIB Software Library 
GABA Gamma Amino Butyric Acid 
GCA Granger's Causality Analysis 
HA Harm Avoidance 
HAMD Hamilton Depression Rating Scale 
HF High Frequency 
HR Heart Rate 
HRV Heart Rate Variability 
IC Independent Component 
ICA Independent Component Analysis 
ICD International Classification of Disease 
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ICF Intracortical Facilitation 
IFG Inferior Frontal Gyrus 
LF Low Frequency 
LTD Long Term Depression 
LTP Long Term Potentiation 
MADRS Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale 
MEP Motor Evoked Potential 
MFG Middle Frontal Gyrus 
MNI Montreal Neurological Institute 
MPFC Medial Prefrontal Cortex 
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MT Motor Threshold 
NCG Neuro-Cardiac Guided 
NIBS Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation 
NMDA N-Methyl-D-Aspartic Acid 
NS Novelty Seeking 
OFC Orbitofrontal Cortex 
OG Orbital Gyrus 
P Persistence 
PANAS Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 
PCC Posterior Cingulate Cortex 
PET Positron Emission Tomography 
rACC Rostral Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
RCT Randomized Control Trials 
RD Reward Dependence 
RMSSD Root Mean Square of Successive Heartbeat Interval 

Differences 
RMT Resting Motor Threshold 
ROI Region of Interest 
rTMS repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
SD Self-Directedness 
SDNN Standard Deviation of Normal to Normal RR Interval 
SFG Superior Frontal Gyrus 
SICI Short Interval Intracortical Inhibition 
SMA Supplementary Motor Area 
SN Salience Network 
SNRI Serotonin-Norepinephrine Reuptake Inhibitor 
SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 
SSRI Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor 
ST Self-Transcendence 
TBS Theta Burst Stimulation 
TCI Temperament and Character Inventory 
TMS Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
TRD Treatment Resistant Disorder 
TSST Trier Social Stress Test 
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VAN Ventral Attention Network 
VAS Visual Analogue Scale 
VLF Very Low Frequency 
WHO World Health Organization 
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